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USER-EXPERIENCE-AWARE SYSTEM OPTIMISATION FOR MOBILE SYSTEMS
by Alexander S. Bischoff

This thesis considers the concept of Quality of Experience (QoE) in the context of
mobile electronic consumer devices, such as smartphones. The modern smartphone is
expected to deliver a high level of user experience across a wide variety of tasks, whilst
remaining as power efficient as possible. Commonly, mobile devices undergo runtime
optimisation to achieve the required level of performance, with the energy consumption
being a secondary concern. In this thesis, we stress that it is vital to not focus on the
raw performance of the device, but instead to concentrate on the needs and desires of
the end user. This approach ensures that the end-user is satisfied at all times, and that
the power consumption for a given level of user experience is minimised. Hence, we
advocate user-experience-aware system optimisation.
We introduce the concept of Quality of Experience, which has traditionally been used
only in the telecommunications industry, to mobile system optimisation. We develop
user experience models in the form of utility functions, and use these to translate lowlevel metrics into the delivered user experience. Upon these models we build simple,
yet effective, QoE-aware Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) governing algorithms which adjust the performance and power consumption at
runtime to meet user experience requirements. When creating our algorithms, we first
analyse and characterise the operation of both CPU and GPU workloads. Specifically,
we investigate how the level of compute-boundedness or memory-boundedness of CPU
workloads affects frequency scalability, as well as determining how the available bandwidth and core count for a GPU affects the rendering performance. We combine both
gem5-based simulation driven analysis and hardware-based verification in order to validate our QoE-aware governing algorithms. Additionally, we validate the operation of
our algorithms using a variety of common mobile workloads. As part of this work, we
have also extended the gem5 simulator to allow use to investigate the potential for finegrained Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) adjustment, and use this as a
platform to investigate the operation of the Linux CPUFreq governors used on modern
mobile platforms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Mobile phones and tablets have become ubiquitous in the modern society with 66%
of UK adults owning a smartphone (Ofcom, 2015), and 93% of UK adults owning a
mobile phone. As the adoption rate of smartphones and tablets increases, users rely
on these devices for more and more of their daily computing needs, shifting away from
bulky desktop computers and laptops. The modern smartphone offers many of the
same capabilities as a laptop computer, and can be used for standard calls, video calls,
to browse the Internet, taking photos and videos and even playing games. Due to
this wide variety of use cases, modern mobile devices are complex devices comprised
of many interoperating components coordinated by a full-fledged operating system and
applications. It is the function of the software to ensure that all components work
together to provide the desired service to the end user. Furthermore, it is vital that the
user experience of such services is as high as possible.
User experience is inherently a subjective metric, which makes it extremely difficult to
measure without explicitly asking a user how good a device or service is performing in
their eyes. User experience is affected by the limits of human perception, as well as
the preconceptions of the individual. For example, sufficiently short delays in response
to a user-triggered action are perceived as instantaneous (Nielsen, 2009), and therefore
deliver the best user experience. However, longer delays result in a reduction in user
experience, with increasing delay time resulting in greater dissatisfaction. Additionally,
the level of user disruption if affected by the conditioning of the end user (Fiedler et al.,
2010), and those exposed to longer delays can often be more tolerant of these. The
subjective nature of user experience makes this a hard metric to measure and act upon
at run time. Therefore, a typical assumption is that higher performance results in higher
levels of user experience. This drives vendors to strive to deliver the highest possible
level of performance in an attempt to provide the best user experience possible.
Maximising the performance of mobile devices has a large impact on the energy consumption, reducing the device lifespan and increasing the device temperature. User
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experience is not only affected by the performance of the device, but also by the time
between charges and the surface temperature. Hence, aiming to ensure high user experience by delivering the highest possible performance is a flawed approach, and in
fact results in decreased user experience under the wrong circumstances. Hence, it is
important to understand the level of user experience delivered by the mobile device, and
to use this information when governing the performance of the system. We consider the
short-term user experience and aim to maximise this whilst reducing energy consumption. Whilst we do not consider the long-term impacts of our decisions, our work forms
the initial first steps towards user experience aware system optimisation.
A typical mobile system is comprised of many different components, which all compete
for shared resources, such as the memory system and the energy stored in the battery.
It is vital that background activities do not noticeably affect the operation of foreground
tasks, and therefore components and tasks must be prioritised accordingly. These priorities control the level of service received by each component by the memory system,
and which components are allowed to consume more of the precious energy stored in
the battery. The allocation and management of these resources is known as Quality of
Service (QoS). A typical QoS implementation consists of a set of hardware mechanism
which can be used to trade the level of service received by each component dynamically
at run time, based on either pre-defined static policies, or more advanced run-time management. QoS sets the order in which components fail to receive their required level of
service in the event that not all components can be satisfied. It is imperative that the
QoS strategies are correctly set up to ensure sufficient device performance and high user
experience.
Commonly, it is possible to adjust the performance and energy consumption of components, such as the CPU, at run time. This often takes the form of Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS), where the frequency and corresponding voltage supplied to a
component are adjusted based on demand for high performance or to reduce the energy
consumption. This mechanism allows the system to trade efficient, low performance
modes of operation for inefficient, but high performance modes of operation based on
the workload and user demands. By providing a range of different frequencies, it is possible to choose a configuration that delivers just-enough performance, whilst consuming
the least amount of energy whilst doing so. However, picking the correct frequency is a
complex operation, which is affected by the capabilities of the hardware, the applications
running and the level of user experience demanded by the end user.
All components in a mobile system must work together to ensure that the system operates as intended, and that the end-user is satisfied. Two of the most important system
components are the CPU, which run the operating system as well as a large portion of
most workloads, and the GPU, which is used to offload rendering from the CPU. Should
the CPU underperform, then applications run more slowly, and the system becomes
less responsive. In the case of the GPU, if the frame rate at which the GPU renders
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is too low, then the user will see a set of static images in the place of smooth motion.
Both of these strongly affect the delivered user experience. The CPU and GPU are also
large consumers of system energy (Carroll and Heiser, 2010). For example, Carroll et al.
show that during video playback, aside from the display, the CPU and GPU consume
the highest power in the system. Therefore, we focus our analysis on these two vital
components, and investigate their operation in both standalone configurations, as well
as in a complete system context.
In this thesis, we present generalised user experience models, which relate the performance of the device to the quality of the user experience. These models present the user
experience in terms of utility, i.e., on a scale of 0 to 1, which allows multiple models to be
combined to determine the system- level user experience. We relate the user experience
to low-level metrics which can be used to predict the user experience at run time. Our
user experience models are used as part of Quality of Experience mechanisms, which are
a counterpart to the traditional Quality of Service mechanisms used in modern devices.
We combine our user experience models with studies regarding the efficiency of the CPU
and GPU to allow us to adjust the system-level performance at run time, whilst preserving the level of user experience. This results in decreased energy consumption, and
longer device run time between charges. We analyse the efficiency of the CPU and GPU
in isolation and in a system context, for a range of workloads. We compare our results
to those achieved by using typical governing strategies found in modern devices. Additionally, we combine simulation-based approaches with high observability with studies
focusing on real hardware.
Throughout this work, we present results gathered from simulation of, or execution on,
ARM architecture based hardware. Whilst we have only explored these optimisation
strategies for the ARM architecture, they are largely architecture agnostic and can be
applied to a wide range of systems and system architectures.

1.1

Research Statement

The research detailed in this work, and the future work in detailed in Chapter 7, is
working towards the following goal:
Link Quality of Service and Quality of Experience to provide automated
run-time control of the system configuration in order to achieve a desired,
user-oriented, level of performance whilst minimising energy usage for
commonly used mobile applications.
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1.2

Research Questions

This work answers the following research questions:
1. Can a quantitative relationship between low-level metrics and user experience be
defined which permits realistic estimation of user experience at run time?
2. From a low-level perspective, which level of service - in terms of latency and
bandwidth - do typical components such as CPUs and GPUs require from the
shared memory system?
3. How does CPU frequency affect performance and user experience for a spectrum
of workload scenarios, ranging from compute-bound to memory-bound?
4. Across a range of typical graphics workloads, what effect does the scaling of GPU
core count and available memory bandwidth have in terms of performance and
user experience?
5. Making various assumptions about user preferences - which we will term user
experience models - how can CPUs, GPUs as well as complete systems be runtime optimised in such a way that the end-user remains satisfied?

1.3

Experimental Setup

Throughout this work we used a combination of experiments run in simulation and ones
run on real hardware. Simulation allows us to explore system modifications that are not
possible with real hardware, as well as providing greater levels of observability. Additionally, simulation allows a large number of design choices to be explored in parallel.
Real hardware, on the other hand, gives much more realistic results than simulation, and
therefore is employed to validate our QoE-Aware CPU, GPU and advanced system-level
governors. These are covered in detail in Sections 5.2.1, 6.4 and 6.6, respectively.

1.3.1

Full-System Simulation

There are a vast number of full-system simulators which allow the user to boot an operating system and evaluate system performance. However, each simulator is different
and is designed to explore different areas of CPU hardware and software design. These
simulators can range from high-performance software simulators which are used for early
software development and debugging (Romdan, 2008) to highly-accurate simulators designed to investigate architectural and micro-architectural modifications (Binkert et al.,
2011). Due to these differences, it is vital to choose the correct simulator for the task at
hand.
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In this work we investigate both hardware and software changes, and consider low-level
traffic as well as higher level user experience. It is therefore crucial that the simulator is
highly-accurate when simulating, and is able to respond correctly when, for example, the
CPU frequency is changed as part of the DVFS mechanism. This requires realistic CPU
models, memory system models and high-quality models of other system components
required to run real workloads. The system must also be representative from a software
point of view, and must run unmodified operating systems and applications. This ensures
the most realistic set of results which are representative of real hardware and allow
general conclusions to be drawn.
A simulator which meets all of these criteria is gem5 (Binkert et al., 2011), and we
choose this as our full-system simulator in this work. The gem5 simulator is able to
simulate a number of different ISAs including ARM and x86. It comes with detailed
CPU models, which can be tuned to more closely represent real commercial CPUs, as
well as a detailed memory system and other components. It supports both full-system
and system-call-emulation modes, the latter of which allows applications to be run in
isolation without an OS.
The gem5 simulator has been proven as a realistic full-system simulator by Butko et al.
(2012). The work by Butko et al. focuses on comparing the performance of a real
ARM Cortex A9 with the performance resulting from a corresponding gem5 simulation.
Their results show that the performance estimations from gem5 correlate will with real
hardware, with the exception of memory intensive workloads. This was attributed to
the lack of a DRAM controller model, which has since been added to the simulator
by Hansson et al. (2014), thereby solving this issue. DVFS support has been added
to the simulator by Spiliopoulos et al. (2013), and fully supports the Linux CPUFreq
framework, which allows the operating system to control the voltage and frequency of
different in-system components.
The gem5 simulator has been used for a large volume of research in the computer
architecture field. This research ranges from characterising smartphone applications such
as the web browser (Gutierrez et al., 2011) to QoS for smartphone NoCs (Feng, 2012).
gem5 has also been integrated with other simulators such as DRAMsim2 (Rosenfeld
et al., 2011) by Wang et al. (2013). The simulator has been widely accepted by the
community and has been empirically proven as there have been over 140 publications to
date (Gem5.org, 2015).
An alternative ARM-ISA compliant simulator is ARM FastModels (ARM, 2014), which
offers very fast simulation in the region of 100 to 500 MIPS (Romdan, 2008), but it
is only a functional model of the hardware and does not make any guarantees on the
accuracy for architectural or performance exploration. ARM FastModels is designed to
assist in the development of software prior to the hardware platform being available, as
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well as providing debug facilities not present in the hardware itself. However, due to the
lack of performance guarantees, it is unsuitable for our purposes.
Simics (Magnusson et al., 2002) is a full-system simulator which is designed to allow fast
simulation of binaries without modification. However, the models used in the simulator
are not as advanced or as accurate at those used in gem5 as they are designed for software
development. Therefore, Simics is not suitable for our purposes. SimpleScalar (Austin
et al., 2002) is a system simulator which provides detailed architectural models of many
components found in a typical system which are cycle accurate. However, the models
and simulator are no longer maintained and are therefore are not as relevant as those
found in gem5, so again this simulator is not suitable.

1.3.1.1

Simulator Configuration

As discussed above, for system simulations we use the gem5 full-system simulator. This
detailed simulator is capable of simulating different CPU models, cache hierarchies and
memory system types, as well as running whole operating systems, driver stacks and
workloads with little to no modifications. The simulator allows full observability of
the simulated system, and can be extended to add additional hardware models, adjust
the operation of those already present or increase visibility for a specific part of the
system. We use gem5 to both profile the operation of different workloads, as well as
for fine-grained analysis of their operation. Additionally, we use this simulator to test
the operation of governing algorithms without the need to modify the software stack
of the guest operating system. Unless stated otherwise, we run gem5 in a single core
configuration with an ARM Cortex A15-like CPU model. For our Android simulations
we simulate a system with 2 GB of DDR3 memory. We run Android 4.4.4 with a 3.14
Linux kernel based on the linux-linaro-tracking git repository (Linaro, 2015). We have
extended gem5 using a proprietary GPU model which allows us to measure the impact
of our decisions on GPU performance. We measure and profile GPU performance using
this model in Section 6.1.

1.3.1.2

GPU Modelling

In addition to a sophisticated full-system simulator with a detailed memory system and
CPU models, it is important to have a realistic GPU model which produces real traffic
and therefore has accurate effects on the simulated memory system. The time taken to
render GPU frames must scale with the complexity of the frame as this allows the GPU
performance to be measured. In addition, the GPU model itself must be configurable
such that the frequency and number of GPU cores affects the time to render the frame
and the amount of bandwidth requested from the memory.
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The number of currently available GPU simulators is limited, and many are focused on
evaluating the performance of a workload on a specific GPU architecture, and fail to
take into account the rest of the system. GPGPU-sim (2012) is a GPU simulator which
is designed to provide a realistic platform to investigate the performance of different
GPU architectures and the software running on these. GPGPU-Sim is designed to explore the performance of GPU architectures when executing CUDA (Nvidia, 2008) or
OpenCL (Stone et al., 2010), and has not been designed to deal with graphics benchmarks, unlike the GPU model used in this work. GPGPU-sim has been used by Bakhoda
et al. (2009) to investigate why some CUDA applications do not achieve the expected
performance when run on a GPU as opposed to a CPU, i.e., why they fail to scale as
the number of concurrent threads is increased. GPGPU-sim has been integrated with
PTLsim (Yourst, 2007), an x86 simulator, by Zakharenko (2012).
In contrast, our study uses a cycle-approximate proprietary GPU model which not only
produces realistic traffic patterns, but also dynamically responds to memory system
changes. Our work also considers the trade-offs between available GPU bandwidth and
overall user experience for a CPU-GPU system. In addition to this model, we implement
a detailed GPU trace player which is able to reproduce the traffic characteristics of the
more detailed GPU model to a high degree, whilst reducing the simulation overhead.
We describe the GPU trace player in Section 6.1. Then enables us to complete longer
simulations that would otherwise be possible. Our GPU model is able to replay GPU
traces from mobile workloads, and does not just focus on CUDA or OpenCL. Therefore,
it is able to realistically represent the types of traffic found in a typical modern mobile
system.
Hong and Kim (2010) present us with a power and performance model for a GPU
which illustrates that once a GPU saturates the maximum bandwidth that the memory
system can supply, then it is pointless to increase the number of cores in the GPU
as performance does not increase, and sometimes worsens. By limiting the number of
running GPU cores, the paper shows that it is possible to achieve the highest possible
GPU performance for a particular application, whilst saving power by shutting down
unused cores. It is also shown that some GPU applications scale non-linearly as the
number of cores is increased, and therefore have a lower optimal operating point. Non
linear scaling has been observed as part of this work (see Chapter 4), as some frames do
not scale with the number of cores due to the high bandwidth requirements. Our work
expands on this as it also investigates CPU performance penalties due to contention
from high volume GPU traffic.
In the situation that the memory is not capable of satisfying the large bandwidth requirements for the GPU, Wang (2011) demonstrate that fewer processing cores must
be used. This demonstrates for various GPU applications using GPGPU-sim, and they
suggest that the number of active GPU threads must be chosen based on per-thread
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Figure 1.1: Odroid XU3 by Hardkernel. Image from Pollin.de (2015)
resource requirements. This ties in with our work in Chapter 6 in which we investigate
how the GPU requirements change as the number of active threads is altered.

1.3.2

Real Hardware

When running experiments on real hardware, we use the Hardkernel Odroid XU3 (Hardkernel, 2015b) development board, which is shown in Figure 1.1. This platform is
based on the Samsung Exynos 5422, which contains two clusters of four CPU cores
in a Big.LITTLE configuration. Specifically, it includes four ARM Cortex A7 cores, and
four ARM Cortex A15 cores. Additionally, the development board includes an ARM
Mali T628 GPU and 2 GB of LPDDR3 memory. This allows us to investigate the operation of different CPU types, as well as profile the performance of the memory system and
GPU under different configurations. Finally, the board supports the use of hardware
performance counters which allow us to monitor the operation of various components
without significantly perturbing the operation of the system. We run Android 4.4.2 on
the XU3, and use a modified 3.10 Linux kernel based on the kernel supplied by Hardkernel specifically for the Odroid XU3 (Hardkernel, 2015a). We use the Odroid XU3
extensively in Chapters 5 and 6 to validate results gathered through simulation on real
hardware.
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Workloads

Throughout this work we use a set of workloads to both stress and evaluate the performance of system components and the system as a whole. These workloads are used
to determine when the system is operating efficiently, as well as investigating why this
is the case. We run a set of workloads which allow us to test various aspects of and
components in the system. For this reason, we use workloads which stress the CPU, the
GPU, the memory system and the system as a whole. Each of the CPU workloads is
analysed in detail in Chapter 4, and therefore we only provide a high-level overview of
each workload here. Similarly, the GPU workloads are analysed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Our workloads have been chosen so that they cover a wide range of use cases. We include
both artificial workloads, as well as realistic workloads which are representative of what
a real end-user would run on a mobile device. Whilst some of our workloads are artificial,
they have been chosen to exercise the corner cases, such as extremely compute-bound or
memory bound workloads, i.e., Dhrystone (Weicker, 1989) and Memcpy (ARM, 2015b),
respectively. These represent the two extremes and assist us in both determining where
those extremes lie, as well as validating our experimental strategies. We also run a number of benchmarks which lie in between these two extremes, such as BBench (Gutierrez
et al., 2011), AnTuTu (Antutu, 2015) and RLBench (RedLicense Labs, 2012). Whilst
these are benchmarks, they force the system to perform similar action to those one
would see when a user interacts with the device. BBench, a web browser workload, is
an excellent example of this. We also run a set of graphics benchmarks, such as The
Chase (Unity, 2015), which strongly exercise the GPU, as well as stressing the rest of the
system. The Chase is a demo of a rendering engine, and therefore is a good example of
what one would find it a typical mobile game, minus the direct user control. Therefore,
the user experience delivered when running The Chase is representative of that when
the user is playing a 3D game. We provide additional details about the workloads in the
following sections.

1.3.3.1

Compute-Bound Workloads

Throughout this work we use two workloads which are close to being purely computebound. These workloads are Dhrystone (Weicker, 1989) and AndEBench (Levy, 2012).
These workloads scale close to linearly with the CPU frequency, and therefore can be
used to ensure that governing algorithms are operating correctly. For example, due to
the close-to-linear scaling, a CPU governor must run the CPU at the highest frequency.
Dhrystone is a cross platform CPU benchmark, which measures the CPU integer performance. A Dhrystone score is presented in terms of DMIPS, or Dhrystone-MIPS, and
measures the number of Dhrystone operations which could be completed each second.
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AndEBench in an Android-only benchmark, which measures the native and Java performance for both single- and multi-core systems. The workload is very compute-bound
for both the native and the Java execution modes, and therefore provides an Androidspecific measure of the CPU performance.

1.3.3.2

Memory-Bound Workloads

In the previous section, we briefly discussed two compute-bound workloads. These
workloads scale linearly with the CPU frequency, and therefore benefit from a higher
frequency. In this section we discuss a memory-bound workload, memcpy (ARM, 2015b),
which does not scale significantly with the CPU frequency, and instead achieves a similar
level of performance irrespective of the CPU frequency. Memcpy measures the time taken
to copy a portion of memory to another location in the memory. Due to the relatively
high memory access latencies, this workload does not scale with frequency, and purely
measures the memory bandwidth. For energy efficiency reasons, this workload must be
run at a low frequency.

1.3.3.3

Graphics Workloads

In this work, we also use two graphics workloads. These workloads rely on on the complete system as they make use of the CPU, GPU and memory system. Specifically, if any
of these components is under-performing, then the workload suffers as a result. However, these workloads rely primarily on the GPU performance, and are hence presented
as such. For graphics workloads, it is imperative that the achieved number of frames
rendered each second is sufficiently high to appear smooth to the end user. Therefore,
for these workloads, we can measure the FPS in order to gauge the performance of the
workload.
The first workload we use is The Chase (Unity, 2015), a demo for the Unity rendering
engine. This workload is a looping demo designed to show off the features of the Unity
rendering engine. As the workload loops, and always runs through the same sequence, it
allows different energy-saving strategies to be compared directly as the workload remains
the same. This workload is run for a fixed period of time, and the number of frames
executed is compared to get a score for the benchmark.
The second graphics workload we use is Transporter (Geomerics, 2015b), which is a
rendering demo for the Geomerics Enlighten (Geomerics, 2015a) rendering engine. This
engine is able to compute the lighting for a scene in real time on the CPU, and then renders the scene on the GPU. Therefore, the workload has both a well-define CPU-bound
portion and a GPU-bound portion. Hence, both CPU and GPU performance must be
sufficiently high to produce an acceptable level of performance from the workload. As
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with The Chase, we measure the achieved number of frames rendered over a fixed period
of time to score the workload performance.

1.3.3.4

Complete System Workloads

Finally, we cover the workloads which we believe assess the complete system performance. These workloads require high levels of performance from each of the system
components, and therefore will highlight when parts of the system are not performing
adequately.
The first workload we discuss is BBench (Gutierrez et al., 2011), a browser based benchmark. BBench loads a subset of the most visited websites using an operating system’s
native browser. BBench measures the system performance by rendering a set of the
most commonly loaded web pages using the native system browser. For each page, the
page is loaded, and the benchmark scrolls to the bottom of each page in fixed-size steps
at constant rate. The time taken to load and scroll through each page is measured
and a geometric mean time across all pages is calculated and presented as the overall
benchmark score. In general, BBench is run for multiple iterations, and the geometric
mean is calculated across all warm runs, i.e., excluding the first time each page is loaded
and scrolled.
The second complete-system benchmark we use is Antutu (Antutu, 2015), which measures the CPU, GPU, memory and IO performance of a device. Antutu consists of
multiple smaller benchmarks which measure the performance of each aforementioned
system component in turn. Antutu presents a score for each sub-benchmark, as well as
an overall score which is the sum of all sub-benchmark scores. This allows the benchmark to both give a high level evaluation of the device, and to allow the user to compare
the different sub-benchmarks to gain an understanding of which parts of the system
are under-performing. As the benchmarks profile different parts of the system, there
are phases where it is compute-bound, phases where it is memory-bound and phases
where it is neither. Therefore, the workload provides an interesting use case to evaluate
different governing strategies.
Finally, we use RLBench (RedLicense Labs, 2012) to measure the system performance.
SQLite performance is important when running the Android operating system, as it
heavily relies on SQLite databases behind the scenes. Studies have linked the SQLite
performance of an Android system to the user experience delivered by it (Kim et al.,
2012). RLBench measures the SQLite database performance. In order to do this, it
assesses the time for different SQLite transactions to take place. These transactions
involve adding and removing data to the database at different granularities, and performing different SQL queries on the database. As was the case with Antutu, this
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benchmark has phases where it is either compute- or memory-bound, depending on the
type of transactions being performed.

1.3.3.5

Automating Workload Execution

We make use of an open source tool called Workload Automation (ARM, 2015a) to
run the above mentioned workloads on both the gem5 simulator, and on real hardware.
Workload Automation interfaces with a system over the Android Debug Bridge (ADB),
which provides an interface to interact with the device by executing commands directly
on the device from a secondary machine. Workload Automation uses this interface
to set up the device, transfer workloads, execute workloads and extract the workload
results from the device. One of the most powerful features of Workload Automation is
the ability to set up an agenda, which allows the user to configure a set of workloads
and corresponding system settings to execute. Therefore, Workload Automation is a
powerful tool to run configuration sweeps to determine how the workload respond to
different system configurations. We use Workload Automation extensively throughout
this work. In addition to using Workload Automation with real hardware, we also use
workload automation with gem5. This allows us to run Android workload in gem5,
without manually setting up the simulated disk image.

1.4

Thesis Outline

In the following chapters, the content is organised as follows. Figure 1.2 shows the
layout of this thesis. In Chapter 2 we present the related literature, and contrast this
to our own work. Here, we present the motivation that has led to this work, as well as
providing a succinct summary of our research questions and goals. In this section we
also discuss both the gem5 simulation framework, which is used heavily throughout in
order to analyse both workload behaviour and to test dynamic optimisation strategies,
as well as the workloads used to analyse device performance.
Chapter 3 describes the concepts behind measuring the user experience delivered by a
device. We consider the different types of user experience that contribute to the overall
experience delivered by a device, and provide models for a subset of these. These models
allow us to relate measurable, low-level system metrics to user experience scores, which
are used for run time system optimisation. Hence, these models form the basis for many
of the optimisation strategies presented in the subsequent chapters.
After establishing the different types of user experience, and how to determine the level
of experience delivered at run time, we move onto CPU efficiency in Chapter 4. This
chapter considers the operation of the CPU under various constraints, and presents
the conditions under which a CPU is inefficient. We consider a set of workloads, and
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Figure 1.2: Thesis outline
demonstrate how the performance and energy consumption of these changes as the CPU
frequency is adjusted in both simulation and on real hardware. We use this information
to classify different types of workload, and describe the strategies that must be employed
at run time to ensure that the CPU is able to operate efficiently. Finally, we present the
optimisation space for set of applications that are compute-bound, memory-bound and
graphically intensive, and demonstrate that it is possible to reach the same performance
point at a range of different energy consumption levels when performing DVFS. This
demonstrates that a dynamic frequency governor must strive to make good decisions
in order to achieve the desired level of performance at as low energy consumption as
possible.
Chapter 5 is concerned with dynamic run time optimisation for the CPU, and builds
upon the previous two chapters. We begin by analysing the decisions made by typical
DVFS governors found on modern mobile devices, and compare these to a simple Oracle
governor. We follow this by presenting a more advanced CPU governor which considers
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more than the CPU load when making DVFS decisions, and instead focuses on utilising
IPC as measured from hardware performance counters to make run time decisions. We
profile a set of applications to determine the relationship between the workload performance, user experience and the measured IPC, and use this information at run time to
make DVFS decisions. We demonstrate the ability to achieve lower energy consumption
than both the Ondemand and Conservative DVFS governors in both simulation and on
real hardware.
In our final contribution chapter, Chapter 6, we consider the whole system, rather
than focusing on the CPU alone. The chapter begins by demonstrating how a GPU
behaves under various constraints. Specifically, we consider how the number of active
GPU cores and available memory bandwidth affect the performance of a GPU using
a simulation model of the device. We then demonstrate how the additional memory
congestion generated by a GPU affects the system performance, user experience and
energy consumption, even when running typical CPU-bound workloads. Using this
knowledge, we introduce some simple GPU governing strategies which reduce the GPU
energy consumption, whilst preserving the user experience. Finally, we extended the
IPC based governor presented in Chapter 5 to take into account the strain placed on the
memory system, and hence reduce the CPU energy consumption when CPU performance
is limited by other in system components. We demonstrate the potential energy savings
using real hardware.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude this work, providing a summary of the key contributions found throughout the document. Additionally, we discuss the potential additional
work which is able to build upon our findings.
Additionally, we provide two appendices. The first appendix, Appendix A, provides
further details on the forking infrastructure developed in order to investigate fine-grained
CPU DVFS. This appendix provides both a high-level governing algorithm overview, as
well as implementation details. The second appendix, Appendix B, lists additional
algorithms and source code used throughout the thesis. These algorithms are listed for
completeness, as is the source code.

Chapter 2

Literature Review
In this chapter we present a literature review which covers related research, and contrast
it to our work. We aim to highlight the current state of the art for mobile system
performance and energy optimisation. We begin by considering user experience, a key
component of our work. We discuss the concept of Quality of Experience. Next, we focus
on works found in the literature which try to estimate the user experience delivered to the
end user. We then provide an overview of strategies which attempt to either optimise for
user experience, or ensure that the level of user experience delivered is sufficient. Next,
we consider proposed system optimisation techniques found in the literature, which focus
on providing high performance and energy efficiency, concurrently, and in general do not
consider the user’s experience. We concentrate on CPU and GPU optimisation, as these
are two key components to which pay particular attention in this thesis.

2.1

Measuring User Experience

We begin the literature review by considering definitions used for Quality of Experience
within the industry and academia. Whilst we believe that we are among the first to
use the concept of QoE to optimise a mobile or embedded system, the term has been
used within the telecommunications industry for a number of years. The International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) define the term Quality of Experience as:
The overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user.
First of all, it is worth noting that they consider QoE as a subjective measure. This
highlights that it is important to understand how a particular user or group of users
will rate the operation of a device or service, as opposed to treating it as an objective
measure of performance. Whilst this definition of QoE makes it extremely hard to
15
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QoS

QoE
Subjective
Evaluation

SQoS

ESQoS
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(Service based)

SQoS = System QoS
ESQoS = E2E Service QoS
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(Mean Opinion
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Objective
Evaluation

Figure 2.1: Relationship between QoS, SQoS, ESQoS, QoE and MOS as presented by Soldani et at. (Soldani, 2010). Re-drawn from aforementioned publication.
measure and quantify, it is important to understand that it is a term that is based on
human perceptions and expectations, rather than an absolute measure.
Lopez et al. (2006) present a QoE-based strategy for adaptive multimedia streaming
over IP based networks, i.e., the Internet or similar networks. As part of this, they use
the following definition of QoE:

Quality of experience (QoE) has been defined as an extension of the traditional quality of service (QoS) in the sense that QoE provides information
regarding the delivered services from an end-user point of view.

Their definition of QoE is similar to the way we use the term. We consider QoE as an
additional layer which builds upon the already existing Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms, and provides a means to control these based on user experiences, rather then
low level Service Level Agreements (SLA). The advantage of using QoE over traditional
performance-based optimisation is that it helps the system to determine if the end user
will be satisfied with the result, and hence provides scope for far greater energy savings
than would otherwise be available to the system.
Soldani (2010) presents a link between QoS and QoE which includes the System Quality
of Service (SQoS), and the performance of the delivered services, ESQoS. We present
a replication of their QoS and QoE mapping in Figure 2.1. SQoS is defined as how
well the interconnect and components are operating in terms of bandwidth and latency,
whilst ESQoS is defined as the performance of a service running on the system, such as
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the time taken to load a web page. The latter is something which has been shown to
correlate well with user experience. These metrics are then linked to get a Mean Opinion
Score (MOS), which is in the range of 1 to 5, where 1 means bad and 5 means excellent.
In order to evaluate the performance of the system, it is important to be able to gauge the
impact in both terms of low level network metrics, as well as higher level user-oriented
performance. Fiedler et al. (2010) present a possible model for deriving a quantitative
QoE from the lower level QoS metrics. This allows them to provide an estimate for
the user satisfaction given the performance of the lower level system components. This
model makes the assumption that there is an exponential relationship between the two
performance metrics. This is verified with a set of experiments using a metric called
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality(PESQ), which estimates how well an end-user
perceives the quality of reproduced speech, and web-page loading times. The relationship
between QoS and QoE is claimed to have three stages. If there is a mild disturbance in
the QoS, then there is no effect on the QoE. As this disturbance increases the user starts
to notice the effect on the system performance and becomes increasingly unhappy with
the service delivered. Once the QoS disturbance increases to a critical level, the user
becomes very dissatisfied with the performance of the system, and potentially gives up.
Ghinea and Thomas (2005) define the term Quality of Perception (QoP) which consists
of two terms: the user’s ability to assimilate knowledge from a video, QoPU , and the
user’s satisfaction with the video as a whole, QoPS . They evaluate the QoP of 12 video
clips for a total of 72 users using 3 different settings for the frame rate and 2 different
settings for the colour depth of the video. They observe that the utility of the video
clip, i.e. the user’s ability to understand the contained information, did not deteriorate
significantly when the quality of the video itself was reduced significantly. They did
however find that the user satisfaction dropped significantly when both the colour depth
and frame rate of the video was reduced, although simply reducing one of the two had
limited impact on the satisfaction.
Apteker et al. (1995) undertook a study to determine the relationship between the quality
of a video and the acceptability. They define the term Watchability which is compared
of various aspects of the quality of the video and audio streams, and synchronisation
between the two. This term is analogous to the term QoE in terms of video quality.
However, it is worth noting that there are many factors, such as frame rate, colour depth
and resolution which are fixed at the time that the video is encoded. Other factors
which affect the QoS are the successful decoding of the video stream, i.e. blockiness or
dropped frames, and audio stream, as well as ensuring that the audio and video remain
synchronised.
Shye et al. (2009) logged the user activity on G1 Android phones and used this to
determine which hardware components have the largest impact on the battery life of the
device. They also analysed the usage patterns of the device to determine how to best
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reduce the power consumption of the device. After determining that the display and
the CPU of the device were the largest energy consumers, they introduced a gradual
reduction of screen brightness and adjusted the CPU frequency governor in order to
reduce the power consumption in a less noticeable way that just reducing the brightness
or frequency in one go. Using this technique they estimate that over 10% of the energy
was saved with minimal impact on the user experience as the users stated a preference for
the gradual reduction of brightness and frequency. It is worth noting that this approach
is deterministic and does not adjust dynamically.
A survey of 255 users by Falaki et al. (2010) demonstrates the diversity of applications
and smartphone use cases. The work suggests that providing mechanisms to adjust the
device according to the desired user experience. They look at the user behaviour as
a mechanism to predict future energy usage, and suggest that it can be used as part
of scheduling decisions to reduce the overall power consumption. They advocate the
need for run-time, machine-learning based system control which is able to take into
account the user behaviour, as well as control the performance of the individual IPs in
the system.
There are a number of works which focus on predicting the Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
of a device or service by developing a model of human perception. A MOS is a rating
in the range of 1 to 5 based on user feedback, where 1 is the lowest rating, and 5 is the
highest. For example, the work by Rix et al. (2001b) focuses on developing PESQ, which
attempts to evaluate the human opinion of audio quality based on a model of human
hearing. This type of model is vital in order to determine how the end user will evaluate
the device, system or service as they are able to provide a quantitative representation
of the user’s opinion of a delivered service.
In this dissertation, we present models for different types of user experience, focusing
specifically on user interactions wherein the user must wait for an action to complete,
i.e. they are latency sensitive, or ones where the user experience is dependent on the
rate of a particular action being completed, i.e. a throughput sensitive task. Our models
are heavily based on the work presented by Fiedler et al. (2010) for the latency-sensitive
user experience, and Krause et al. (2008) for the throughput sensitive workloads. We
detail their work in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and hence do not go into significant detail
in this section.

2.2

Optimising for User Experience

We now consider approaches presented in the literature which focus on optimising for
user experience specifically. Li et al. (2013) utilise user experience to reduce system
power consumption. Their work, SmartCap, investigates the impact of the CPU frequency on the user experience. By eliminating the highest DVFS operating point, the
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authors demonstrate a minimal reduction in perceived performance and a significant energy reduction for certain mobile applications, such as games and the web browser. Their
work presents a significant first step to QoE-aware DVFS control, but only investigates
a single-step DVFS reduction and does not consider the GPU in the optimisation.
Application Defined Computing is presented by Jagatheesan and Li (2013), which is a
concept where the hardware is tuned based on the applications running. Whilst their
concept is designed to apply to the system as a whole, they focus on the DRAM. They
are able to adjust the DRAM scheduling to increase performance and reduce energy
consumption based on application requirements. In addition, they account for user
requirements, although their work does not focus on user experience specifically. Their
work has not been applied to a complete system.
Techniques to measure QoE in the context of communication rather than system optimisation which is the focus of this paper are presented by Kuipers et al. (2010). They
look at the delivered QoE for audio and video, amongst others, and investigate ways to
quantify the subjective measure. QoE is applied to mobile broadband in the work by
Schatz et al. (2011), and they use this to determine the acceptability data services delivered over a mobile broadband connection. These works demonstrate the importance
of understanding how well a particular device or service is performing in a user context.
QoE has been investigated in the context of telecommunications and networks. Collange
et al. (2008) present a methodology which allows passive estimation of QoE for large
scale networks, and demonstrate their approach with ADSL traffic traces. They use
the packet loss for the ADSL traces to try and estimate the user experience. However,
as their approach is designed to work with lossy networks, it is less suited for SoC
interconnects as these are usually designed not to lose packets.

2.2.1

Utility-Based Optimisation

In this section, we consider approaches that use a form of time-based utility function
as part of system optimisation. The essence of a utility function is that it translates a
time delay for a particular application or service into utility. Specifically, if a process
delivers maximal utility prior to a deadline, and zero utility after the deadline, the utility
function will be a step from 1 to 0 with the transition occurring at the deadline. This is
commonly employed for real-time systems to determine when different processes should
be scheduled to ensure that strict deadline requirements are met. We use a form of
utility functions in Chapter 3 when creating our user experience models. These are used
to translate time and rates into user experience, and form the core of our optimisation
approaches.
As was the case with QoE, utility functions have been employed for large scale networks,
and the delivery for multimedia services. A key example is the work by Mu et al. (2008)
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which uses network utility functions derived from user studies to adjust network QoS for
different multimedia applications. They consider the impact of delay, jitter, packet load
and bandwidth limitations on different multimedia applications, including Voice Over IP
and video streaming. In our work we consider the impact of delay for latency sensitive
workloads, as well as processing rate which is affected by the available resources. The
authors demonstrate that they are able to use their derived models to determine why the
experienced quality of a multimedia stream declines. In our work, on the other hand, we
use the utility functions to predict the user experience, and hence allow us to maintain
a desired level of user experience, whilst minimising energy.
Alia et al. (2007) present a user experience model based on utility. This model is used
to understand the context of the service being delivered to the end user and adapt it
accordingly. Their approach focuses strongly on multimedia delivery, with a strong emphasis on maintaining uninterrupted service delivery. For example, they allow a user to
switch the device they are using to watch a multimedia stream, and use the information
about device capabilities and the type of stream to choose the appropriate stream quality. Additionally, they consider the case where the user is streaming the device via a
less capable network, resulting in lower usable bandwidth. Therefore, they are required
to understand device characteristics, user requirements, as well as the perceived quality
of streams for different devices. We focus on mobile applications on a single device, and
hence do not need to deal with the migration of devices. However, many mobile applications have vastly different characteristics, and often a mobile application will deliver
numerous services at the same time. Therefore, we need to understand the types of user
experience delivered by an application, as well as how good the experience is at any
point in time.

2.3

Optimising for Performance and Energy Efficiency

Following our overview of optimisation and modelling strategies for Quality of Experience, we consider strategies which focus on the optimisation of specific system components. We consider the CPU and GPU specifically as these are both major contributors
to performance, as well as the system energy consumption. As such, we focus heavily
on these components through this dissertation.

2.3.1

CPU

In this section, we consider optimisation approaches that focus on the CPU. We begin
by considering Continuously Adaptive DVFS, which is introduced by Spiliopoulos et al.
(2011). The authors present a framework to adjust the DVFS scaling for applications
which are memory-bound. They monitor the low-level operation of the application and
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adjust the DVFS scaling based on CPU stalls and memory latency. Another work which
detects when execution is compute-bound or memory-bound is presented by Hsu and
Feng (2005). This is similar to our approach as we monitor the number of Instructions
Per Cycle (IPC), which implicitly includes the stalls, and the miss latency. However,
these approaches do not focus on QoE, and specifically focus on the CPU.
Yuan and Nahrstedt (2003) present GRACE-OS which adjusts the CPU DVFS configuration in order to reduce idle time and thus runs tasks at lower frequencies to reduce
overall energy consumption. By reducing the amount of time that the system is idle,
whilst still meeting the task deadlines they are able to reduce the energy consumption
for the CPU. It is worth noting that this approach does not always reduce the system
energy as other system components may consume a large amount of power, and hence
it is better to run the CPU at a higher frequency, and then power down. In our work
we demonstrate similar characteristics about systems, and show that in many cases the
CPU frequency can be drastically reduced without impacting the performance of the
workload.
An online regression model is used to predict the required performance in the next time
slot, and the DVFS scaling is adjusted accordingly by Choi et al. (2004). Additional
machine learning based approaches are presented in Shen et al. (2012) and Jung and
Pedram (2010). The former presents a reinforcement-leaning-based DVFS governor
which adjusts the scaling based on temperature, energy and performance. The latter
uses a pre-computed table of DVFS states, and a supervised learning algorithm chooses
the correct DVFS scaling. However, this is not demonstrated in a real implementation.
The approach taken in our work uses simpler models which are able to deliver similar
energy reductions in a realistic and realisable environment.
Statistical models to predict web page demand and energy consumption are used by Zhu
and Reddi (2013) in order to choose whether to schedule execution on a big or a little
core, and at which frequency. They employ offline analysis techniques to determine the
compute requirements for each web page, which allows them to create a model predicting
the compute requirements for a web page. They employ this model to determine if a
particular web page should run on a bigger, more powerful and power hungry core, or
a smaller, energy-efficient core, based on a target render time. Whilst their approach
allows them to save a significant amount of energy, it focuses specifically on the task
of rendering web pages. We, on the other hand, consider a variety of applications, and
consider the CPU and GPU, as well as the interactions between these components.

2.3.2

GPU

We now move on to strategies which attempt to optimise the performance of the GPU
specifically, or include the GPU as part of their overall optimisation strategy. We begin
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by considering the work by Pathania et al. (2014), who devise a combined CPU-GPU
governor which adjusts both the CPU and GPU DVFS configuration in order to provide
a minimum frame rate for mobile gaming. Traditionally, a GPU would not support
DVFS, and would therefore rely on a run-fast-then-sleep approach, generally controlled
by the GPU drivers. The authors demonstrate that they are able to reduce the energy
consumption of the system as a whole by considering both the DVFS of the CPU and the
GPU at the same time. In our work, we also consider the system as a whole, focusing on
the CPU and GPU specifically, as the memory traffic generated by one component can
significantly impact the performance of the other. Our work builds upon the findings of
Pathania et al. by also considering the user experience, as opposed to raw performance,
when making DVFS adjustments.
Jeong et al. (2012) present run-time QoS adjustment for a GPU. They begin by proposing
using the number of tiles for a GPU frame to determine the rendering progress, then
use this to determine if the GPU is ahead of schedule, on time, or behind. When
ahead of time the GPU priority is lowered to below that of the CPU, whereas it is
raised otherwise. This ensures that the GPU meets its deadlines while keeping the
CPU latency as low as possible. Their work, however, does not consider how the GPU
behaves under bandwidth constraints, or how the performance of the CPU is affected
when running a full-system workload. We consider both of these aspects in Chapter 6,
and demonstrate that the bandwidth available to the GPU can first of all strongly affect
the performance of the GPU itself, but can drastically reduce the performance of other
system components. This is especially significant for latency-sensitive components such
as a CPU.
Hong and Kim (2010) present us with a power and performance model for a GPU
which illustrates that once a GPU saturates the maximum bandwidth that the memory
system can supply, then it is pointless to increase the number of cores in the GPU
as performance does not increase, and sometimes worsens. By limiting the number of
running GPU cores, the paper shows that it is possible to achieve the highest possible
GPU performance for a particular application, whilst saving power by shutting down
unused cores. It is also shown that some GPU applications scale non-linearly as the
number of cores is increased, and therefore have a lower optimal operating point. Non
linear scaling has been observed as part of this work (see Chapter 6), as some frames do
not scale with the number of cores due to the high bandwidth requirements. Our work
expands on this as it also investigates CPU performance penalties due to contention
from high volume GPU traffic.
In the situation that the memory is not capable of satisfying the large bandwidth requirements for the GPU, Wang (2011) demonstrates that fewer processing cores should be
used. This is demonstrated for various GPU applications using GPGPU-sim, and they
suggest that the number of active GPU threads should be chosen based on per-thread
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resource requirements. This ties in with our work in Chapter 6 in which we investigate
how the GPU requirements change as the number of active threads is altered.

2.4

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have provided an overview of the related works found in the literature.
We considered various approaches to measuring and acting upon user experience in the
literature. These includes approaches which combined the already present QoS mechanisms with user experience information in the form of Quality of Experience (QoE),
and investigated their effect on user-supplied MOS scores. QoE is a term which has
been used in the literature, but is less often found when considering mobile devices, and
instead is applies to communication networks, and the supply of end-to-end multimedia
services. In this thesis, we take QoE, and use it to optimise mobile systems at run time.
This allows us to get the required level of user experience, whilst consuming as little
power as possible. As part of our contribution, we provide a pair of parameterised QoE
utility models, which translate temporal measures of performance into the resulting user
experience.

Chapter 3

Understanding and Modelling
User Experience
Understanding user experience is key to optimising systems for user behaviour, as well
as ensuring that the end user is presented with a satisfactory experience. As it is almost
impossible to directly measure the user experience, without explicitly asking the users
how a service was perceived, proxies for the user experience must be used. It must be
possible to calculate the user experience at run time before the task has completed as
this allows the system configuration to be adjusted to the task at hand, as opposed to
optimising for future instances of the same or a similar task. This results in a higher
overall experience.
In this chapter we begin to answer our first research question: Can an quantitative relationship between low-level metrics and user experience be defined which permits realistic
estimation of user experience at run time? We define QoE utility functions, which allow us to translate the low-level performance of the device into an estimate for user
experience. Whilst we do not conduct user studies, we base our models on key works
presented in the literature. Our models aim to predict the instantaneous user experience
at a given point in time, and assume that the workload does not change significantly in
the long run. We leave the investigation of long-term user experience optimisation as
future work.
Throughout this work we use QoE, which is an objective estimate of the user experience.
We begin by defining QoE in Section 3.1. We then define the different types of QoE
workload, and explain how we measure and predict the QoE for each in Section 3.2. In
Section 3.3, we explain how to calculate the QoE for the complete system, as oppose to
for a service or a particular workload. Finally, we present models for web browsing user
experience and GPU rendering user experience in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.1: Relationship between QoS, QoE, user requirements and system
resources.

3.1

Quality of Experience

When consumers use a device, they have certain expectations such as the device’s ability
to play a particular game, long battery life, or simply being responsive. As long as the
device is able to live up to these expectations, the user remains satisfied. If, however,
the device is unable to satisfy the user’s expectations the user becomes increasingly dissatisfied. The user will rate the device very poorly for large disturbances in the delivered
service. This has been highlighted by Fiedler et al. (2010), who artificially generated
QoS disturbances for web browsing and monitored user satisfaction. Therefore, great
care needs to be taken when designing the system and corresponding QoS schemes that
try to ensure a high quality service without disruption.
QoS schemes provide a mechanism for dividing up the available system resources, such as
energy, run time and component frequency, to ensure that each component in the SoC,
such as a CPU or a GPU, gets at least the minimum resources it requires, e.g., high
bandwidth or low latency. As the load on the system increases beyond that which can
be sustained, QoS sets the order of resource allocation failure, and the more important
devices will receive their required resources first and at the expense of less important
components. It is, however, no simple task to determine which components are the most
important since this changes dynamically as the services delivered by the system change,
and therefore require run-time adjustment.
CPU governors adjust the DVFS state based on the type of governor and the performance
of the CPU (The Linux Kernel Archives, 2014; Pallipadi and Starikovskiy, 2006). They
are efficient at targeting high performance or extreme power efficiency. However, they
are inadequate at preserving high user experience whilst operating at the minimum
power required to do so. As we discuss in Chapters 5 and 6, the complexity of targeting
the optimal operating point reduces when user experience is utilised in the place of lowlevel metrics. Chapter 5 demonstrates that low-level metrics are a good indicator of
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how optimally the system is performing, whilst Chapter 6 combines this with knowledge
about the user experience.
In Chapter 5 we show that there is merit in explicitly using user experience for system
optimisation. Hence, we need a set of measurable system level metrics which can be
linked to the user experience. Specifically, a set of them needs to be defined which
are able to quantify the user experience and provide an estimation of the experienced
performance. We call this set of metrics QoE, which is a term used frequently by the
telecommunications industry when referring to a delivered end-to-end service, such as
streaming video (ETSI TR 102 274, 2010; Ghinea and Thomas, 2005; Collange et al.,
2008). More recently, applications are being viewed as delivering a service or set of services (Hirsch et al., 2006), and it is to the delivered services which we wish to apply QoE.
QoE does not appear to have been explored in the context of system-level optimisation.
The relationship between QoS and QoE is presented in Figure 3.1 and illustrates how
QoE can be used for system optimisation. The dashed box shows the system boundary
and illustrates that the subjective requirements come from outside the system, i.e., from
the user of the device. QoE is a measure of how the user perceives and reacts to the
services provided by the device. QoE is defined as being in range 0-1, where 0 means
completely dissatisfied and 1 means completely satisfied. QoE is used as a part of a
feedback loop to measure the performance of the services provided by the system in a
user-centric manner. It is then used to influence the resource allocation, which in turn
alters the performance of the delivered services. A similar feedback loop is used for QoS.
QoS is able to act upon objective requirements such as the distribution of bandwidth but
is unaware of the subjective, user-specific requirements - QoE is designed to encompass
precisely these. Understanding how the end user interprets device performance enables
the system to make sensible, user-centric resource allocation decisions which can be
combined with those taken by traditional QoS mechanisms to ensure proper operation,
and high user satisfaction. Fiedler et al. (2010) present a link between the time taken
to load a web page and the mean opinion score (MOS) for a group of users. MOS is
a user experience metric in the range of 1 to 5, where higher scores are better, which
is obtained by asking the users themselves to rate the interaction. Therefore, it is an
accurate representation of user experience for a sample of users, but it cannot be used
easily for run time optimisation, unlink QoE. This provides us with an established link
between QoS and QoE for a real scenario and shows how a disturbance can have a
pronounced effect on the user experience.
It is worth noting that there is no single, universal measure of user experience as this
depends heavily on the types of applications running (Brooks and Hestnes, 2010). As an
example, a GPU-intensive task, such as a 3D game, will require a sufficiently high frame
rate to ensure that the user is satisfied with the performance. This is quite different to,
say, a file retrieval task or the display of a still picture, where frame rate is an irrelevant
concept. Therefore, whilst there is a set of measurable metrics which give an indication
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of the user’s satisfaction and the quality of their experience, those of relevance vary as
the applications running on the device change.
In order for systems to be able to optimise their performance for user experience, multiple
requirements must be fulfilled:
1. A set of metrics which are correlated with the user experience but remain measurable from within the confines of the device must be determined.
2. Metrics which are of relevance must be selected at run time based on either observed traffic or explicit notification from a higher level within the system.
Each application run on a device uses a different subset of components and provides
different services to other applications. Therefore, it is not possible to define a single
QoE metric which can cover all workloads. For this reason, applications need to be
subdivided into services, which then need to be classified such that the QoE per service
can be calculated. This service-level QoE can then be combined to give the QoE for the
application or complete system.
The user experience delivered by a device can be divided into two main categories. These
categories are temporal, i.e., how long does it take to complete an action, or based on
the quality of a delivered service. Temporal QoE is concerned with how long it takes a
device to complete a specific operation, or if a device is capable of delivering a service
at a minimum rate, e.g., N times per second. Qualitative QoE is focused more of the
quality of the input data, such as the bit-rate for video and audio streams, or texture
quality and polygon count for 3D games. Whilst there is some overlap between these
two categories — dropped video frames can cause the quality of a video to decrease,
for example — we focus on temporal QoE in this work as it is more closely related to
device performance itself. Quality is an application layer QoE control, which is outside
the scope of this thesis, which considers architecture layer QoE control.
The next section considers the different types of temporal QoE, and define a set of QoEutility functions which allow the QoE delivered by the service to be quantified. This
allows QoE to be used for user-aware system optimisation. Additionally, we provide a
discussion of other types of QoE in Section 3.2.4.

3.2

Types of Workload

In general, unless an application delivers only a specific service, such as playing music, it
is difficult to determine the user experience. This is because the application is based on
a combination of different services, which all contribute to the user experience. These
services may be of equal importance and relevance to the end-user, or the user may only
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Service
Audio
Video
Application Loading
Web Page Rendering
Downloading a File
3D Gaming
Word Processing
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Type of QoE
Throughput
Throughput
Latency
Latency
Latency
Throughput
Latency

Table 3.1: Services and the type of QoE they provide
care about a single one of them. If we take the example of streaming an online video,
then both the video and audio must be decoded with minimal interruptions, and this
must be completed within a specific time period. Both services must be of satisfactory
quality in order to ensure that the user experience is high. Therefore, the QoE delivered
by each service must be calculated independently, and must then be combined to give
the QoE for the application or device.
Due to the complexity of modelling the QoE for a multi-service application, we subdivide
the application into services, which are classified based on their operation. As stated
previously, we only focus on temporal QoE in this work, and therefore, we define two
main types of service. We define services to be either latency sensitive or throughput
sensitive based on the how the service is being delivered. Latency sensitive workloads
need to complete work within a short time period in order to provide a high level of
user experience. On the other hand, throughput sensitive workloads need to complete
work items as a minimum rate to deliver an acceptable user experience. Table 3.1 lists
different services and the types of QoE they deliver.
In addition to latency- and throughput-sensitive services, we also need to define a third
type of QoE-utility function. Compute workloads, such as benchmarks which measure
the performance of the system when completing various tasks, do not contribute to the
user experience per se. Ideally, compute workloads complete as quickly as possible, and
therefore shorter run-times are favourable over longer ones.
We define QoE-utility functions for the three types of workload in the following sections.

3.2.1

Latency-Sensitive Workloads

Latency-sensitive workloads aim to complete within a certain time period, or latency.
Due to the way that humans perceive delays, there is a minimum time below which the
QoE saturates as humans are either not able to perceive it, or because it is sufficiently
short such that the user does not care. Once this minimum time has been reached, the
QoE starts to decrease as the user begins to notice and become dissatisfied with the
delay.
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Figure
A
B
C

t0
1s
1s
0s

tx
10 s
10 s
10 s

QoEtx
0.1
0.005
0.5
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λ
0.25
0.75
0.069

Table 3.2: Parameters used to calculate QoE for Figure 3.3
For our work, the following representation for latency-sensitive QoE is chosen:
(
QoEL =

1

t<t0

e−λ(t−t0 )

otherwise

where QoEL is the QoE for the latency workload, t is the time taken to complete the
work, t0 is the latency below which maximum QoE is achieved and λ is a constant used
to control the slope of the QoE degradation. This model allows us to capture both
the range of delays which can not be perceived by the end-user, as well as the rapid
degradation in experience once that threshold is passed. As λ controls the slope of the
trade off between the time taken and the QoE observed, the value must be carefully
chosen. In order to assist in determining a sensible value for λ, we derive the following
relationship:

λ=

ln(QoEtx )
tx − t0

where QoEtx is the desired QoE at time tx . Using this relationship, a QoE value at a
specific time can be used to determine the value of lambda, and hence the slope of the
QoE utility function.
Example latency QoE utility functions are shown in Figure 3.3, and the parameters
are shown in Table 3.2. The parameters are varied such to show their influence on the
time-QoE relationship, and do not represent any use cases in particular. Figures 3.3 (A)
and 3.3 (B) demonstrate the effect of t0 on the utility function, and demonstrate the
effect of QoEtx of the shape of the function. Figure 3.3 (C) demonstrates a very shallow
trade off, which could be used for minimally latency-sensitive workloads.

3.2.2

Throughput-Sensitive Workloads

Throughput-sensitive workloads are required to complete work items at a minimum rate
in order to provide a satisfactory user experience. These workloads include the GPU
rendering frames, video decoding and audio decoding. Provided that the required rate
is met, then throughput-sensitive workloads deliver a high QoE, whilst the QoE drops
down when the rate cannot be met. For example, a GPU rendering at or above the
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Figure 3.3: Calculating QoE for a latency workload
refresh rate of the display controller will deliver the maximum QoE that the particular
system can deliver. However, should the GPU frame rate drop below this threshold,
then the QoE will begin to decrease, especially when the end user begins to perceive the
GPU frames as a set of distinct images rather than fluid motion. Such a relationship
has been shown by Krause et al. (2008) whose results we present in Figure 3.4. They
conduct a series of experiments in which they ask a set of 17 users to judge if videos
appear smooth in motion, or if they are perceived as a series of still images. They
conduct this experiment for three different types motion captured in the videos: slow,
medium and fast. They demonstrate that a sufficiently high frame rate is required for
an end user to judge motion in a video clip as smooth. For medium and high rates of
motion, they show a very steep relationship between the frame rate, and the end-user
ratings.
As the QoE for throughput-sensitive workloads tends to 0 for low rates, and tends to
1 for high rates, we model the QoE utility using a sigmoid function. This sigmoid is
shifted such that the y-intercept is not at a rate of zero. Therefore, the QoE utility
function for throughput-sensitive workloads is given by:

QoET =

x=

1
1 + e−x

m−

1
tr

s

where QoET is throughput QoE, tr is the time taken to complete one iteration, m is the
midpoint of the sigmoid (where is crosses 0.5) and s is a scaling factor used to control
the slope of the sigmoid. The value of s is calculated using the derived equation:

s=
ln

Rtarget − m


1−QoEtarget
QoEtarget

41fps, 48fps) were not judged smooth, whereas the larger frame rates were judged smooth.
The conclusion from those graphs is that at 58 frames per second, all three speeds were perceived as fluent, and below 58
frames per second as jerky for medium and high speed, and no certainty for slow speed objects. One participant stated
that the slow speed was difficult to judge. The experiment also shows that for slow motion, a lower frame rate is difficult
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s
A
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60
0.99
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4.3 Smoothing factor α - Recency effect
B
50
80
0.99
-6.53
C
30
60
0.9
-13.65
The phenomenon we want to consider as well in the smoothing factor is known as recency effect9 or forgiveness effect.

The recency effect is a cognitive bias, describing the phenomenon that people forget about quality impairment in a video
Table
to calculate
QoE foreffect,
Figure
sequence within a short period
of 3.3:
time,Parameters
around 20 to used
30 seconds.
The forgiveness
as 3.5
introduced by Seferidis et al11
12
and updated by Hands , twists this statement to the fact that people tend to forgive quality impairments when the
presented video quality is of high standard afterwards.

where Ratetarget is the rate and QoEtarget is the QoE at the target rate.

Example throughput-sensitive workload QoE utility functions are shown in Figure 3.5,
and the corresponding parameters are shown in Table 3.3. As before, the parameter
values chosen do not represent any use case in particular, but instead serve as example
configurations. Figures 3.5 (A) and (B) demonstrate the effect of m and Rtarget on the
utility function. Figure 3.5 (C) demonstrates how the QoEtarget parameter influences
the shape of the utility function.
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Figure 3.5: Calculating QoE for a throughput workload

3.2.3

Compute Workloads

In general, compute workloads do not contribute to the user experience, and instead
attempt to measure the limits of performance or battery life, or simply complete a
computation. In the case of a benchmark, which is generally a compute workload, the
workload provides a score based on the capability of a device to complete a specific type
of operation, e.g., computing π and measuring the time taken to do so. For these sorts
of workloads higher scores are favoured and therefore the workload should complete as
rapidly as possible. As these types of benchmarks do not directly provide a level of user
experience, it becomes very difficult to determine when their performance is satisfactory.
Given that compute workloads generally do not contribute to the user experience, and
that those that do have a deadline can be modelled as a latency-sensitive workload, we
propose to run compute workloads as rapidly as possible. In the case where there is no
deadline at all, it makes sense to throttle back the execution in order to optimise for
energy efficiency. Ideally, such workloads should be run when the device is not in use
by the end-user to ensure that their experience remains unaffected.

3.2.4

Other Types of Workload & User Experience

We have considered latency-sensitive user experience, throughput-sensitive user experience, as well as considering compute workloads, which simply need to complete as
quickly as possible to satisfy the end user. In this section we consider the other types
of user experience for completeness.
We begin by considering the surface temperature of the device. It is well known that the
surface temperature of the device affects the user experience (Egilmez et al., 2015). This
actually is comprised of two components. The first is the maximum surface temperature
reached and the second is the rate of surface temperature rise, i.e., the amount of time
until the device becomes uncomfortably hot for the end user. The surface temperature
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of the device is affected by both design time decisions, as well as the running applications
and the run time decisions made by the various system governors. When a device is
designed, the thermal capacity of the materials is taken into account, and the designers
settle on a Thermal Design Power (TDP). This is the amount of power that the device is
designed to dissipate. As long as the device power dissipation remains below this level,
then it should continue to operate normally, but if this is exceeded for a long enough
period of time, then the performance of the device must be throttled in order to reduce
the temperature. The approach taken by Egilmez et al. (2015) involves adjusting the
frequency of components in response to the surface temperature to ensure a satisfactory
user experience. Additionally, the materials used to assemble the mobile device must
be chosen to give a sufficiently high TDP and as low a surface temperature as possible.
This means that the temperature of the device not only affects the experience of the
user directly, but it can also affect the performance of the device, resulting in further
reduced user experience. Whilst we do not consider thermal device characteristics as
part of this work, it is worth noting that we focus on providing the desired level of
user experience at the lowest energy consumption possible. This results in a reduction
is power dissipation, and therefore can influence both the time until an uncomfortable
surface temperature is reached, as well as reducing the maximum temperature reached.
Another type of user experience is quality-based user experience. This type of user
experience is influenced by the bit rate used to encode audio and video streams. For
example, when playing back a two otherwise identical videos where one is encoded at a
substantially lower bit rate than the other, the video will the lower bit rate will often be
rated more poorly than the other. The same applies to audio, which is why scientists
and engineers use the PESQ model to determine the resulting quality of an audio stream
(Rix et al., 2001a). There are various works which adjust the quality of a video or audio
stream to save energy, and to meet computation deadlines (Choi et al., 2002; Ge and
Qiu, 2011; Shafik et al., 2015). For example, a typical video is encoded with a series of
key frames, which contain the complete image, and frames which only store the relative
differences when compared to the previous frame. By skipping one or more non-key
frames it is possible to save energy with only a minimal reduction in quality, assuming
sufficiently high rates of key frames, and little motion within the video itself. In this
work we do not consider this type of optimisation. First of all, for many input sources
it is difficult to determine the resulting user experience without explicitly asking the
end user how good the quality was. This makes it hard to optimise for at run time.
Secondly, we focus on system level optimisation, and aim to optimise irrespective of the
workload.
The design of a User Interface (UI) also strongly affects the end user’s experience, as a
complex non-intuitive UI can result in a poor user experience. A typical user interface
should be clear, and must be easy to understand in as short an amount of time as
possible. If the user is required to spend a long time figuring out the intricacies of
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the UI, then they will rapidly become irritated and will stop using the application or
device. This is especially important when the user is trying to input data, such as when
using the keyboard. This was studied in detail by Page (2013) for a variety of mobile
software keyboards on Android. They compared the rate of data entry for each keyboard
and concluded that a combination of simple input gestures and prediction achieved the
highest data entry rate. Similar principles apply when a user views web pages, or any
time a user must perform actions to instruct the device to complete a task (Roto, 2006;
Shrestha, 2007). Additionally, even aspects such as the colour scheme must be taken
into consideration, as the wrong choice of colours can convey the wrong message, or may
simple make the UI hard to read and use. This type of user experience is something
that we again do not consider. This is something we leave up to the application and
operating system designers, as it is not something we are able to optimise for at run
time.
At this stage, we would also like to consider long-term user experience. Our models
and experiments focus on the user experience delivered over a short period of time,
and do not consider the long-term impact of our decisions. For example, the battery
life of a device is strongly affected by the amount of energy consumed when running
various tasks on the device. If a particular task runs for too long or consumes too much
energy, then the battery life of the device will be significantly shortened. Should the
battery life of the device become too short, then the end user must charge the device
in order to continue using it. This by itself has a user experience impact. Therefore,
the device should deliver good-enough user experience whilst ensuring that the device
itself is able to run for a long-enough period of time between charges. Our models,
experiments and methodologies present a significant first step towards run-time user
experience optimisation, but focus on the QoE at a specific point in time, and do not
include forecasting. Therefore, we leave the long-term user experience optimisation as
future work.

3.3

Determining System-Level QoE

Section 3.2 defines the relationship between workload performance and QoE for latencyand throughput-sensitive workloads, as well as discussing compute workloads. These
QoE utility functions can be used to determine the QoE delivered by a particular service
or application, but do not give the QoE for the complete system. Therefore, these
component- or service-level QoE metrics need to be combined in order to determine the
system-level QoE.
Naively, determining the system-level QoE appears as a trivial task. However, care must
be taken in order to ensure that this relationship is correctly modelled. First of all, it
does not make sense to model the system-level QoE by taking the arithmetic mean of
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the component QoE values. This is due to the fact that taking the arithmetic mean does
not clearly reflect when a single component is behaving poorly. If, for example, a single
component such as the display controller was performing poorly, then this would not be
reflecting in the arithmetic mean. Similarly, it would not make sense to calculate total
QoE as a sum of all component values as it would be difficult to determine if a single
component is behaving poorly, or is many components were behaving sub-optimally.
The service-level QoE is defined such that it is in the range 0 - 1, where 0 indicates
a completely unacceptable QoE and 1 indicates the highest QoE possible. Therefore,
system level QoE should also be in the range 0 - 1. Therefore we propose a multiplicative
approach to calculating the system-level QoE. Not only does this preserve the range of
the component QoE values, but also clearly highlights when one more more components
are behaving inadequately. The overall system-level QoE is calculated as a product of
individual component QoE values:

Y

QoEsys =

QoEc

∀c∈C

where QoEsys is the overall QoE for the complete system, QoEc is the QoE for component
c and C is the set of all components in the system. This definition of system-level QoE
ensures that a single component delivering inadequate QoE is correctly reflected in the
overall QoE. However, this definition will also highlight when multiple components are
behaving unacceptably and are impacting the QoE. The calculation of system-level QoE
also needs to take into account components that are inactive and must not include
these in the QoE. This can be done by removing the terms from the calculation, or,
more simply, setting the QoE of all inactive components to 1. The multiplicative QoE
calculation ensure that the QoE of 1 for inactive components will have no impact on the
system QoE.

3.4

Measuring User Experience for CPUs and GPUs

This section builds on the QoE utility functions described above, and specifies a set of
values for the utility functions. These values are chosen to tune the QoE utility functions
to be representative of real user experiences for web browsing and graphics workloads
running on the CPU and GPU respectively.

3.4.1

Calculating QoE for the Web Browser

As part of this work, we look at the time taken to render a set of web-pages, which
has been linked to user experience in various studies (Fiedler et al., 2010; ITU-T, 2005).
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Figure 3.6: Relationship between web page load time and QoE (left) and frame
rate and QoE for the GPU (right)
These studies have demonstrated that the relationship between QoE and web page load
time is approximately logarithmic or inverse exponential. We use the model defined in
Section 3.2.1 to model the QoE utility for web page rendering. Specifically, the QoE
delivered whilst rendering web pages is given by:
(
QoECP U =

1

t<t0

e−λ(t−t0 )

otherwise

where QoECP U is the QoE for the CPU, t is the time taken to render the web page,
t0 is the render time below which maximum QoE is achieved and λ is a constant used
to control the slope of the QoE degradation. In order to determine λ we derive the
following relationship:

λ=

ln(QoE10 )
10 − t0

where QoE10 is the desired QoE at a render time of 10 seconds. The parameters used
for calculating the CPU QoE are presented in Table 3.4 (A) and the utility function is
illustrated in Figure 3.6 (A). This value is likely to vary between different demographics
but, for the purpose of this study, we assume that web page render times of less than
1 second deliver the highest QoE. This value agrees with the work of Nielsen (2009), as
well as being of the same order of magnitude as that presented in Ibarrola et al. (2009);
Nah (2004). We assume a value of 0.1 for QoE10 as this is a close approximation of the
findings of Ibarrola et al. (2009) (for expert-level users). These figures give us a λ value
of 0.2559.
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(a)

(b)

CPU QoE Parameters
t0
1s
QoE10
0.1 s
λ
0.2559

GPU QoE Parameters
m
30 Hz
F P Starget
60 Hz
QoEtarget
0.99
s
4.35
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Table 3.4: Parameters used to calculate QoE for a CPU and a GPU
This model of QoE can be applied to any workload where work must be completed
before a deadline is reached, i.e., the workload is latency sensitive. Therefore, this model
can be applied whenever the user must wait for an event to complete. Examples include
loading applications, saving files and waiting for downloads to complete, amongst others.
However, care must be taken to tune the parameters for each particular workload.

3.4.2

Calculating QoE for GPU-Based Graphics Workloads

We model the QoE of the GPU using a shifted sigmoid function which can be tuned to
give the desired QoE-utility relationship. This is chosen as the GPU provides throughput
sensitive QoE, as explained in Section 3.2.2. The FPS-QoE relationship is given by:

QoEGP U =

m−
x=

1
1 + e−x
1
tf rame

s

where QoEGP U is the QoE for the GPU, tf rame is the time taken to render the most
recent GPU frame, m is the midpoint of the sigmoid shown in Figure 3.6 (B) and s is
a scaling factor used to control the slope of the sigmoid. The value of s is calculated
using the derived equation:

s=

F P Starget − m


1−QoEtarget
ln QoEtarget

where F P Starget is the target frame rate and QoEtarget is the QoE at the target frame
rate. The parameters used to calculate the GPU QoE throughout this work are presented
in Table 3.4 (B), and are based on the work by Zinner et al. (2010).
As was the case with the exponential QoE relationship described in Section 3.4.1, this
QoE utility function can be applied to different workloads, and does not only apply to
the GPU. Specifically, it can be applied to throughput workloads where work must be
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Figure 3.7: The number of frames rendered per second and corresponding QoE
when running The Chase on an Odroid XU3 as the frequency is varied.
completed at a minimum rate. For example, this type of model could be applied to video
decoding where each frame of the video must be decoded before a frame-rate-imposed
deadline.

3.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we provided an overview of approaches to modelling and optimising
for user experience found in the literature. We began by defining the term Quality of
Experience (QoE), an objective measure of user experience, and relating this to Quality
of Service, a measure and set of schemes used to divide up system resources. The
important realisation is that QoE is a measure of how acceptable the performance of a
device or service is to the end user, whilst QoS is focused on low-level device operation,
and serves to ensure the components receive their required service from the rest of the
system.
As one of the key contributions of this thesis, we defined two different types of user experience: latency-sensitive and throughput-sensitive user experience. The former relates
to workloads where the user must wait for an action to complete, and hence too long
delays result in a degraded experience. In the latter case, the user must be provided
with updates at a minimum rate to remain satisfied, and this applies to workloads such
as video playback and 3D game rendering. For each of these types of user experience
we provided a parameterised model which can be used to translate delay, in the case
of latency-sensitive user experience, or rate, in the case of throughput-sensitive user
experience, into a QoE value in the range of 0 to 1. We use these utility functions
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throughout the rest of this thesis. We also briefly considered compute workloads, which
are workloads which must complete as fast as possible. These workloads usually do not
contribute to user experience, except by causing the user to wait for their completion,
and hence we aim to complete as-fast-as-possible for these workloads. We also briefly
considered how to calculate the QoE for the complete system, and concluded that one
must take the product of all component and service level QoE contributions as a single
poorly performing component will greatly degrade the overall experience.
Finally, we derived specific parameters for two types of user experience used extensively
in this thesis. The first is QoE for the web browser, which we base on the latencysensitive user experience utility function, using results from the literature to tune the
model. Secondly, we created a model for GPU QoE, based on the throughput-sensitive
user experience utility function. This model is also tuned based on relevant research
found in the literature.

Chapter 4

Characterising CPU Efficiency
At the heart of any modern mobile device lies the CPU which is responsible for running
the operating system, coordinating the other components and executing the bulk of a
large number of applications. As the CPU performs such a vital role, it is imperative that
it is able to operate efficiently such that it is able to deliver high levels of performance
whilst remaining as energy efficient as possible. High energy efficiency is extremely
important for all devices, as it affects the cost of operation and thermal characteristics,
but this property is especially important for mobile, battery-powered devices.
In the previous chapter, we discussed user experience models and how the raw, lowlevel performance of a device can be translated into Quality of Experience (QoE). These
models allow us to understand how the end-user of a device perceives the operation, and
how satisfied they are as a result. In this chapter, we look into the properties of CPU
traffic, how the CPU responds to memory system perturbations and how typical CPU
workloads respond to DVFS scaling on the CPU.
We begin by looking at the characteristics of traffic generated by the CPU to the memory system in Section 4.1. Next, in Section 4.2 we run typical mobile workloads on real
hardware and observe how the performance of user experience delivered by these workloads scales with CPU frequency. This is followed by a simulation-based CPU workload
analysis in Section 4.3. This analysis allows us to observe how typical workloads scale
with CPU DVFS, and gives insight into why these workloads may or may not scale
well as the CPU frequency is adjusted. Next, we look at the design space for CPU
DVFS adjustment by visualising the Pareto frontier for a number of CPU workloads in
Section 4.4. Finally, we conclude with a summary of the chapter.
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Profiling CPU Traffic

The CPU is arguably the most important single component in a modern smartphone.
First of all, it is the component that is used to execute the Operating System, which
provides an abstraction layer between applications and the hardware they are running
on. The CPU is responsible for executing most applications, and for coordinating the
operation of the other IP blocks contained in the SoC. It is therefore vital to understand
how CPUs perform when resource constrained, especially as these insights can help to
avoid a large impact on the user experience. Additionally, this also helps us to answer
our second research question for a CPU: From a low-level perspective, which level of
service - in terms of latency and bandwidth - do typical components such as CPUs and
GPUs require from the shared memory system?
A CPU is an inherently complex device which produces complex traffic patterns due
to interaction with caches and the rest of the memory system. It has both data and
instruction dependencies, which may cause it to stall when the required data must be
fetched from main memory due to it not residing in the low-latency caches. Due to this
stalling, the latency as seen by the CPU should be kept as low as possible in order to
ensure high and efficient CPU performance. As the frequency of the CPU increases,
the number of stall cycles per memory access increases, resulting in wasted energy and
reduced performance improvement. Therefore, for high-frequency operation, it is vital
that the memory latency remains as low as possible if high energy efficiency is required.
In order to demonstrate the type of traffic generated by the CPU we show an InterTransaction Time (ITT) histogram for the CPU when running a SPEC2000 (Henning,
2000) benchmark, eon, in Figure 4.1. These results are generated using a fixed-latency
memory model where each DRAM access takes exactly 150ns. This allows us to visualise
the access patterns of the CPU more clearly without the interference from the detailed
memory model.
There are multiple significant peaks shown in Figure 4.1. This first and most significant
peak is at the access latency of the L1 cache. This is caused by CPU memory accesses
which hit in the L1 caches. There is a second and much smaller peak caused by memory
accesses hitting in the L2 cache. These are still serviced with a low latency and allow
the CPU to operate relatively efficiently. Finally, there is a third peak for transactions
which access the main memory. These have a very high latency and therefore there is
a high inter-transaction time. The accesses to main memory are those that cause the
greatest CPU slowdown as it stalls.
In addition to the eon results, we run BBench, and present the ITT for CPU transactions
in Figures 4.2. As before, there is a set of peaks at low ITT values, which are due to
data being cached in the L1 and L2 caches. However, as BBench accesses a large amount
of data, only a limited proportion of the data is cached, and therefore the majority of
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Figure 4.2: ITT histogram for BBench, 1 ns bins, 1 second run-time
accesses are handled by the main memory, which causes the two main peaks on the
graph.
Figure 4.3 shows the Instructions-Per-Cycle (IPC) for a set of short BBench runs as the
memory latency is varied. BBench is run from a checkpoint and runs for a total of 0.5
seconds, as opposed to running the full BBench benchmark. This allows us to look at
the impact on parameters such as IPC without running the complete benchmark, but
does not allow correlation with the final BBench score. The results show that as the
latency increases, the IPC decreases. This confirms that the CPU is a latency sensitive
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Figure 4.3: IPC as memory latency varies for a 0.5s BBench run
device, and that it therefore needs to be provided with a low latency to ensure proper
operation, else the experienced performance suffers. Later results show that the latency
increases by more than 300 ns when a GPU is introduced into the system (we show an
increase of 328 ns for one frame). This motivates the need for limiting the impact the
GPU can have on the memory system, and provides part of the mechanic for trading off
GPU performance for CPU performance.
In this first section we focus on BBench as our CPU workload as it provides a realistic
user-focused use case representative of a task an end user would perform, and a set
of SimPoints (Sherwood et al., 2002) is created for the workload. The set of BBench
SimPoints is executed for a number of different voltage and frequency operating points.
For each operating point the change in performance and the energy consumption is
measured.
In Figure 4.4 we present the trade-off between benchmark run time and the energy
consumed by the CPU, shown relative to a CPU frequency of 1.7 GHz — the maximum
operating frequency for the Exynos 5 Dual (Samsung, 2012). The energy is estimated
by multiplying V 2 f for each of the DVFS operating points by the run time, assuming
a roughly constant load for the duration of the benchmark. This gives a high level
estimate for the dynamic energy consumption, and simply serves to illustrate the energy
saving potential for workloads such as BBench.
There is a non-linear relationship between the benchmark slowdown and the energy
consumed, and the relationship is split into two key parts. For small reductions in
CPU frequency there is a significant decrease in CPU energy consumption for a small
increase in overall benchmark run time. For larger CPU frequency reductions, there
are diminishing returns as the run time increases more rapidly than the energy savings.
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Figure 4.4: Energy consumption and CPU frequency as a function of system
slowdown.
Small reductions in frequency allow large energy savings, with minimal performance
loss, and therefore it is possible to trade-off the performance of the CPU for energy
consumption efficiently within this range of frequencies. Please note that this range of
frequencies is dependent on the particular workload, and is based on how memory bound
the workload is.
The non-linear relationship between the performance and energy consumption of the
workload occurs because the average memory access latency does not vary significantly
as the CPU frequency is adjusted. Therefore, the benchmark spends a large proportion
of time waiting for data from main memory, and the CPU idles, wasting energy. Modest
reductions in the CPU frequency result in fewer wasted cycles whilst still performing
a similar amount of work in a given time period. Once the CPU frequency has been
reduced significantly, the CPU is unable to process the data at the rate that the memory
can supply it and the run time increases significantly, resulting in poor energy-efficiency
due to the high run time.
Taking the energy-delay product, we determine that the ideal DVFS point in terms of
total energy consumption is at a CPU frequency of 800 MHz. Operating at 800 MHz
results in an increase in run time of 35% and a decrease in energy consumed of over
60% relative to 1.7 GHz. In order to relate this reduction in energy and performance
to QoE, Figure 4.5 shows the geometric mean for web page render times in BBench
as the memory latency seen by the CPU is varied, and shows the relationship between
CPI and web page render time. As the memory latency increases, the time taken to
render each web page increases, as does the CPI of the CPU for a given frequency.
This not only demonstrates that the CPU is able to operate more efficiently at lower
frequencies due to the relative decrease in memory latency, but also provides us with a
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Figure 4.5: CPI vs. geometric mean of web page render times for BBench as
CPU frequency varies.
link between low-level system metrics and higher-level user experience. It thus provides
a QoE-specific reference for the results presented in this paper (similar to the link shown
between MOS and QoS disturbance shown by Fiedler et al. (2010)) and allows QoE to
be used as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

4.2

CPU Workload Frequency Sensitivity

In this section we observe how different workloads respond to scaling the CPU frequency.
This helps us to understand which workloads respond to an increase in CPU frequency,
and which do not, as well as providing insights into why this may be the case. The results
in this section and the following two sections serve to answer our third research question: How does CPU frequency affect performance and user experience for a spectrum
of workload scenarios, ranging from compute-bound to memory-bound?
In order to investigate the frequency sensitivity for various workloads, we run experiments on the Odroid XU3 development board from Hardkernel (Hardkernel, 2015b).
This board utilises a Samsung Exynos 5422 which contains a total of eight CPU cores:
four ARM Cortex A15 cores and four ARM Cortex A7 cores. For our experiments we
focus solely on the A15 cores, and in fact only observe the single core operation in order to ensure that our results are not affected by multi-threading and coherency issues.
Therefore, all other cores in the system are disabled at the kernel level. We adjust the
frequency of the A15 core from 1.2 GHz to 2 GHz in 100MHz steps.
For these experiments, we run the entire workload at a fixed frequency and hence observe
how the workload as a whole responds to changing the frequency. This allows us to
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Figure 4.6: Execution time and DMIPS for Dhrystone benchmark running on
the Odroid XU3 as the CPU frequency is swept.
identify the single best frequency for a particular workload, but therefore does not take
into account any workload phases. However, the information gained in this section is
enough to determine which workloads have a sensitivity to CPU frequency, and which
do not.
We perform CPU frequency sweeps for the following workloads: Dhrystone, Memcpy,
RLBench, AndEBench, AnTuTu. An overview of these workloads is presented in the
literature review in Section 1.3.3. Each workload is run a total of 10 times for each
frequency, and we present the results averaged across 9 iterations, discarding the first.
The first iteration is discarded due to measurement issues on the development board
due to which the first iteration of the workload for each frequency often contains large
measurement errors.

4.2.1

Compute-Bound Workloads

We begin by investigating how the CPU frequency affects the performance of compute
bound workloads. We consider Dhrystone and AndEBench which are both typically
compute-bound workloads. Both Dhrystone and AndEBench are designed to measure
the performance of the CPU, and therefore aim to fit within the caches of the CPU, and
have minimal interaction with the memory. For example, Dhrystone will only access the
main system memory during start up when it is initially launched. AndEBench has a
little bit more iteration with the memory as it runs as a graphical application within
Android, and therefore must deal with screen updates. However, the main benchmark
code for AndEBench remains compute bound.
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Figure 4.7: AndEMark score for AndEBench benchmark running on the Odroid
XU3 as the CPU frequency is swept.
Dhrystone performs a fixed amount of work, and measures the time taken and the
Dhrystone MIPS achieved. We present the time taken for the workload to execute, as
well as the total DMIPS as calculated by the benchmark in Figure 4.6. As the frequency
is increased, the run time decreases non-linearly—a doubling in frequency results in a
halving the run time, or doubling the performance. If we observe the DMIPS for the
benchmark, we notice that there is a linear increase with respect to the CPU frequency.
The linear scaling of DMIPS with frequency demonstrates that the workload is computebound, and has minimal interactions with the rest of the memory system. On average,
the benchmark achieves 7.26 Dhrystone MIPS per MHz (DMIPS/MHz), with a standard
deviation of 0.05 DMIPS/MHz. This small standard deviation clearly demonstrates the
linear scaling of this compute-bound workload with CPU frequency.
Next, we look at AndEBench which measures the performance of native and Just-InTime (JIT) code on Android devices. The benchmark presents two scores, AndEMark
Native and AndEMark Java, which measure the native and Java performance respectively. We present the results of a CPU frequency sweep for AndEBench in Figure 4.7.
As was the case with Dhrystone, the performance of the workload scales linearly with
the CPU frequency, and again demonstrates that compute-bound workloads scale well
with the CPU frequency. When we observe the native AndEMark scores, we get an
average of 1.91 AndEMark/MHz with a standard deviation of 0.015 AndEMark/MHz,
clearly demonstrating the linear relationship between the score and the CPU frequency.
A similar linear relationship is observed for the Java scores which have an average of
0.132 AndEMark/MHz with a standard deviation of 0.00072 AndEMark/MHz. Please
note, we intentionally do not present run time numbers for AndEBench as the workload scales the amount of work done in order to run within approximately one minute.
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Figure 4.8: Execution time for Memcpy benchmark running on the Odroid XU3
as the CPU frequency is swept.
Therefore, all runs of the workload at different frequencies take roughly the same length
of time to execute.
We have demonstrated that the performance of compute-bound workloads scales linearly
with the CPU frequency. Therefore in order to obtain the highest performance for a
particular workload, it is important to run it at the highest available frequency. Should
the energy consumption be an issue, or simply if the highest level of performance is not
required, the CPU frequency can be adjusted to give workload performance within the
desired range, assuming a priori knowledge of the workload.

4.2.2

Memory-Bound Workloads

In the previous section, we observed how compute-bound workload scale with the CPU
frequency, and demonstrated a linear relationship between the performance of the workload and the frequency of the CPU. In this section, we look at memcpy which is a
mostly memory bound workload—for very low CPU frequencies this workload can be
compute-bound as can be seen in upcoming Figure 4.10. This workload copies data
from one memory location to another whilst measuring the bandwidth achieved, and
therefore spends the majority of the execution reading from or writing to memory. We
configure Memcpy to copy 64 MB of data a total of 1000 times, and measure the overall
time taken and average transfer bandwidth achieved. It is important to note that the
bandwidth measured is based on the data transferred not the bandwidth to and from
memory, which is roughly double the data transfer bandwidth.
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Figure 4.9: Relationship between A15 CPU frequency and other clock sources
for the Odroid XU3
We sweep the CPU frequency and present the run time and the average bandwidth, for
Memcpy in Figure 4.8. Given that Memcpy is a memory bound workload for sufficiently
high CPU frequencies, we would expect to see little to no change in run time or bandwidth as the CPU frequency is varied. However, we observe that for frequencies greater
than 1.5GHz the performance of the workload on the Odroid XU3 improves. This is due
to the memory clock sources being tied to the CPU clock source, and therefore the usable memory bandwidth increases as the CPU frequency is increased. Figure 4.9 shows
the relationship between the CPU frequency and the memory clock sources. When these
frequency increases are compared with the run time and bandwidth shown in Figure 4.8,
it is clear that the improvements in workload performance correlate with these frequencies. However, it is apparent that the performance of the workload does not improve for
the 1.2 GHz to 1.5 GHz range of frequencies, during which the memory clocks are not
adjusted.
In order to demonstrate how the performance of Memcpy varies with CPU frequency,
we present results from a gem5 simulation. The gem5 simulation is configured such that
the memory frequency remains constant and that only the CPU frequency is adjusted.
We run the gem5 simulation for a larger range of frequencies, 100 MHz to 2000 MHz
in 100 MHz steps, to show how Memcpy transitions from a compute-bound state to a
memory-bound state. As the gem5 simulator is significantly slower than real hardware,
we configure the benchmark to transfer the same 64MB of data, but only perform 10
iterations, as opposed to the 1000 on the real hardware. The results are presented in
Figure 4.10. First of all, it is important to note that the workload is compute-bound
for frequencies around 100 to 300 MHz, and then transitions from being compute-bound
to memory-bound as the frequency is increased. The workload is compute bound for
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Figure 4.10: Average memory bandwidth for Memcpy benchmark running on
the gem5 simulator as the CPU frequency is swept.
low frequencies as the ratio of CPU frequency to memory frequency and latency is a lot
smaller, and therefore the CPU becomes the bottleneck in the transfer. For the range of
frequencies available for the A15 core on the Odroid XU3, the workload is clearly almost
completely memory-bound as increasing the CPU frequency has little to no effect. This
further reinforces that the performance improvements seen on the Odroid are due to the
increased memory frequency.
We have shown that a memory bound workload has minimal sensitivity to the CPU
frequency. For this reason, a memory-bound workload should be run at a low CPU
frequency, as increasing the frequency only results in increased energy consumption with
close to no performance improvement. Naturally, the frequency should not be reduced
too significantly, as the workload will become compute-bound.

4.2.3

Real Use Cases

In the previous two sections we covered compute- and memory-bound workloads. It
is uncommon for an entire mobile workload to be compute-bound or memory-bound,
and therefore we need to consider more typical mobile workloads. These workloads are
neither compute- or memory-bound for the entire execution.
The first workload we consider is RedLicense Labs SQLite Benchmark (RedLicense Labs,
2012), which measures the SQLite performance of an Android system. This workload is
comprised of many phases, ranging from compute-bound to memory-bound, and each
phase covers a different type of SQL transaction. The benchmark measures the time for
each phase, as well as the overall time to complete all phases of the workload. Due to
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Figure 4.11: Execution time for RedLicense Labs SQLite benchmark running
on the Odroid XU3 as the CPU frequency is swept.
the different phases of the workload, we expect the workload to show some sensitivity
to CPU frequency due to the Compute-bound phases. However, the response should be
limited by the memory-bound phases of the workload.
We present the overall benchmark run time for the CPU frequency sweep in figure 4.11.
It is apparent that the benchmark is not memory bound, as the time taken to run the
benchmark decreases as the frequency of the CPU is increased. However, the increase in
benchmark performance is not a linear function of the CPU frequency and therefore the
benchmark as a whole is not compute-bound either. Relative to 1200 MHz, we observe
a 24 % reduction in benchmark run time at 2000 MHz, which is a 67 % increase in CPU
frequency. This demonstrates that the performance of the benchmark is a non-linear
linear function of the CPU frequency, and is hence not compute-bound.
Secondly, we look at the AnTuTu 4 benchmark (Antutu, 2015) which measures the performance of different in-system components. This workload not only stresses the CPU,
but also profiles the performance of the GPU for 2D and 3D applications, as well as
performance of the DRAM. Therefore, the workload has many different phases, each
of which place differing strains on the system. For example, when benchmarking the
performance of the GPU, there is less strain placed on the CPU as the GPU is doing
the majority of the work. However, the CPU is still required to coordinate all of the
system components and must pre-process the individual frames before these are passed
to the GPU for rendering. We present the overall score obtained from the benchmark in
Figure 4.12, which is calculated by summing all individual test scores. The figure also
includes the score per MHz, which is an indication of how well the benchmark scales
with frequency—a flat line indicates that the workload scales linearly with frequency.
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Figure 4.12: Overall benchmark score and score per MHz for AnTuTu 4 benchmark running on the Odroid XU3 as the CPU frequency is swept.
The overall score scales non-linearly with CPU frequency, as can be seen by the negative gradient of the score per MHz line, and exhibits characteristics which are neither
memory-bound nor compute-bound. However, as we shall subsequently show, the individual components of the benchmark can be either compute-bound or memory-bound.
We present the scores for the CPU-specific sub-benchmarks of AnTuTu in Figure 4.13.
These phases of the application focus purely on the CPU performance, and therefore
have minimal interaction with the rest of the system, and rarely access the DRAM. For
this reason, these phases of the application scale linearly with CPU frequency and are
compute-bound across the range of frequencies tested. Therefore, these phases of the
workload will scale well with the CPU frequency.
We show how the 2D and 3D graphics benchmark performance varies with CPU frequency in Figure 4.14. The 2D graphics score has minimal sensitivity to CPU frequency,
but does show a minor increase in performance as the frequency is increased. This occurs as the CPU is not required to do much pre-processing for 2D graphics workloads,
and therefore the majority of the performance is due to the GPU and memory system.
This part of the benchmark appears to be memory-bound, but we assume that it is in
fact either GPU-bound or rate limited, and hence the measured score saturates. If the
2D graphics phase were memory-bound, we would expect to see a similar characteristic
to that seen for Memcpy in Section 4.2.2 due to the memory frequency being increased
in tandem with the CPU frequency.
The 3D graphics performance, on the other hand, relies much more heavily on the CPU
to prepare the data for the GPU. Therefore, it shows a greater sensitivity to the CPU
frequency. However, it does not respond linearly to to the CPU frequency and therefore
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Figure 4.13: CPU scores for AnTuTu 4 benchmark running on the Odroid XU3
as the CPU frequency is swept.
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Figure 4.14: GPU scores for AnTuTu 4 benchmark running on the Odroid XU3
as the CPU frequency is swept.
is not compute-bound. The CPU is required to prepare the frames for the GPU, and
then passes these to the GPU to be rendered. Typically, the CPU will process one or
more frames ahead of what is being rendered on the GPU, but it not able proceed beyond
this. Therefore, no matter how fast the CPU is able to prepare the frames for the GPU,
it will be limited by the GPU performance. Therefore, the 3D graphics performance
is a function of both CPU and GPU processing ability. It is worth noting that due to
the communication between CPU and GPU, the memory will also come into play for a
typical mobile system.
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Figure 4.15: RAM scores for AnTuTu 4 benchmark running on the Odroid XU3
as the CPU frequency is swept.
Finally, we show the RAM scores from AnTuTu in Figure 4.15. The RAM Speed score
shows the amount of bandwidth that the CPU was able to achieve when accessing the
RAM, whilst the RAM Operation score shows how effectively the CPU was able to use
the data from the RAM. Please note that the units of both of these measurements are
unclear and are not presented by the benchmark. The RAM operation score is purely
dependent on the CPU frequency, and scales linearly with frequency as it is compute
bound. The RAM speed score exhibits a similar trend to the Memcpy bandwidth results
presented in Figure 4.8, and is memory-bound. This is expected as both this phase of
AnTuTu and Memcpy measure the bandwidth they are able to achieve when accessing
the DRAM.
In this section we demonstrated that workloads often have phases in which they can be
compute- or memory-bound, as well as phases that sit between these two extremes. It is
important to understand the type of workload in order to determine the most optimum
frequency at which to run the CPU.

4.2.4

Workload Analysis Summary

We have shown that there are different types of CPU workloads, each of which exhibit
varying responses to the CPU frequency. Compute-bound workloads scale linearly with
the CPU frequency, as they have minimal reliance with other components in the system.
For these workloads, in order to achieve the highest level of performance, it is vital to
run them as fast as possible, at the expense of higher energy consumption. We have also
considered memory-bound workloads, which do not scale significantly, if at all, when the
CPU frequency is adjusted. When possible, these workloads should be run at the lowest
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frequency that can sustain the required workload throughput. This, in general, results in
the lowest energy consumption whilst satisfying performance requirements. Finally, we
considered more complex workloads, which have phases which are both memory-bound
and compute-bound, as well as phases which fall into neither of these categories. For the
compute-bound phases, the CPU frequency should be increased, whilst in the memorybound phases it should be reduced. It is more complex choosing the ideal frequency for
the other phases of such workloads, as an intermediate frequency may offer a similar
level of performance to a higher frequency, and therefore should be favoured over higher
frequencies.
The results from this workload analysis help us to understand how different CPU workloads perform under various constraints, and hence we are able to understand when increasing the frequency of the CPU will improve the performance of the workload. This
is important to understand when optimising the system for performance and power, but
it is even more vital when optimising for user experience. For example, if it is clear that
it is not possible to further improve the performance of a particular workload by increasing the CPU frequency, then the same applies to the user experience. Conversely, if the
user experience is satisfied and we know that a reduction in frequency will significantly
reduce the experience delivered by the workload, then we can avoid this undesired user
experience reduction.

4.3

Fine-Grained Workload Analysis

In the previous section, we observed how workloads responded to CPU frequency, but
only considered workloads as a whole, i.e., running at a fixed frequency for the entire
execution of the workload. In modern devices DVFS is used to adjust component frequency on the fly based on demand. This is most commonly used for the CPU which
can consume a large amount of energy. Typically, a software DVFS governor is used
which is able to adjust the CPU frequency based on some pre-determined rules. It is,
however, important that both the correct governor is chosen and that the governor is
able to operate at a sensible rate to save the most energy.
In this section we look at how well workloads respond to DVFS scaling using fine-grained
forking of the gem5 simulator. We begin by presenting and discussing our gem5-based
analysis framework, highlighting the key advantages and disadvantages of the approach,
and then present the results of the analysis for four mobile workloads. The workloads
presented have been chosen to cover a large spread of typical applications and workload
characteristics, as well as demonstrating that the analysis framework is working correctly.
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Forking the gem5 Simulator

Typical workloads are comprised of multiple phases of execution, each of which places differing demands on the CPU and memory system. Some of these phases can be computebound, as they are comprised of small loops which have minimal interaction with main
memory, and only require data local to the CPU of closely coupled caches, whilst others
can be heavily memory-bound. Therefore, there is often no single ideal DVFS operating
point for a given workload, and the CPU frequency must be adjusted according to the
particular workload phase.
In this section, we present and use a gem5-based analysis framework which can be used
to determine which phases of a workload are compute-bound, memory-bound or neither,
and assist in the determination of an ideal operating frequency for each workload phase.
This analysis framework is able to operate at different workload sampling granularities,
and is hence able to simulate the operation of a DVFS governor working at different
governing intervals.
The gem5 simulator supports checkpointing, i.e., capturing the entire state of the system such that it can be resumed at a later point in time. These checkpoints allow gem5
users to start experiments at a known, fixed point in the execution, and thereby have
comparable results without the overhead of booting the guest system multiple times.
These checkpoints can be captured at any point during the execution, and contain the
whole simulation state, except for the state of the caches. In order for the simulator to
create a checkpoint, all in-flight messages must be drained, that is, they must reach their
end-points, before the checkpoint is captured. The act of draining the caches and stopping all in-flight transactions creates a perturbation in the system, and can have a large
impact on the simulation results. For example, as the cache state is lost during checkpointing, the subsequent simulation will start with cold caches which must be warmed
before the simulation results are reliable. This is a major issue when trying to perform
a set of very short time-span experiments. Hence, we opt not to use checkpointing for
fine-grained analysis of workloads.
The analysis framework we present here does not rely on checkpointing, but instead
relies on forking. Forking is the process of copying the entire state of an application,
to create an identical copy of the application. This can be performed without any loss
of state, and can occur at any time. Therefore, it is possible to run a simulation and
create an exact copy of the simulation without perturbing the state of the simulated
system by forking the entire simulation. It also avoids the draining issues associated
with checkpointing. This allows the simulated system to be copied and parts of the
simulation to be changed without impacting the accuracy of the simulation.
We provide an example of our forking-based analysis framework in Figure 4.16, and use
it to explain how we utilise forking to analyse workloads at a fine granularity. We run
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Figure 4.16: Overview of the forking infrastructure.
a simulation in gem5 using the same configuration as we wish to analyse, and run it
at the highest frequency we wish to analyse. This is shown as the Capture Thread in
Figure 4.16. The Capture Thread is forked every time interval, shown with Int, which
is measured in simulation time. The thread is forked once for each frequency we wish
to investigate. In the figure, we wish to evaluate the workload at four different frequencies, and hence fork the Capture Thread four times. Each of these forked instances
is modified to adjust the CPU frequency to the desired value, and then runs for one
interval before the simulation is ended. When the child simulation ends, it writes out
the simulation statistics, and hence we are able to capture the statistics for each interval
and frequency. It is important to note that the Capture Thread is not halted, and keeps
running continuously.
Our simulation framework has advantages over other simulation based approaches, and
even over real hardware. First of all, and most importantly, we are able to finely slice
workloads without affecting their execution. Each of these slices in then evaluated using a different system configuration and can be directly compared each set of slices is
synchronised to the Capture Thread. If we were to run the simulations independently
and just write out the simulation statistics periodically, as is possible with the gem5
simulator, the simulated systems would gradually diverge. This makes it near impossible to synchronise and directly compare phases of the workload. The same applies to
performing these experiments on real hardware. In our approach, the only limits are the
granularity of the simulator forking, and disk space.
Secondly, we are able to investigate any number of frequencies or settings for a workload
with this framework. If the simulation allows a parameter to be changed, then it can
be adjusted as part of the forking framework. Therefore, this framework is able to be
extended to assess the impact of more than just CPU frequency.
In the above example, we stated that the forking interval is specified in terms of simulation time. However, the forking interval can be specified in simulation ticks, akin to
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time, or number of executed instructions. Each method has inherent advantages and disadvantages. Specifically, when performing time-based forking of the simulator, it allows
the idle periods to be captured, which is not the case when performing instruction-based
forking, as the CPU will execute no instructions during an idle period. This also applies
to periods of low CPU activity. Therefore, if idle periods are to be properly considered, time-based sampling is to be used. However, the gem5 simulator is event based,
and some of the CPU statistics are only incremented when the CPU leaves a particular
state. Therefore, when using time-based sampling, some statistics may be incorrectly
attributed to a particular fork, and need to be backfilled in order for them to be valid.
For our experiments, we choose time-based sampling, and backfill some of the CPU
statistics in order to obtain the correct measurements. As we are looking at CPU DVFS
states, it is important that we consider the effects of idle periods. These are times that
the CPU can either be powered off altogether, or can run at the lowest DVFS state
in order to save energy. Time-based sampling of workloads also allows us to extend
the forking infrastructure to simulate different CPU governors offline. We evaluate the
energy consumption of the different DVFS governing strategies using in-house, IPCbased regression models to predict the energy consumed by the CPU for each forking
interval. Our models are gathered using a methodology similar to that presented by
Walker et al. (2015).
In later chapters, we use the results obtained by forking the gem5 simulator to run a
DVFS governor offline. We we have profiled the workload, we are able to switch between
the different DVFS states in order to simulate the effects of a DVFS governor running
on the system. In fact, as we have effectively run the workload at multiple different
frequencies concurrently, we have oracle knowledge regarding the best frequency to run
a particular workload sample at. Therefore, we are able to choose the most energy
efficient operating points, or those that give us the desired performance.
Only the parent gem5 simulation is allowed to fork, and therefore this serves as a synchroniser for all of the other gem5 simulations. Each forked instance of the simulator
runs from the point of forking for a fixed interval, and therefore all instances forked at
the same time, start with the exact same state. This avoids divergence issues which
can arise from running the workload separately in multiple gem5 simulators or on real
hardware. For example, an operating system has a scheduler which can make different process scheduling decisions at run time, and small perturbations in the system
can cause the scheduler to make different scheduling decisions. Additionally, operating
systems have periodic events, which run every time interval. By reducing the CPU
frequency, the ratio of these processes relative to the workload being profiled increases,
and therefore the workload runs would diverge. Both of these issues are addressed by
the forking infrastructure presented here.
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Each forked instance writes a full set of gem5 statistics to disk, and therefore a large
number of statistics are available over time and for each CPU frequency. We post-process
these statistics to extract information about the workload, as well as to implement offline
DVFS governors.

4.3.2

Detailed Forking-Based Workload Analysis

In this section we use the aforementioned forking infrastructure to analyse typical workloads to determine why they scale they way the do, and to determine how much potential
exists for DVFS. We use the forking infrastructure to profile four different workloads,
which are Dhrystone, Memcpy, BBench and The Chase. We run each workload at four
different frequencies: 500 MHz, 1000 MHz, 1500 MHz and 2000 MHz. The forking is
performed every 100 us for Dhrystone, Memcpy and The Chase, and every 10 us for
BBench. We run for a total of 2.5 seconds for the former workloads, and 10 seconds for
BBench. The forking is synchronised to the 2000 MHz run, and therefore the lower frequency runs may skip small sections of the workload. However, given the large number
of samples, the error in the overall result should be minimal.
In Table 4.2 we present the time scaling of the workloads as the frequency of the CPU
is changed for all intervals for the workload. This demonstrates that the forking infrastructure is working as intended as the workloads scale as anticipated based on how
compute-bound or memory-bound they are. Additionally, it gives an impression for the
best frequency to run a particular workload at. For example, in the case of Dhrystone,
the ideal frequency is clearly 2000 MHz as there is a linear scale in the run time for the
workload. For Memcpy, the opposite holds true as there is minimal performance improvement as the frequency is increased. Both of these results are in line with the results
presented in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. For a workload such as BBench we can see that
there is a large performance improvement when moving from 500 MHz to 1000 MHz,
but much smaller improvements when further increasing the frequency. This indicates
that, on average, BBench does not require a particularly high CPU frequency, but also
that the lowest frequency incurs a large performance penalty. Hence, at a high level, it
appears that BBench should be run at around 1 GHz.

Dhrystone
In Section 4.2.1 we presented the Dhrystone benchmark, and demonstrated that it scales
linearly with CPU frequency on real hardware. Specifically, we swept the CPU frequency
from 1200 MHz to 2000 Mhz, and demonstrated that the Dhrystone performance in terms
of DMIPS was a linear function of CPU frequency. We use Dhrystone to demonstrate
that our forking infrastructure is able to reproduce the properties of the workload. We
present MIPS values for Dhrystone at all four different frequencies in Figure 4.19. The
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Workload

500 MHz

1000 MHz

1500 MHz

2000 MHz

Dhrystone

10.0

5.0

3.3

2.5

Memcpy

3.2

2.7

2.6

2.5

The Chase

5.5

3.5

2.8

2.5

BBench

19.1

12.9

11.0

10.0

Table 4.2: Run time in seconds for each workload for each frequency as estimated
by the forking infrastructure.
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Figure 4.17: Run time, relative to 2000 MHz, for all four workloads evaluated
using the gem5 forking infrastructure
data for the figure is generated by choosing a single frequency, e.g., 500 MHz, for each
interval and determining the MIPS for each interval.
It is well documented that Dhrystone is an extremely compute-bound workload as the
working set is small enough to fit in the caches. This is not only visible from the
scaling in MIPS as is shown in Figure 4.19, but also from the run time scaling shown
in Figure 4.17. Both of these figures show that the workload is able to scale linearly for
the entirety of the capture execution, and that the workload is likely comprised of two
phases, both of which are able to scale linearly with CPU frequency. Additionally, we
verified that Dhrystone does not access the main memory and only accesses data from
the caches. Figure 4.18 clearly shows the same trend as Figure 4.19 as the workload has
very consistent operation and is comprised of a small number of phases.
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Figure 4.18: Average MIPS relative to 2000 MHz for all four workloads evaluated
using the gem5 forking infrastructure
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Figure 4.19: MIPS for Dhrystone for the four frequencies explored using the
gem5 forking infrastructure
Our results for Dhrystone match those from the real hardware presented in Section 4.2.1.
These results were captured by forking the gem5 simulator for a total of 25000 intervals,
each of which was simulated at four different frequencies. As we have the same scaling
results as we would expect from the real hardware, we can conclude that the forking
framework is able to accurately reproduce a compute-bound workload.
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Figure 4.20: MIPS for Memcpy for the four frequencies explored using the gem5
forking infrastructure
Memcpy
Next, we observe the operation of Memcpy, which was originally presented in Section 4.2.2. This is a memory-bound workload, and therefore we expect close to no
performance scaling as the frequency of the CPU is increased. We present the MIPS
over time for Memcpy in Figure 4.20. Aside from a peak at the start of the benchmark
caused by loading the benchmark and setting it up, it is clear that there is little improvement at different frequencies. Higher frequencies perform marginally better than
lower frequencies, but the effect is extremely minor. We are able to see the same effect
in the relative overall MIPS presented in Figure 4.2, in which the 500 MHz run takes
slightly longer than the higher frequency runs, but there is little change between the
higher frequency runs.
Referring back to Figure 4.18 we observe that changing the CPU frequency from 2000 MHz
to 500 MHz results in only a 27% decrease in average relative MIPS across the workload. Therefore, for a workload such as Memcpy, it does not make sense to increase the
frequency above 500 MHz. This finding concurs with the results from Section 4.2.2.

The Chase
The Chase is a demo for the Unity graphics engine, and has been briefly discussed in
Section 1.3.3.3. The Chase is a graphics workload which relies on both the CPU and
the GPU. The CPU must pre-calculate each frame before passing it off to the GPU for
rendering. For this reason, the performance of the workload is not purely limited by the
GPU, but is also heavily reliant on the CPU, and great care must be taken to ensure
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Figure 4.21: MIPS for The Chase for the four frequencies explored using the
gem5 forking infrastructure
that both components are operating efficiently. We use a modified GPU driver which
allows us to use the full GPU driver stack without having a GPU present in the system.
This ensures that the CPU is still doing the same work as it would on a real device,
without requiring the GPU to be present.
We present the results of our forking analysis in Figure 4.21, which shows how the MIPS
vary for the different CPU frequencies tested. The peaks in the figure are the parts of
the workload in which the CPU is preparing the data for the GPU, and the troughs
represent the periods of time when the CPU is waiting for the GPU to render the frame.
The shorter the time for a peak and a trough, the higher the frame rate of the GPU.
The figure demonstrates that it is possible to improve the performance of the CPUspecific portions of the workload by increasing the CPU frequency. This can be seen
for each of the peaks within the workload, during which the MIPS roughly scales with
frequency. However, the performance of the workload does not improve during the
periods it is waiting for the GPU, and thus the overall scaling of the workload is limited
by the portion of time that it must wait for the GPU. Therefore, for workloads which
rely on both CPU and GPU performance, the overall performance of the workload is
limited by the performance of the slowest of the two components. Specifically, if the
GPU is too slow, it will limit the performance, whilst the CPU becomes the bottleneck
when the GPU is sufficiently fast. The importance of the two components varies based
on the components themselves, but also on the workload as more intensive workloads
can place more strain on the components themselves.
The Chase is neither memory-bound or compute-bound, and instead has phases of high
CPU activity, which are close to being compute-bound, and phases of GPU activity,
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Figure 4.22: MIPS for BBench for the four frequencies explored using the gem5
forking infrastructure
during which the workload will be limited by the GPU and the memory system. This is
apparent in both the time scaling presented in Figure 4.17. When the frequency of the
CPU is increased from 500 MHz to 1000 MHz the run time of the workload decreases
from 5.5 seconds to 3.5 seconds, a 37% reduction in run time. However, this decreases
when doubling the frequency again to 2000 MHz, which results in only a 29% reduction in
the run time. Overall, when moving from 500 MHz to 2000 MHz, a quadrupling in CPU
frequency, the performance of the workload only improves by 55%. This demonstrates
that it is not scaling with CPU frequency, and is in fact help back by the GPU-bound
portions of the workload.

BBench
The final workload that we analyse with the forking infrastructure is BBench. There
are key differences for the BBench runs, as we fork the simulation every 10 us, rather
than every 100 us, and also run for a total of 10 seconds at 2000 MHz, as opposed to
2.5 seconds. Therefore, we are able to observe the operation of BBench at a much finer
granularity than for the other workloads. This is important as BBench is not as regular
as the other workloads which only had a limited number of different phases. BBench,
as is apparent from Figure 4.22, does not have well defined phases of execution.
We profile the start of a BBench run, in which the web browser is loaded, and the
BBench workload itself starts. The workload begins by showing a start page, which is
displayed for a couple of seconds before the actual workload starts. This causes a long
idle period, which can be seen in Figure 4.22. There are also idle periods for each web
page shown during the execution of the workload as there is a brief pause between each
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scrolling action. These idle periods do not change when the CPU frequency is scaled
as the CPU is idle for a fixed period of time, not a number of instructions. Hence, as
was the case for the chase, the workload performance does not scale linearly with CPU
frequency as the workload performance is limited by the length of these idle periods.
In general, BBench performance does improve as the frequency is increased, but these
improvements are limited by the length of the idle periods within the workload. When
the run time scaling presented in Figure 4.17 is considered, it is apparent that BBench
does not respond significantly to CPU frequency once the frequency has reached around
1000 MHz. When the frequency is increased from 500 MHz to 1000 MHz, the workload
run time reduces by 32%. However, when the frequency is again doubled to 2000 MHz,
there is only a 22% run time improvement. Across the range of frequencies investigated,
we only see a 48% performance improvement for a four-fold increase in frequency. This
demonstrates that the run time for BBench is very limited by the length and quantity
of the idle periods.

4.4

Visualising the Pareto Frontier

It is important to understand the design space when making both design-time and
run-time decisions. This is imperative when optimisation is concerned, as the wrong
decisions can result in a truly non-optimal decision, wasting time and energy, as well
as jeopardising all attempts to provide a high QoE. CPU DVFS is used to trade the
energy consumption of the CPU for the performance. When DVFS is used wisely, it is
possible to achieve a large reduction in the energy consumption, with minimal impact
on the performance. For this reason, it is important to understand the different types
of workload, and when particular workloads are memory-bound or compute-bound. We
have provided high-level overviews of how four different workloads scale in the previous
section, but have only considered static frequencies, and have not considered dynamic
DVFS adjustment.
In this section we use the forking framework described in Section 4.3 to demonstrate
how the use of DVFS can affect the performance and efficiency of a CPU workload.
Specifically, as we concurrently execute the workload at multiple frequencies we are able
to switch the frequency for each sample of the workload. This allows us to emulate
the operation of DVFS offline, and with oracle knowledge—we know the impact each
frequency will have for each sample. By generating random frequency walks, we are able
to determine the size and shape of the design space for each of the workloads discussed
in the previous section. However, as each workload is comprised of a minimum of 25,000
samples, it is impossible to evaluate the whole design space due to the large number of
potential permutations.
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In order to explore the design space, we employ a genetic algorithm which is able to find
the Pareto frontier. A genetic algorithm takes a set of potential solutions in the form
of a genome, and evaluates each solution to determine how well it performs. This is
called the fitness of the individual. A set of genomes is generated, and each is evaluated
to determine the fitness for each individual prior to generating the next generation. To
create offspring, two individuals are chosen, and these are combined through crossover
in which parts of each parent’s genome are combined to create a child. Alternatively,
a single parent may mutate in order to create offspring, hence increasing the diversity
in the gene pool. This helps to ensure that the genome remains varied and that the
algorithm does not get stuck in a local optima. This new generation of individuals is
then evaluated, and the process repeats.
We implement our genetic algorithm in Python using the DEAP module (Fortin et al.,
2012). We seed our genetic algorithm by generating a pool of random frequency walks
where each sampling interval is assigned one of the four profiled frequencies. Specifically,
we generate a 25,000 entry frequency walk for each individual. These frequency walks
may be comprised of one or two of the profiled frequencies, or may be comprised of a
all four frequencies. We ensure that there are many different frequency walks generated
as we want the gene pool to be as large as possible. We calculate fitness in terms of run
time and energy consumption as these are the two properties we can trade. We used the
NSGA-II selection algorithm by Deb et al. (2002) which is a multi-objective selection
algorithm and is designed for finding the Pareto frontier by selecting individuals close
to or on the Pareto frontier. The genetic algorithm is run for a total of 100 generations,
101 including the initial seed generation. Each generation consists of 100 individuals, 50
of which are used to generate the subsequent generation. We use two point crossover, in
which the genome is crossed over at two points, the first and last coming from parent A
and the middle coming from parent B. We use crossover to produce 70% of the children,
mutation is used 20% of the time and 10% of the time a parent is cloned. A mutation rate
of 5% is used which means that each gene has a 5% chance of being mutated randomly
to one of the four frequencies.
A typical DVFS implementation is not able to instantaneously switch the operating
frequency or voltage, and instead there is a small delay for each adjustment. This
is most significant when increasing the voltage, due to the capacitance of the circuit.
Frequency adjustments must be postponed until the operating voltage has reached the
required level, as otherwise errors can occur. We take into account the switching penalties incurred when changing DVFS states and punish both the run time and the energy
consumption. We incur a 1 us penalty for every DVFS state transition, and consume
1 µJ of energy. This allows us to model the effects from the voltage regulators and the
clock generators found in real hardware. The results presented in this section assume
that there is no idle sleep state, and therefore the best choice for the governor to make
is to choose the lowest available frequency for idle periods.
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Figure 4.23: Pareto frontier for Dhrystone with a sampling interval of 100us

4.4.1

Dhrystone

We begin by looking at the Pareto frontier for Dhrystone. As this is a compute bound
workload, the performance of the workload scales with the CPU frequency, and hence
there is a wide range in both performance and energy. We present the Pareto frontier for
Dhrystone in Figure 4.23, as well as showing some of the least efficient operating points.
In addition to the Pareto frontier, we also show the four frequencies used for the analysis.
These points were calculated by running at a fixed frequency for the entire execution. It
is immediately apparent that the shape of the Pareto-optimal frontier is governed by the
available DVFS points. In order to move along the frontier between two of the DVFS
points, one must interpolate between them, and hence different proportions of the two
frequencies are used. If too much switching occurs, then there is both an energy and a
performance penalty as the CPU is often not able to operate for a brief period of time
during a DVFS transition.
By observing that the run time scales linearly with CPU frequency, it is again clear that
Dhrystone is a compute-bound workload which scales well. However, the energy scaling
is not linear with the CPU frequency, and instead increases much more rapidly as the
frequency is increased. Therefore, although Dhrystone performance scales with CPU
frequency, it is important to ensure that the energy consumption remains acceptable
when running at high frequencies.
When the least-efficient operating points are considered, it is clear that these use a
lot more energy for the same level of performance offered by the more efficient points.
Dhrystone is an always-active workload, with no idle periods, and only has one or two
phases of operation. Therefore, the least efficient operation occurs when the frequency
is changed between the highest and lowest frequencies rapidly.
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Figure 4.24: Pareto frontier for Memcpy with a sampling interval of 100us

4.4.2

Memcpy

We follow the Dhrystone analysis with Memcpy. As previously stated, this is a memorybound workload, and therefore it has very little sensitivity to CPU frequency. We
present the Pareto frontier for the workload in Figure 4.24. It is clear that there is a
very small range of performance points that can be selected for the workload due to
the fact that it does not scale. Specifically, there is only a very small range of different
performance points for the frequencies used in our analysis. There is a clear increase
in the energy consumption as the CPU frequency is increased, although there is no
significant corresponding performance increase. This is extremely unfavourable as the
increased energy consumption is not reflected in the performance of the workload, and
hence the CPU is operating inefficiently for higher frequencies.

4.4.3

The Chase

In this section, we look at the Pareto frontier for The Chase. As discussed previously,
this is a much more realistic workload when compared to Dhrystone and Memcpy, and
therefore it is much more interesting to analyse. We consider two different sampling intervals, which we generate by combining the smaller sampling intervals from the original
analysis, which were 100 us. The intervals are combined by either summing or averaging the results from the previous N intervals to generate a new interval. We consider
100 us and 100 ms intervals. We consider 100 us as the fine granularity gives an impression of what can be achieved if current DVFS techniques could operate on a more fine
granularity. 100 ms is in the typical range for modern DVFS governors, and therefore
demonstrates what these can achieve.
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Figure 4.25: Pareto frontier for The Chase with a sampling interval of 100 us
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Figure 4.26: Pareto frontier for The Chase with a sampling interval of 100 ms
Figure 4.25 shows the Pareto frontier for The Chase when 100 us sampling intervals
are used. As was the case with the previous results, the four available frequencies set
the shape of the Pareto frontier. There is some distinct bowing for the least efficient
points, which is caused by two different factors. The first is due to the rapid switching
throughout the workload, where each frequency transition causes a time and energy
penalty to be incurred. Secondly, the workload has many idle periods. If a high frequency
is chosen for one of the idle periods, then there is no performance improvement, but there
is an energy penalty. This is very inefficient and causes a large number of inefficient
operating points.
We show the 100 ms Pareto frontier in Figure 4.26. As was the case with the 100 us
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Figure 4.27: Pareto frontier for BBench with a sampling interval of 100 us
results, the shape of the Pareto frontier is governed by the four available frequencies.
However, one of the key differences lies in the least efficient operating points. First of
all, it is worth noting that these do not bow out in the same was as the 100 us results.
This is due to the less frequent switching, and hence there are fewer performance and
energy penalties for the larger interval size. Secondly, the points of operation are very
discrete. This is due to aliasing with the period of the workload. Specifically, for a
larger interval size, the interval will include both a peak and trough of the workload (see
Figure 4.19). Therefore, almost every interval includes both a compute-bound and an
idle portion of the workload. The compute-bound portion will scale with the frequency,
whilst the idle portion will not scale at all. The overall results is that there are only
very discrete points at which the workload can operate when trying to find the worst
possible choices.

4.4.4

BBench

Finally, we consider BBench. This workload is the most realistic CPU workload analysed
with the forking framework. Whilst this workload has been sampled every 10 us, we
only consider 100 us samples, as was the case for The Chase, as these are representative
of both a future governing strategy and a current governing strategy. We present the
100 us Pareto frontier for BBench in Figure 4.27, and present the 100 ms Pareto frontier
in Figure 4.28. As was the case for The Chase, there is a wide range of trade offs that
can be made for BBench. This workload scales well from 500 MHz to 1000 MHz, and
therefore that part of the Pareto frontier covers a wider range of performance points
than for other sections of the frontier.
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Figure 4.28: Pareto frontier for BBench with a sampling interval of 100ms
We begin by considering the 100 us interval size as is shown in Figure 4.24. BBench is
the first workload which has a stronger curve to the Pareto front. This is caused by the
short activity intervals found in BBench, and therefore it is possible to choose the ideal
frequency for each of these intervals. This can save a large amount of energy relative to
running at a fixed frequency for the entire execution.
Finally, we consider the 100 ms intervals for BBench, which are shown in Figure 4.28.
The pareto frontier for the 100 ms results is similar to that for the 100 us results.
However, the worst case results are significantly worse. This is most likely due to the fact
that BBench has periods of activity which are much shorter than 100 ms and therefore a
governing interval of 100 ms is too long. Therefore, there are periods of time when either
the frequency is too high or too low, either wasting energy or sacrificing performance.
These same situations can occur for the 100 us results, be the genetic algorithm is much
less likely to find them, and would need to run for many more generations.

4.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we look at the CPU and CPU workloads to understand when and why a
CPU may behave inefficiently. We have demonstrated that the traffic generated by the
CPU to the memory system are should have a low latency to ensure high CPU performance, as otherwise the CPU can become starved resulting in a performance drop. We
have also briefly touched upon how the caches in the system improve the CPU memory
latency, and help to ensure high CPU performance. We have also considered the energy
consumption of the CPU relative to the CPU frequency and workload performance, and
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have provided evidence to show that it is possible to save a large amount of energy whilst
incurring a minimal workload performance slowdown.
We then considered different types of CPU workloads and observed how of these responded to changes in the CPU frequency on real hardware. Specifically, we began by
considering compute-bound workloads which should scale linearly with increasing CPU
frequency, and demonstrated this to be the case for two workloads: Dhrystone and AndEBench. We then looked at how Memcpy performance scales as the CPU frequency is
varied, and demonstrated that CPU frequency as a minimal impact on the performance
of memory-bound workloads. Finally, we considered more typical workloads, which are
neither memory-bound nor compute-bound. These workloads may have phases which
can be memory- or compute-bound, but the overall execution of the workload cannot
be categorised into either of these categories. These workloads, such as RLBench and
AnTuTu, respond to changes in the CPU frequency but have a limited response when
the frequency is increased as performance is limited by the memory-bound regions of
execution. Hence, for such workloads it often is illogical to run the CPU at the lowest frequency, or highest frequency, as an intermediate frequency offers more efficient
execution.
Next, we presented a gem5-based methodology which uses process forking to investigate
workload frequency sensitivity without perturbing the execution of the workload. This
framework allows us to concurrently execute the same workload at multiple CPU frequencies and directly compared the results on a slice-by-slice basis. We demonstrated
that workloads such as Dhrystone scale linearly across the entire execution of the workload, and therefore the higher CPU frequency always results in improved performance.
Workloads such as Memcpy, on the other hand, show close to no performance improvement at any stage of execution, with the exception of a very brief interval at the start
of the workload when it initially loads. We then considered The Chase, which is a
workload which utilises both the CPU and the GPU. This workload showed a high sensitivity to CPU frequency during the CPU-bound portions of the workload, but showed
close to no improvement for the GPU-bound sections of the workload. Therefore, whilst
this workload showed sensitivity to CPU frequency, the performance was limited by
the GPU-bound regions of execution. Finally, we considered the CPU workload called
BBench, which measures the web browser performance. This workload loads a series
of web pages and scrolls through them with a fixed delay between each scrolling action
during which the CPU is idle. As was the case for The Chase, the scalability of BBench
is mostly limited by the idle periods.
Finally, we determined the Pareto frontier for four CPU workloads, and demonstrated
that the shape of the frontier is governed by the available DVFS operating points. We
showed that the design space for compute-bound workloads allows a large range of performance levels and energy consumptions to be traded, whilst a memory-bound workload
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only scales in the energy axis, and has little scope for performance improvement. Workloads such as The Chase and BBench allow for a range of trade off opportunities, but
these are limited by the scalability of the different phases of the workload.
In this section we have demonstrated when and why the CPU may operate inefficiently,
and have also investigated how different CPU workloads respond to changes in the CPU
frequency. In the next section we act upon these findings, and demonstrate that it is
possible to optimise the performance of the system by adjusting the CPU frequency to
ensure that the CPU is operating efficiently, and that the workload performance is high
enough to satisfy the end-user.

Chapter 5

Optimising for CPU User
Experience
Traditionally, mobile systems are expected to deliver high performance on demand,
whilst remaining as power efficient as possible. This is typically accomplished through
a combination of both hardware and software optimisations which work in tandem to
dynamically adjust performance and power consumption based on requirements. The
hardware must be able to enter a low power state when the system is idle, thereby
allowing long sleep periods between relatively infrequent periods of use. The software
must ensure that the number of wake ups are minimised, and that no unnecessary work
is done. When the system is in use, however, the components must strive to remain
as power and energy efficient as possible whilst meeting performance requirements. A
noteworthy example of a commonly found runtime energy saving mechanism is DVFS
which is used to save energy on components such as CPUs and GPUs (Pallipadi and
Starikovskiy, 2006; Spiliopoulos et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2005; Hsu and Feng, 2005).
DVFS has been employed for many years to reduce the energy consumption of computer
systems when high performance is not required for an application or workload. It initially
was used for large scale server farms, and allowed for a large amount of energy to be
saved during less busy periods, hence reducing running cost significantly. From there
it migrated to single machines, and allowed for more efficient home computing. In the
modern era, this mechanism has made it to mobile phones and tablets, and is used to
increase the time between charges, as well as thermal management. However, there is
scope for further reducing the energy consumption by tweaking the DVFS management
strategies.
Mobile systems have adopted the governors used for DVFS adjustment from the higher
power server and home computer market, such as the Ondemand governor (Pallipadi
and Starikovskiy, 2006). Whilst these governors are designed to reduce the energy
consumption and thermal dissipation when the workload is not placing a high strain
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on the CPU, they do not always work well for mobile workloads. Additionally, when
it comes to servers and high performance computing, it is often desirable to achieve as
high performance as possible, and therefore even small performance losses are often not
tolerated. For this reason, the governors designed for these systems can often perform
sub-optimally for mobile systems, wasting large amounts of energy even when there is
no discernible performance improvement. This results in reduced device run time, and
increased heat production, which results in a reduced level of user experience.
The typical DVFS governors found on mobile devices monitor the CPU load to make the
majority of their decisions. This applies especially to the Ondemand and Conservative
governors, both of which rely on very similar algorithms. They both increase the CPU
frequency when the CPU load is sufficiently high, and reduce it again when the load
drops below a set threshold. Whilst CPU load is a sensible metric on which to make
such decisions for typical server and home computer workloads, it does not make as
much sense on mobile platforms. Mobile platforms are required to deliver a sufficiently
high level of user experience, and often this does not mean the highest performance.
Measuring CPU load causes the CPU frequency to be increased when the workload has
a lot to do, not when the user demands higher levels of performance.
We have presented models which are able to take measurable low-level metrics, and use
these to determine the level of user experience delivered by a mobile device in Chapter 3.
These models provide a hook which can be used to optimise a running system for the
desires of the end user, rather than focusing on delivering high performance. Using
these models it becomes possible to trade off the performance and energy consumption
of a system without impacting the user experience. Additionally, the use of these models
allows for a greater range of energy savings when compared with traditional performancebased system optimisation techniques.
In Chapter 4, we investigated when the CPU is able to operate efficiently. The CPU is the
component which coordinates almost all other in-system components, and is responsible
for running the operating system and the bulk of most applications. It is therefore vital
that the CPU is able to operate efficiently and to understand when it is unable to do so.
In modern systems, a CPU is able to operate at a number of different frequencies and
corresponding voltages which provide different levels of performance. The frequency is
adjusted at run time by a DVFS governor. There are many different types of DVFS
governors, but a typical governor makes DVFS decisions based on the CPU load and
other low-level system metrics. Whilst these provide the opportunity to save energy
when the system is not under full load, or by sacrificing performance, they are not able
to take into account the requirements and desires of the end user.
In this chapter we begin to answer our final research question: Making various assumptions about user preferences - which we will term user experience models - how can CPUs,
GPUs as well as complete systems be run-time optimised in such a way that the end-user
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remains satisfied? We combine the QoE modes presented and discussed in Chapter 3
with the CPU efficiency investigations presented in Chapter 4. We begin in Section 5.1
by observing the operation of the Ondemand and Conservative governors for a set of
four workloads using gem5 simulations. We compare and contrast the operation of the
typical governors to a pair of Oracle governors which adjust the frequency based on IPC.
We then present an algorithm for DVFS governing based on the IPC of the workload,
and link this back to QoE in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. As part of this, in Section 5.3.2, we
profile a set of the applications in software to determine the relationship between the
measurable low-level metrics and application performance. We then use this relationship in a QoE-Aware DVFS governor which is able to adjust the CPU frequency based
on the profiling information. Following our simulation-based results, we present results
from real hardware in Section 5.4. We demonstrate that it is possible to create a simple
governor based on this information that is able to reduce the energy consumption of the
workload whilst minimally impacting the performance and user experience delivered by
the workload.

5.1

CPUFreq Governor Analysis and Oracle Governing

We begin by comparing the operation of the CPUFreq governors found on the majority
of mobile devices to some Oracle governing strategies to determine how well standard
governors operate for different types of application. We consider both the resulting
workload performance as well as the energy consumption as part of this analysis. In this
section we use the results from the DVFS forking analysis presented in Section 4.3 to
determine which decisions an Oracle governor would make for four different workloads.
The use of an Oracle governor allows us to determine how much energy we are able to
save relative to the standard DVFS governors, and how much performance we must sacrifice to achieve this. The results from the forking analysis provide all of the information
required to create an Oracle governor as we know the impact that each DVFS decision
will have on the performance and energy consumption of the workload.
We create a configurable Oracle governor which uses MIPS/MHz to determine the frequency that should be chosen for each governing interval. MIPS/MHz is equivalent to
the number of instructions per cycle executed on the CPU. For a given application, as
the frequency of the CPU is increased, the IPC will reduce in most cases. The Oracle governor uses this information and will only allow a limited reduction in IPC for
any governing interval relative to the lowest operating frequency. For each governing
interval, the governor calculates the IPC for each frequency, and then compares the IPC
for each frequency to the IPC at the lowest frequency. The governor then chooses the
highest frequency that has an IPC which is within a specified range of the IPC at the
lowest frequency. Specifically, it allows for a specified reduction in IPC relative to the
lowest operating frequency for each governing interval.
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f requencies ← set of available frequencies in ascending order
fmin ← f requencies[0]
f req0 ← f requencies[0]
for each governing interval, i do
if IP Ci [f ] < absolute IPC threshold then
f reqi ← fmin
else
for each frequency, f , in f requencies do
if IP Ci [f ] / IP Ci [fmax ] > relative IPC threshold then
f reqi ← f
end if
end for
end if
end for
Figure 5.1: Algorithm for the Oracle DVFS governor
To clarify the operation of the Oracle governor, we present the following example. Let
us assume we have a system with three possible CPU frequencies which are 500 MHz,
1000 MHz and 1500 MHz which achieves 500 MIPS, 900 MIPS and 1000 MIPS respectively. If we set the governor to tolerate up to a 20% MIPS/MHz reduction, then the
governor will set the CPU frequency to 1000 MHz as this is 90% as efficient as the lowest
frequency. The highest frequency, 1500 MHz, only achieves 67% of the MIPS/MHz at
500 MHz and therefore is not chosen by the governor. In the event that the MIPS/MHz
at 1000 MHz had been less than 80% of the 500 MHz value, then the 500 MHz frequency
would have been chosen instead.
By varying the amount of allowable IPC drop we are able to configure the Oracle governor to favour higher or lower frequencies. As this is an oracle governor, the DVFS
decisions only consider the current interval and do not look at history for the workload.
We consider two different Oracle governor configurations. The first allows up to a 50%
reduction in IPC, whilst the second only allows for a 20% reduction in IPC relative to
the lowest frequency. Therefore, the second governor configuration will only increase the
frequency in the cases where the workload scales well with frequency, at the expense of
performance.
We provide a reference for our Oracle governing strategies by implementing the operation
of the Ondemand and Conservative CPUFreq governors offline based on the same data
set. These offline versions of the governors have been written to behave as closely
as possible to the implementations found in the Linux kernel. We monitor the CPU
load statistic from the gem5 simulator in order to mimic the operation of the CPUFreq
governors. This is the closest available proxy for the CPU load as measured by the kernel
for a traditional DVFS governor implementation. For reference, we have provided pseudo
code representations of our implementations in Appendix B.1.1. For both the Ondemand
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and Conservative governors we start them at the lowest frequency, 500 MHz, at the start
of the workload.
We evaluate the performance and energy consumption of the two different Oracle governors, as well as the Ondemand and Conservative governors in terms of both performance
and energy consumption. We use the same energy models as presented in Section 4.3.
As we do not run complete workloads in the forking infrastructure, we are only able to
compare the run time for the different workloads to determine the performance variation,
and hence do not present user experience numbers for this section. When evaluating
the governors, we run them every 10 ms. This is towards the higher end for the typical DVFS governors, but can be found in real systems. This threshold applies to all
governors, including the Oracle.
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Figure 5.2: Pareto frontiers showing run time and energy trade-offs for the
CPUFreq governors and the Oracle governor.
Before considering the operation of the governors on each of the workloads, we present
overall results for both run time and energy consumption in Figure 5.2. First of all,
it is worth noting that for a compute-bound workload all of the governors are able to
achieve roughly the same run time and energy consumption, with the Ondemand and
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Conservative governors losing a small amount of performance, but also saving energy.
This is due to the fact that these governors are configured to start at the lowest frequency
for each of the runs, and hence will spend at least the first governing interval at the lowest
frequency. Ondemand is quicker to raise the frequency and therefore has a shorter run
time and higher energy consumption.
Next, we consider the Memcpy results, which show that it is possible to sacrifice some
of the performance for very large energy savings. This is expected due to the workload
being memory bound. Again, as was the case for Dhrystone, the governors start the first
governing interval at 500 MHz before increasing the frequency for subsequent intervals.
Therefore, there is a mild performance and energy reduction relative to the 2 GHz run. It
is worth reiterating that the Ondemand and Conservative governors adjust the frequency
based on the CPU load. The CPU load is high during a Memcpy run, and therefore
the frequency is increased even if this does not significantly improve performance. The
Oracle governors do not observe the CPU load, and therefore choose lower frequencies.
The Chase is a workload comprised from phases with high CPU usage and phases with
low CPU usage. The traditional governors take some time to switch between the frequencies and therefore are not able to exploit the changes in the workload as readily
as might be desired. However, the Oracle governors are able to exploit these workload
features to save energy with a minimal reduction in workload performance. The Oracle
governor with the 50% threshold is able to save some energy relative to the standard
governors with a minimal performance loss, whilst the 80% Oracle governor is able to
save significantly more energy, albeit with a marked performance decrease.
Finally, BBench is a workload which places a constantly changing load on the CPU.
Many of the periods of load are very short, and therefore the traditional governors
are not able to respond before the opportunity has passed. Therefore, the standard
governors are unable to save a large amount of energy for the workload and do sacrifice
some performance. The Oracle governors are able to save energy relative to the standard
governors, with the 50% governor achieving a higher level of performance.

5.1.1

Dhrystone

As in previous sections, we begin our analysis by looking at the compute-bound Dhrystone workload. This workload scales close to linearly with performance and therefore
all of the governors in question, choose the highest operating frequency. We opt not to
show a figure for the Dhrystone workload, as this provides no additional insight into the
operation of either the Oracle governors, or the standard CPUFreq governors.
Both of the Oracle governor configurations opt for the highest frequency of 2 GHz
for every governing interval due to the linear workload scaling. The Ondemand and
Conservative governors both adjust the CPU frequency based on the load. As the
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Figure 5.3: DVFS frequency adjustments for various governors for the Memcpy
benchmark
workload always places a high load on the CPU, both the Ondemand and Conservative
governors choose the highest frequencies for the duration of the workload. The exception
occurs during the first few governing intervals during which the frequency is gradually
increased one step at a time from 500 MHz for the Conservative governor as the governor
will only adjust the frequency one step at a time. Also, the Ondemand governor remains
at the lowest frequency for the first governing interval before increasing the frequency
to the maximum.

5.1.2

Memcpy

As we have demonstrated previously, Memcpy is a memory-bound workload which does
not scale significantly with CPU frequency once the CPU frequency is sufficiently high.
Specifically, for low-enough CPU frequencies, the workload can be compute-, or partiallycompute-bound, but once the frequency is increased sufficiently, the workload becomes
almost purely memory-bound and does not scale with CPU frequency. Therefore, an
ideal governor should not raise the frequency once the workload has stopped scaling
due to the diminished returns on investment. Our gem5 experiments have shown that
the workload transitions to being memory-bound between 500 MHz and 1000 MHz for
the system simulated. Therefore, there is some, if minimal, performance improvement
within the first two frequencies.
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Figure 5.4: DVFS frequency adjustments for various governors for The Chase
Figure 5.3 shows the frequency choices made over time for each of the four governors
simulated. We begin by considering the Oracle governor with the 50% threshold. This
governor is more likely to choose a higher CPU frequency as it is configured to tolerate a
larger reduction in CPU efficiency. Aside from choosing the highest CPU frequency for
the first two governing intervals—this is the part where the workload is initially loaded
and is more compute-bound than for the rest of the execution—the governor chooses the
1 GHz frequency. This indicates that there is a greater than 50% efficiency reduction
when moving beyond the 1 GHz frequency. The 80% Oracle governor, on the other
hand, chooses the 500 MHz frequency for the entire workload.
For this workload, both of the CPUFreq governors do a very poor job, and both switch
to the highest CPU frequency as they did for Dhrystone. This is due to the fact that
whilst Memcpy is very memory-bound, it places a high load on the CPU as far as the
load measured by the kernel is concerned. Therefore, these choose the highest frequency
even if it does not offer increased performance. Again, as was the case for Dhrystone,
these governors started at the lowest frequency and then increased the frequency until
2 GHz was reached.

5.1.3

The Chase

The Chase is a workload which transitions between phases which are reliant on the
operation of the CPU and phases in which the CPU must wait for the GPU to render
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Figure 5.5: DVFS frequency adjustments for various governors for BBench
the frame. There is some scope for performance scaling for the CPU-specific portions of
the workload, but the portions which rely on the GPU do not scale with CPU frequency.
Additionally, the portions of the workload during which the execution is mostly reliant
on the GPU still place a high load on the CPU. Therefore, it is difficult for the standard
CPUFreq governors to make the right decisions.
Figure 5.4 shows the operation of the governors for a 2.5 second window of The Chase.
Again, we see similar behaviour from the Ondemand and Conservative governors, which
both opt for the highest CPU frequency as soon as they are able to switch to it. This
is due to the aforementioned high CPU load and is unavoidable if these governors are
used.
The Oracle governors are able to choose lower frequencies for the portions where the
workload performance scales less well. The 80% Oracle governors is more aggressive
when choosing the lower frequencies and therefore chooses these more often than the
50% Oracle governor which is more tolerant of less efficient performance. Both governors
are able to reduce the frequency relative to the typical governors, hence saving energy.

5.1.4

BBench

Finally, we consider our most complex workload, BBench. This workload does not have
a handful of different phases, but is comprised of significantly more. Therefore, this is
the most challenging workload to govern, as the performance at any given frequency
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is continuously changing. In this workload, there is a lot more score for the Oracle
governors as they are able to make instant decisions regarding CPU frequency and do
not need to operate on past history. We consider a larger window of BBench, and observe
the operation of the governors over a 10 second, as opposed to 2.5 second, window.
This is the first workload where we see the Ondemand and Conservative governors choosing non-maximum CPU frequencies. Both the Ondemand and Conservative governors
make similar decisions for BBench, and favour periods of roughly constant frequency.
In general, these governors will use either the highest or lowest frequencies for these
sorts of workloads as the workloads want to compute as quickly as possible or are idle.
Specifically, when the CPU load is high, it is usually high for all frequencies and therefore the governors will try and choose the highest frequency. When the workload has
an idle period, the governors will switch down to the lowest frequency. There are not
many occurrences where the CPU load falls off significantly when the frequency is increased, resulting in high use of the minimum and maximum frequencies, and little use
of intermediate frequencies.
The Oracle governors are able to choose lower frequencies as they are not monitoring
the CPU load itself. The 50% Oracle governor mostly chooses the 1.5 GHz and 2 GHz
frequencies, and only chooses lower frequencies for very short periods of time. There is
no period of time for the workload during which the CPU is totally idle, and therefore
there is no extended period of time where the 500 MHz frequency is chosen. The 80%
Oracle governor, on the other hand, chooses lower frequencies much more often than the
50% Oracle as it will switch to lower frequencies more easily as the relative performance
reduces.
There is a notable difference between the frequency profiles seen for the Oracle governors
and the CPUFreq governors. The CPUFreq governors choose the lowest frequency for
a long period of time—over 2 seconds—whilst no such pattern is visible for the Oracle governors. The CPUFreq governors observe the CPU load, and therefore will not
increase the frequency of the CPU if the CPU is not at full load. On the other hand,
the Oracle governors look at the relative performance scaling for the interval, and will
choose a higher frequency if it offers higher relative performance, even if the CPU is not
at full, or close to full, load. This can result in an increase in energy consumption as the
CPU frequency is increased for a very small number of instructions if this is found to improve performance for that window. However, neither approach is ideal. The CPUFreq
governors waste energy by increasing the frequency based on load, and therefore can
do poorly for memory-bound phases of the workload, whilst the Oracle governors can
waste energy during periods of relative inactivity.
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Adjusting CPU DVFS based on QoE

Mobile devices including, but not limited to, smartphones and tablets run mobile operating systems such as Android, which is based on Linux. Android makes use of the
Linux kernel CPU governors which trade off the performance of the CPU for energy
savings. In general, these governors control the voltage and frequency of the CPU based
on demand, and will try to operate at the lowest energy required to run the workload.
This requires them to monitor the demand on the system, and then use this information
to determine the required frequency in order to sustain it. A range of governors exist,
and each will adjust the frequency based on slightly different metrics or will aim to save
as much energy as possible.
The Linux CPU DVFS governors were originally designed for non-mobile systems, such
as desktop machines, laptops and servers. These governors do not have a concept of
user experience, and simply optimise based on the performance requirements placed
on the CPU by the workload or workloads. Therefore, based on the governor chosen
and corresponding settings used, these governors can either waste energy or restrict
performance too severely. This results in a degraded user experience, and is clearly
undesirable in the resource-constrained world of mobile systems.
In order to address this issue, we demonstrate QoE-aware CPU governing, and implement an example QoE-aware governor. This governor uses knowledge about the workloads and the delivered user experience to determine the correct DVFS configuration for
the CPU. This ensures that the performance of the system components is only reduced
when the user experience allows it. Therefore, this governor tries to ensure that the
performance reduction does not impact the level of QoE delivered. We apply the QoE
models described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 as part of our QoE-aware system governor.

5.2.1

Optimising for QoE

We demonstrate the benefit of QoE-aware system optimisation by creating a QoE-aware
system governor in simulation. This governor adjusts the DVFS operating points of the
CPU based on the QoE delivered, and the target QoE for the system as a whole. Our
DVFS algorithm is presented in Figure 5.6 and is designed to be integrated in software as
part of the normal Linux governor framework. We first demonstrate the operation of this
algorithm in simulation using gem5, and them present results for real hardware using the
Odroid XU3. We provide an overview of the XU3 development board in Section 1.3.2.
For simulation, the algorithm is run in a system controller which sits alongside the rest
of the system, monitors components unobtrusively and adjusts the CPU configuration.
However, for the experiments using the XU3 we integrate the governor into the existing
CPUFreq framework found in the Linux kernel.
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if CPU idle then
Decrease CPU operating level to minimum
else
if Predicted QoE higher than target then
Decrease CPU operating level
else if Predicted QoE lower than target then
Increase CPU operating level
else
Do nothing
end if
end if
Figure 5.6: Algorithm for QoE-Aware CPU governing
As the governor is unable to directly measure the delivered QoE, it is required to make
use of the QoE utility functions discussed earlier, and low-level proxy metrics. These
low-level metrics can be measured during runtime in order to determine if the level of
experience delivered by the application are acceptable. For the CPU workloads, we look
at the IPC which gives a measure of CPU efficiency which additional is tired to the
frequency of the CPU. By profiling the CPU workload, we are able to determine which
IPC is required on average in order to provide the desired level of user experience.
The CPU governor uses the IPC of the CPU and the knowledge of the application running to estimate the delivered QoE based on the relationship presented in Section 3.4.1.
As we shall demonstrate in Section 5.3, it is possible to use a low-level metric such
as IPC, which can be measured from the CPU performance counters, to measure the
CPU performance and predict the delivered QoE. If the predicted QoE is higher than
the target, then the DVFS operating point of the CPU is reduced to the next lowest
level. On the other hand, if the predicted QoE is insufficient to meet the target, then
the operating point of the CPU is raised. Finally, in the case where the QoE prediction
matches the target, no adjustments are made. In addition to detecting when the CPU
DVFS configuration needs to be adjusted based on the load, the algorithm detects when
the system is idle (less than 1% CPU utilisation) and will drop the operating point of
the CPU to the lowest level. This reduces the energy consumption significantly, at the
cost of a small performance penalty when coming out of the idle state.

5.2.2

Experimental Methodology

In this section, we describe the experimental methodology used in this chapter. We
simulate a system with both a multi-core CPU and a multi-core GPU in gem5. As
before, the memory system and peripherals are modelled in detail. In addition to the
standard system components, we model a system controller which monitors the state
and performance of the system. The system controller then uses this knowledge and
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CPU Clock
CPU Voltage
CPU Caches
GPU Cores
Volatile Memory
Operating System
Kernel Version
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200 MHz-1.7 GHz, 100 MHz steps
0.925V-1.3V
L1: 32+32 kB, L2: 1 MB
4-16, multiples of 4
OS: 1024 MB
Android 4.1.1 (Unmodified)
3.9.0-rc7 (Unmodified)

Table 5.1: System Configuration
derived user experience metrics to make informed decisions regarding the DVFS state
of the CPU.
The system configuration is summarised in Table 5.1 and a system diagram is shown
in Figure 5.7. Our simulated system can be configured with either a single-core or
a dual-core CPU. All CPU cores and associated level 1 and level 2 caches sit in the
same voltage and frequency domain, as is shown in the diagram. Hence, all DVFS
adjustments affect both cores (in the dual-core configuration) and caches. The voltage
and frequency domains are implemented as detailed by Spiliopoulos et al. (2013). As
part of the memory system we model a dual channel LPDDR3 memory and associated
controller. We use First-Ready First-Come-First-Served (FR-FCFS) scheduling with an
open row policy and prioritise the CPU traffic over other system traffic, as is the case
in many commercial SoCs.
In order to assess the performance of the CPU governor we run BBench (Gutierrez
et al., 2011), RLBench (RedLicense Labs, 2012) and AndEbench (Levy, 2012). BBench
measures the time it takes to load a series of popular web pages from disk, RLBench
benchmarks the SQLite performance of the system and AndEBench evaluates the CPU
performance using pre-compiled code and interpreted Java.
We estimate the dynamic energy consumption of the CPU and DRAM. We match the
DVFS operating points of the Samsung Exynos 5250 (Samsung, 2012) on the CPU,
and use these to calculate the energy consumption. Specifically, we calculate the dynamic power consumption as per αCV 2 f , but ignore the α (activity percentage) and C
(capacitance) terms as we focus on the relative energy consumption. We estimate the
energy usage of the DRAM by assuming each bit accessed consumes a constant amount
of energy. These are coarse-grained models, but they are sufficient to demonstrate the
merits of QoE-aware system optimisation.
We ensure that we use realistic time-scales that match those used in real consumer
devices. Specifically, for the CPU governor we use a period of 10 ms, which is comparable to that of the standard Linux and Android governors. In addition, this matches
the distinct phases of changes in behaviour seen in real workloads which ensures that
optimisation takes place on the correct time-scale (Sunwoo et al., 2013).
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CPU V-f domain
CPU
Core 1
L1I

CPU
Core 2

L1D

L1I

L1D

L2

Interconnect

LPDDR3 Memory and Controller
Figure 5.7: System diagram showing the CPU configuration, as well as the
memory system.

5.3

Linking High- and Low-level Performance

The CPU governor detailed in Section 5.2.1 requires a low-level metric which can be used
as a proxy for the delivered user experience. This is required as the actual workload performance is not available to the governor without serious software-stack modifications,
and by the time the workload completes it will be too late to affect the delivered QoE.
We therefore require a link between a measurable low-level metric and user experience.
For this reason, we demonstrate a link between IPC for the CPU and the delivered QoE
in this section.

5.3.1

Linking QoE to IPC

Prior to linking the user experience to a IPC, we demonstrate why IPC can, and should
be linked to the user experience. We run a frequency sweep for BBench and plot the
number of instructions executed on average across the benchmark in Figure 5.8 (A).
As the frequency increases, the number of instructions executed also increases, but it
does so non-linearly. This relationship is non-linear as the CPU is required to stall for
other system components, such as the memory, and more cycles are wasted when the
CPU stalls at higher frequencies. IPC is a measure of the wasted cycles, and is able to
abstract from the time taken to give a pure measure of CPU efficiency.
In Figure 5.8 (B) we plot the instructions-per-second versus the attained QoE. Again,
there is a non-linear relationship between the two metrics. The relationship flattens
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Figure 5.8: Relationship between CPU Frequency, MIPS and QoE for a singlecore BBench run
off because the QoE saturates once the user is satisfied, and therefore increases in the
number of instructions executed within a time period do not increase the delivered
user experience. The QoE saturation can be exploited in order to reduce the energy
consumption without affecting the delivered user experience.

5.3.2

Workload Profiling

In order to explore the link between IPC and QoE, we need to profile the workload.
This provides us with the average IPC for the complete workload run, as well as the
delivered user experience. For future runs of the workload, the IPC can be measured
periodically at run time by the OS governor, and the delivered QoE can be predicted.
By using the QoE information, the governor is able to determine if the CPU frequency
should be increased, decreased or left at the current level.
We begin by profiling BBench — the web browser performance benchmark. We profile
BBench by performing a frequency and voltage sweep which covers all voltage-frequency
pairs of the Exynos 5250. For each operating point, an entire BBench run is completed
and the geometric mean web page load time and relative energy consumption is recorded.
In addition, the average IPC of the benchmark is measured. This allows us to relate
the operating frequency, relative energy consumption, IPC and workload performance
in terms of web page load time and QoE. The results are presented in Figure 5.9 (A).
As is to be expected, when the frequency CPU is decreased the web page render time
increases. However, due to interactions with the memory system and devices, the relationship between operating frequency and workload performance is non-linear. This
occurs because the memory system has a minimum latency, and can cause the CPU to
stall as it waits for data. As the frequency of the CPU increases, the number of cycles
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wasted per stall increases, and therefore the operation of the CPU becomes less efficient.
This results in diminishing returns with regards to the operating frequency, and can also
waste significant amounts of energy. At low operating frequencies workloads are often
CPU bound, as opposed to memory bound, and therefore are able to operate much more
efficiently.
The CPU energy usage when running BBench is also presented in Figure 5.9 (A), and
is shown relative to the energy consumption at 1.7 GHz. As expected, as the energy
consumption is dependent on the square of the voltage, higher frequencies, and hence
voltages, consume more energy to run the benchmark. Due to the inefficiency of the CPU
at higher operating frequencies and voltages, it is worth noting that the whilst the overall
benchmark run time decreases, the energy consumption increases. This demonstrates
that it is not always advantageous to run as-fast-as-possible, before moving to a lowenergy state. Naturally, this is dependent on the workload, as well as the performance
and user experience requirements placed on the system.
The change in CPU efficiency can be seen in the IPC of the benchmark. Low frequencies
result in a much higher IPC than lower frequencies. This demonstrates that fewer CPU
cycles are wasted waiting for data from the memory system, or stalling on peripheral
interactions. There is a non-linear trade off in the IPC as the frequency changes, which
is again due to the effect of the memory latency on the CPU performance. At very low
frequencies, the CPU is able to operate more efficiently than at higher frequencies.
Finally, the QoE for BBench is shown in the bottom plot of Figure 5.9 (A). The QoE is
calculated using the equations presented in Section 3.4.1. The delivered QoE increases
as the frequency increases, but starts to saturate once the memory latency becomes the
limiting factor and therefore the CPU begins to stall more frequently as it waits for the
data from memory.
The non-linear nature of the QoE-frequency relationship can be exploited in order to
save energy as small changes in impact have little-to-no effect on the delivered user
experience. In addition, for certain web pages, the QoE saturates as the web page render
time drops below that which is deemed acceptable by the majority of the population.
The mapping between QoE and the IPC of the CPU can be used during run time to
determine if the CPU frequency needs to be adjusted in order to achieve a minimum
target QoE. Specifically, the desired QoE level can be translated into an IPC target
which must be met on average. In the case where the IPC at run time is lower than
the target then the frequency of the CPU can be reduced as either the current portion
of execution is placing a low demand relative to operating frequency of the CPU, or
the frequency is too high and will achieve a higher QoE than targeted. The inverse is
also true, and higher-than-profiled IPC can be used to indicate that the workload is not
running fast enough, and will deliver a comparatively poor user experience.
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Figure 5.9: Frequency sweep for BBench, RLBench and AndEBench
We also perform a frequency sweep for RLBench, and present the results in Figure 5.9 (B).
As before we present the workload performance, the relative energy consumption, the
IPC and the QoE for the workload. It is important to note that RLBench is not a user
orientated workload. The goal of RLBench is to determine how long a system takes to
complete a set of SQL transactions, and rank mobile devices based on SQL performance.
Due to this, RLBench presents an absolute time taken for all of the transactions to complete and, in general, the lower this time the better the performance of the system. It
is therefore desirable to achieve as low a time as possible, which makes it difficult to
assign a QoE metric to the RLBench score. Therefore, we calculate QoE relative to the
RLBench score at the highest frequency, which converts the RLBench score into a linear
relationship.
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The RLBench results display the same non-linear relationship between the CPU frequency and the run time for the benchmark as BBench. Again, the same relationship
between the energy consumption and the frequency holds, and whilst the run time
decreases, the overall energy consumption increases. The IPC for the workload is nonconstant, and reduces as the frequency is increased, which allows us to derive a useful
relationship between the IPC and the user experience.
AndEBench is also profiled in the same manner as BBench and RLBench. AndEBench
measures the CPU performance using both native, pre-compiled code and interpreted
Java code. In order to accomplish this it runs tight loops in both modes, and counts the
number of iterations of the loop completed within a fixed time period. Higher iteration
counts signify higher CPU performance. As was the case with RLBench, AndEBench
is not designed to deliver a service to the user, and simply serves to measure device
performance. For this reason, we again choose to set the highest QoE point at the
highest attainable score, and normalise lower scores accordingly to obtain the relative
QoE.
The AndEBench score demonstrates a linear relationship between the CPU frequency
and the score attained. This linear relationship signals that AndEBench does a lot
of computation using both small amounts of data, that are most likely able to fit in
the cache, and that it uses tight loops. Therefore, there is minimal dependence on
the memory latency, and the workload is able to scale with the CPU frequency. This
conclusion is also re-affirmed by the near-constant IPC across all frequencies tested. As
we will show in later sections, this roughly-constant IPC makes it difficult to determine
the delivered QoE at run time and therefore makes it hard to choose the appropriate
frequency for the workload.
The following section takes the results of the profiling presented here, and uses the
IPC-QoE relationship during run time to adjust the DVFS configuration of the CPU.
This allows a minimum QoE to be targeted, and then the governor is able to use the
corresponding IPC information to adjust the CPU frequency accordingly.

5.3.3

CPU Governing Results

Following the workload profiling detailed in the previous section, we demonstrate the
operation of the QoE-aware CPU governor described in Section 5.2.1.
We consider the three workloads used in the previous section: BBench, RLBench and
AndEBench, and initially focus on BBench as it is the most realistic benchmark from a
user experience and interaction point of view. Using the profiling results, we specify a
target QoE for BBench, translate this into an IPC threshold which is then used with the
governor. As detailed in the methodology, we run the governor in a system controller
which sits alongside the rest of the system and is able to monitor the performance of
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various in-system components unobtrusively. This ensures that our monitoring does not
affect the performance of the system, as well as accelerating the development of the
governor.
We validate the operation of the QoE-aware CPU governor in a single-core and a dualcore system. For the dual-core system, our algorithm scales the DVFS configuration
based on the operation of the most efficient core, i.e., the core with the highest IPC.
This is done to ensure that the system operates as efficiently as possible and to avoid
one idle core from impacting the performance of the system.
We compare the delivered QoE and energy consumption of our QoE-aware governor with
the standard, built-in Linux DVFS governors. The Linux CPU governors are designed to
trade off performance and power, and are included as part of the Linux kernel. Many of
the published DVFS algorithms require specific hardware or software which is not widely
available (Choi et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2012; Jung and Pedram, 2010). Therefore, we use
the Linux CPU governors as a starting point to evaluate the QoE-aware CPU governor
presented herein as they act as a reference for the techniques used in real systems. Please
note that energy has been normalised to the Performance governor, which represents the
worst case energy consumption, but is not a normally used governor in mobile systems.

5.3.4

BBench

We begin by looking at the QoE-aware governor for BBench. Initially, we look at a
single core system, and then move on to a dual core system.

5.3.4.1

Single-Core

We run BBench using the Powersave, Interactive, OnDemand, Conservative and Performance governors built into Linux, and present the results in Figure 5.10 (A). As
expected, the Performance governor represents the fastest that the workload can run,
hence achieving a high QoE, but also the maximum energy consumption, as the CPU
is constantly at its highest frequency. The Powersave governor represents the opposite
case as the CPU runs at its lowest frequency, and the workload takes the longest time
to run. Therefore, it has the lowest QoE and also represents the lowest dynamic energy
consumption. The results from these two governors represent the best and worst case
performance and energy consumption.
The OnDemand governor adjusts the CPU DVFS based on a work queue and runs at
a low frequency until demand increases. At this point it increases to the maximum frequency and then gradually reduces the frequency until a sensible level is reached. There
is a clear slowdown when using the OnDemand governor as is reflected in the QoE. The
Interactive governor behaves in a similar way to the OnDemand governor, except that
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Figure 5.10: Trading off CPU QoE and energy usage in single and dual core
systems for BBench, RLBench and AndEBench
rather than a single application triggering an increase in frequency, the governor observes
the overall CPU load over a timer period. Figure 5.10 (A) shows that the Interactive
governor does not cause a significant slowdown relative to the Performance governor.
The Conservative governor behaves in a similar method to the OnDemand governor
but switches frequency much more slowly. Therefore, if there are sudden changes in the
workload, the Conservative governor can be slow to respond and the CPU frequency
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can be either too high or too low for extended periods of time. The increased energy
consumption can be seen in Figure 5.10 (A).
Figure 5.10 (A) also shows the performance of the IPC based QoE-aware governor presented in this work. We sweep the QoE target in order to determine the impact it has
on the CPU performance and energy consumption. Our proposed governor is able to remain above a specified QoE target by monitoring the IPC of the CPU and adjusting the
performance accordingly. This demonstrates that it is possible to measure a simple metric which can be found in the performance monitoring unit of many mainstream CPUs
in order to successfully track an optimised operating point, as described in Section 5.2.1.
Our QoE-aware CPU governor is able to outperform the OnDemand, Conservative and
Interactive CPU governors in terms of QoE and energy consumption. As the governor
is able to select operating points which have little-to-no effect on the benchmark performance, there is additionally minimal impact on the perceived experience, QoE. By
adjusting the QoE target we are able to adjust the trade off we make and therefore are
able to tune the performance-energy trade off.
We present the frequency distribution for the QoE-aware governor in Figure 5.11. We
run the governor in three different configurations: low QoE, good enough and highest
QoE. In the low QoE configuration, the governor favours low frequencies, and spends
over 77 % of the execution time at the lowest frequency, 200 MHz. Negligible time is
spent at frequencies above 700 MHz in the low QoE configurations.
The inverse is true in the highest QoE configuration, and the governor spends the majority of the time choosing frequencies at the high end. 1700 MHz is chosen for almost
62 % of the execution time. Some time is also spent at lower frequencies, including
200 MHz as the governor will drop to the lowest frequency automatically if the CPU is
idle, and will then gradually increase the frequency in response to the estimated QoE
when the CPU resumes execution.
Finally, in the case where the governor is configured to deliver good-enough QoE for
the workload, a large proportion of the time is spent at frequencies between the two
extremes. This demonstrates that the governor attempts to run at the target IPC,
determined from the desired QoE, and will adjust the frequency in order to achieve this
goal. In this configuration, there is still a significant proportion of time spend at the
lowest and highest frequencies. This is due to the fact that the governor will drop to
the lowest frequency when idle, and will saturate at the highest frequency.
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Figure 5.11: Frequency distribution for low, good-enough and highest QoE
governor configurations
5.3.4.2

Dual-Core

We run BBench in a dual-core system, and present the results in Figure 5.10 (B). As
both cores are in the same voltage and frequency domains, the overall energy consumption increases. However, the maximum attained QoE increases as there are more
computational resources available to process the web pages.
As was the case in the single-core setup, the QoE governor is able to deliver a higher QoE
than the OnDemand governor whilst reducing the energy consumption. It matches the
QoE delivered by the Interactive governor, but again is able to do so while consuming
less energy.

5.3.5

RLBench

In this section, we look at the QoE-aware governor operation for RLBench in singleand dual-core systems. RLbench is a workload that runs a set of smaller SQLite tests
to benchmark the SQLite performance for an Android system.

5.3.5.1

Single-Core

Figure 5.10 (C) presents the results for RLBench using the same set of governors. Figure 5.10 (C) shows that it is possible to greatly reduce the energy consumption of the
CPU at minimal QoE reduction. Due to the bursty nature of the workload, the OnDemand and Interactive governors are able to do well as they can immediately switch up
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to the maximum frequency. Our QoE-aware governor, on the other hand, gradually increases and reduces the frequency causing a small performance and energy consumption
penalty for the benchmark. The Conservative governor is slower to switch and therefore
has both poor QoE and increased energy usage.

5.3.5.2

Dual-Core

Figure 5.10 (D) shows the RLBench results for a dual-core system. In the case of RLBench, the workload is mostly single threaded and therefore there is little improvement
in the workload performance when the operating frequency of the CPU is increased.
The power consumption of the CPU increases for the Performance governor, but is reduced for other governors. This is due to the fact that RLBench is single-threaded and
therefore it will only run on one of the two cores, leaving the other free for background
OS processes. Therefore, these background processes are able to run without interfering
with the operation of the benchmark.
In all cases the QoE-aware governor is able to reduce the power consumption to below the
level of the standard Linux governors. However, as RLBench is a bursty workload, there
is a small impact on the QoE for any target chosen. This is due to the time taken for the
governors to increase the frequency in response to load from the workloads. However,
this applies to all governors tested and is not specific to the QoE-aware governor.

5.3.6

AndEBench

Finally, we observe the QoE-aware governor when running AndEBench, which has a
constant IPC-frequency relationship. This makes it difficult to determine an appropriate
IPC target for the CPU. This makes it harder to govern the CPU SVFS operating points
using the IPC.

5.3.6.1

Single-Core

We present results for AndEBench in Figure 5.10 (E), and demonstrate the ability to
match the Linux DVFS governors in terms of QoE. AndEBench measures the performance of pre-compiled native code and the Dalvik virtual machine for the CPU. The
AndEBench native benchmark is designed to be very computationally intensive, as well
as efficient. In addition most of the data required for the benchmark can be locally
cached, and therefore there are few accesses to main memory once the benchmark is
running. Therefore, the whole benchmark operates with a high IPC. Due to this, there
is a very sharp trade-off between the QoE target set for the QoE-aware governor and the
benchmark performance. With the QoE-aware governor we are able to select a target
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such that the workload performance, and delivered QoE, is not impacted, but there are
significant savings in consumed energy. As Figure 5.10 (E) shows, we are able to perform
at similar levels to the Conservative, Interactive and OnDemand governors whilst using
significantly less energy. However, it is difficult to choose a sensible threshold due to the
IPC-frequency relationship.

5.3.6.2

Dual-Core

AndEBench is a multi-threaded workload, and therefore places strong demands on both
cores in the system. Therefore, it has similar characteristics to the single-core system
as the amount of work done by the workload increases rather than being distributed
across the two cores. However, due to the constant IPC when the frequency is adjusted,
it is difficult to choose an IPC level which is able to reduce the energy whilst still
maintaining the required levels of performance. The QoE-aware governor is able to
target a performance level which matches that of any of the Linux governors, and it is
able to match the OnDemand governor in terms of energy savings.

5.4

Uniting CPU Efficiency, Application Performance and
User Experience on Real Hardware

In order to optimise the CPU for the user experience, we need a mapping between
low-level metrics, the performance of the CPU itself and the user experience delivered.
We create this mapping on a per-application basis as a proof-of-concept. The low-level
metrics must be easily available on real hardware, as it must be possible to query the
system at run time in order to optimise dynamically. Therefore, we are limited to
standard metrics which can be found in the Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) of a
typical CPU. The PMU contains a range of different counters which are incremented on
specific system events, such as on a CPU clock cycle or when an instruction is committed.
In general, there are counters for the CPU and the caches, but some systems may also
have counters for the memory controller, GPU and other in-system devices. However,
as we are focusing on optimising for the CPU in this chapter, we only consider CPU
metrics.
When optimising for user experience, it is also important to consider how efficiently the
CPU is operating, and to understand when increasing the CPU frequency will have close
to no effect on the delivered performance and user experience. A typical measure of CPU
efficiency is the number of instructions committed per clock cycle (IPC). A higher IPC
indicates that the CPU is operating more efficiently as it is able to commit a greater
number of instructions for the same number of clock cycles as at lower IPC values. In
general, as the frequency of the CPU increases, the IPC will drop as the ratio of the
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memory latency and the CPU clock period increases. Therefore, a cache miss results
in a greater number of wasted cycles at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies.
It is worth noting that the IPC is not only affected by the memory latency and CPU
frequency, but also by other device accesses as well as the workload itself.
As was covered in Chapter 4, the efficiency of the CPU is largely a function of the
workload running on it. Therefore, we are required to look at the IPC characteristics
for each workload we wish to analyse. Extremely compute-bound workloads, such as
Dhrystone, will have a constant IPC irrespective of the frequency as they are only reliant
on data in the caches. Memory-bound workloads, such as Memcpy can have a vastly
different IPC depending on the CPU frequency as they are limited by the bandwidth
to and from memory. Hence, increasing the CPU frequency when the workload is already memory-bound results in a large decrease in IPC with close to no performance
improvement.

5.4.1

Profiling the Workloads

We begin by linking the efficiency of the CPU to the raw application performance and
to the level of user experience delivered. We choose to measure the CPU efficiency by
observing the IPC when running an application. This gives a clear idea of the proportion
of CPU cycles that are being wasted, and allows us to determine how efficiently the CPU
is operating. Additionally, as the CPU frequency is increased, the IPC will drop for
non-compute-bound applications giving a clear idea of how compute-bound a particular
application is.
We profile applications on the Odroid XU3 development board using the same setup
as in Section 4.2. Specifically, we run applications on a single A15 core, and sweep the
CPU frequency from 1.2 GHz to 2 GHz in 100 MHz increments. For each increment
we measure the performance of the workload, as well as the number of instructions
and cycles which occurred during the application execution. These are measured using
the Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) which contains a set of hardware counters
which can be used to count occurrences of specific events such as CPU clock cycles or
instructions committed.

5.4.1.1

Dhrystone

We begin by looking at the relationship between IPC and performance for a computebound workload, Dhrystone. We show the relationship between IPC, total execution
time and Dhrystone MIPS in Figure 5.12. As compute-bound workloads are not significantly affected by the performance or connection to other in-system components, they
are limited by the performance of the CPU. Therefore, higher CPU frequencies should
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Figure 5.12: Instructions per Cycle versus Execution time and DMIPS for Dhrystone benchmark running on the Odroid XU3.
result in higher performance in the majority of cases. When running a frequency sweep
for Dhrystone, we notice that the IPC does not change significantly as the operating
frequency is adjusted. This is the expected behaviour as the workload is limited by the
capabilities of the CPU itself, and each iteration takes a fixed number of instructions and
cycles. For a workload such as Dhrystone, the majority of variation comes from background processes and the operating system itself. The workload has an approximately
constant IPC for all frequencies profiled on the development board.

5.4.1.2

Memcpy

Memcpy, as previously discussed, is a very memory-bound workload. This is especially
the case for the range of frequencies tested on the Odroid XU3. Figure 5.13 shows the
relationship between IPC, total execution time and memory bandwidth. Please note
that the Memcpy IPC-performance relationship is affected by the memory frequency
changes discussed in Section 4.2.2. Hence, when increasing from low frequencies the IPC
initially reduces and the performance of the workload improves insignificantly, before a
large jump in performance is seen due to the increased memory bandwidth available.

5.4.1.3

The Chase

As previously discussed, The Chase is a graphics-heavy workload. However, this workload is reliant of the operation of the CPU to pre-compute the frames before they are
passed off to the GPU for rendering. Therefore, it is vital that the CPU is clocked fast
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Figure 5.13: Instructions per Cycle versus Execution time and Bandwidth for
Memcpy benchmark running on the Odroid XU3.
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Figure 5.14: Instructions per Cycle versus Frames per Second & QoE for The
Chase on the Odroid XU3
enough to ensure that the delivered user experience is high. We present the relationship between IPC, frames rendered per second and QoE for The Chase in Figure 5.14.
The Chase has a low IPC, in general, which decreases as the frequency of the CPU is
increased. There is a close to linear relationship between the IPC of the workload, and
the delivered level of performance and user experience. The QoE is calculated assuming
a target frame rate of 60 Hz. The near-linear relationship between the IPC and the QoE
provides a large range of frequencies over which it is possible to trade off user experience
for energy consumption.
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Figure 5.15: Instructions per Cycle versus Frames per Second & QoE for Transporter on the Odroid XU3
5.4.1.4

Transporter

Finally, we consider Transporter which is another GPU heavy workload. However, this
workload places a greater strain on the CPU as the CPU is used to calculate the lighting
for the scene, and therefore places a limit on the QoE that can be delivered by the
workload. Figure 5.15 presents the relationship between the IPC for the workload, the
frames rendered per seconds and the level of user experience delivered. As was the
case for The Chase, there is a large performance and QoE variation for the range of
frequencies tested. Due to the heavier reliance of the CPU to compute the lighting for
the scene, Transporter has a higher IPC than The Chase, and the frame rate delivered is
also lower. As the frequency of the CPU is increased, the frame rate and QoE increase,
whilst the IPC drops due to the increased number of wasted CPU cycles.

5.4.2

QoE-Aware Governing on Real Hardware

In the previous section we presented the relationship between the IPC and the performance for a set of workloads. In this section, we run our IPC-based DVFS governor on
real hardware, specifically the Odroid XU3, and sweep the target IPC. We observe how
the operation of the workload changes as the IPC target is swept.

5.4.3

Dhrystone

Dhrystone has a constant IPC irrespective of the operating frequency on the Odroid
XU3. We present the results of an IPC target sweep in Figure 5.16, and show how the
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Figure 5.16: Dhrystone Odroid total execution time & DMIPS as IPC target is
swept
run time and performance in terms of DMIPS changes as the IPC target is changed.
When the IPC target for the governor is swept there is no change in the performance
of the workload until the IPC target reaches a value of 1.2. This is the value we saw
when profiling the workload in Section 5.4.1.1. Once this IPC target is reached the
performance of the workload rapidly declines before plateauing. Due to the constant
IPC nature of the workload there is little scope for adjusting the performance of the
governor by changing the IPC target.

5.4.4

Memcpy

The second workload we consider is the memory-bound Memcpy. When profiling the
workload in Section 5.4.1.2 we observed that Memcpy had a much lower IPC than
Dhrystone due to the workload being mostly memory bound. Therefore, the CPU
spends a large portion of time waiting for the memory system, resulting in a low IPC.
We present the results for an IPC target sweep in Figure 5.17, which relates the IPC
target to the time taken to run the workload, as well as the average transfer bandwidth
measured by the workload. During profiling we saw that Memcpy had an IPC of around
0.4. When the IPC target reaches the value we see that the performance of the workload
is rapidly reduced.
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Figure 5.17: Memcpy Odroid total execution time & DMIPS as IPC target is
swept

5.4.5

The Chase

The Chase is the first graphically intensive workload that we perform an IPC target
sweep on. When profiling the workload in Section 5.4.1.3 we observed that there was
a near linear relationship between the IPC for the workload, and the number of frames
rendered per second, as well as the QoE. Figure 5.18 shows the results of the IPC
target sweep, and shows the relationship between the IPC target, the number of frames
rendered per second and the QoE delivered by the workload. The Chase is the first
workload where we are able to make meaningful trade-offs by varying the IPC target.
For Dhrystone and Memcpy we were able to force the CPU to a low or a high frequency
by adjusting the IPC target, but we were not able to easily pick an intermediate level
of performance. For those workloads, this is the expected behaviour when using IPC to
adjust the CPU frequency. However, for The Chase we are able to choose an IPC target
which gives a well defined intermediate level of performance, and hence we are able to
use the IPC target to tune the performance and QoE delivered by the workload to our
needs. By varying the IPC target between 0.25 and 0.375 we are able to adjust the QoE
delivered by the workload from 0.76 down to 0.3.

5.4.6

Transporter

Transporter is the second workload that we run on the Odroid XU3 that has heavy
reliance on the GPU. However, as previously discussed, this workload places a high
load on the CPU due to the lighting being computed on the CPU. When profiling this
workload in Section 5.4.1.4 we saw that it had a higher IPC than The Chase. We present
the relationship between the IPC target, the frames rendered per second and QoE in
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Figure 5.18: The Chase Odroid FPS & QoE as IPC target is swept
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Figure 5.19: Transporter Odroid FPS & QoE as IPC target is swept
Figure 5.19. As was the case for The Chase, we are able to control the performance
of Transporter well by adjusting the IPC target. In general, Transporter offers a lower
level of performance and user experience than The Chase. However, by adjusting the
IPC target from 0.5 to 0.6 we are able to reduce the QoE from 0.48 down to 0.19.

5.5

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have built upon the CPU profiling presented in Chapter 4, and
have presented both an Oracle CPU governor, and an IPC-based CPU governor. These
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governors use information about the workload to determine when the frequency should be
increased or decreased. We have demonstrated that we are able to save energy relative
to the DVFS governors used in modern devices by implementing a DVFS governing
strategy based on system performance counters and workload profiling.
We have demonstrated that a simple Oracle CPU governor is able to save energy relative to the standard Ondemand and Conservative CPUFreq governors used on modern
devices. The standard governors both monitor the CPU load as measured by the kernel, and increase or decrease the frequency based on the measured load. Both of these
governors employ hysteresis to avoid changing the frequency too rapidly, and therefore
can be both slow to react to workload changes, but can also waste a large amount
of energy. We demonstrated that our Oracle governors, which measure how well the
workload responds to frequency scaling, is able to select more energy efficient operating
points than the standard governors. Thus, our Oracle governors are able to save energy,
whilst maintaining similar levels of performance.
Our Oracle governors measured the IPC of the workload for each operating frequency,
and compared this value to determine the most appropriate frequency for a governing
interval. Due to the successful operation of the Oracle governors, we decided to base
our CPU governor implementation on IPC. Our DVFS governor utilises the performance
counters found in modern CPUs to measure the IPC of the component without impacting
the performance or energy consumption in a measurable way. We combined workload
profiling with the IPC-based governor to determine an IPC threshold for each workload.
Therefore, for each workload, we established a link between the IPC of the workload,
the performance of the workload and the level of user experience delivered. This allowed
us to choose an appropriate IPC threshold for the DVFS governor. We verified the
operation of the DVFS governor in both simulation and in real hardware, and have
compared the operation of our DVFS governor to those found on real hardware.

Chapter 6

Optimising Complete System
User Experience
Mobile systems are comprised of a number of different components which must work
together in order to provide a high level of user experience. When a single component
does not operate as intended it can impact the user experience for the system as a whole,
and therefore great care must be taken when optimising the system. In Chapter 3 we
discussed QoE models for different workload types, and how the QoE for a complete
system can be calculated. In the subsequent chapters, we focused heavily on optimising
the CPU, which is one of the most important single components as it runs the operating
systems and the majority of the code for many applications. Therefore, we followed
the user experience modelling chapter by an analysis for CPU efficiency in Chapter 4,
which considered how the CPU and different CPU workload types responded to the
memory system and the frequency of the CPU. Finally, in Chapter 5 we acted upon the
knowledge gathered in the previous chapters, and presented an IPC-based CPU DVFS
governor which was able to adjust the frequency of the CPU for a range of workloads
through a specified IPC target.
In this chapter we consider the operation of the system as a whole. We being by providing
a performance analysis for another important system component: the GPU. This answers
our third research question: Across a range of typical graphics workloads, what effect
does the scaling of GPU core count and available memory bandwidth have in terms of
performance and user experience? The GPU is responsible for rendering the frames
before they are displayed by the display controller. Therefore, if the GPU is not able to
render the frames in time, the frame rate reduces and the QoE delivered by the system
is reduced as the end user starts to notice some stuttering. Hence, it is vital that the
GPU is able to operate at a sufficiently high level to ensure that the QoE remains high
enough to satisfy the end user.
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Introducing a GPU into the system results in additional memory traffic, which in turn
increases the latency to memory for the other system components, such as the CPU.
As we discussed in Section 4.1, the CPU is a latency-sensitive component, and higher
memory latency can result in significantly decreased CPU performance. This means
that it is vital to understand the trade-off between the CPU performance and the GPU
performance to avoid one component significantly impacting the operation of the other.
In Section 6.1 we begin by profiling the operation of the GPU, and investigate how the
performance of the GPU is impacted by the number of active GPU cores and by the
available memory bandwidth. We look at the operation of a set of typical GPU workloads
as the available bandwidth is artificially varied in a simulation. We then observe how
the introduction of GPU traffic impacts the performance of a CPU workload, BBench,
in Section 6.2. We then use this information to determine how to best trade off the
performance and requirements of the CPU for those of the GPU in Section 6.3. We
introduce a GPU governor which adjusts the number of active GPU cores based on
the user experience delivered by the GPU in Section 6.4. Next, in Section 6.5 we
combined the CPU and GPU governors into a combined system governor, which adjusts
the operation of the CPU and GPU in tandem and attempts to maintain an overall high
QoE. Finally, in Section 6.6, we present an extension to the IPC-based DVFS governor
presented in Chapter 5 which also takes into account the memory accesses made by the
workload to determine which CPU frequency should be chosen.

6.1

Analysing and understanding the operation of the GPU

In this section, we observe how the GPU responds to core scaling and bandwidth limitation and observe GPUs transitioning from being memory bound to compute bound. This
information allows us to predict how the GPU will respond to different QoS mechanisms
which may affect the bandwidth available to the GPU.

6.1.1

Workloads

The GPU frames used for this chapter are summarised in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Egypt,
and Pro are from GLBenchmark 2.1 (GLBenchmark, 2012), whereas Taiji is from RightWare’s Basemark ES 2.0 (Rightware, 2012) and the Navigation benchmark, henceforth
referred to as Navi, is from 3DMark Mobile 2.0 (Futuremark, 2012). All frames are
rendered at a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels (Full HD) and represent typical resolutions
used for current high end devices. These frames have been selected as they represent
a set of real use cases, which cover both gaming and navigation, as well as providing a
varied set of bandwidth requirements.
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6.1.2

Core Count Scaling

We begin by observing how the GPU bandwidth requirements and performance vary as
the number of available cores are varied for a set of benchmarks. The GPU is standalone,
i.e. there is no interaction between the CPU and the GPU. The frames are rendered
independently of the workload running on the CPU, and are not controlled by the CPU.
The frames rendered on the GPU are supplied as a memory dump which includes all of
the information required by the GPU to render the frame. The GPU model is responsible
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Figure 6.3: Response of GPU to bandwidth restriction. α is bandwidth limited,
γ is compute limited and β is the transition from bandwidth to compute limited.
for loading the data it processes into the memory of the simulated system, rather than it
being calculated and placed there by the CPU. At the start of a GPU frame, the relevant
memory locations are filled by loading a GPU memory dump into the memory. This
happens instantaneously as far as the simulated system is concerned, and is therefore
not included in our investigation.
Next, we look at the traffic generated by a GPU, as well as investigating at how a GPU
responds to being bandwidth limited.

6.1.3

Bandwidth Limitation

GPUs place noticeably different demands on the memory system when compared to
a CPU. This section looks at the performance of a GPU when it is under bandwidth
constraints, as well as how to improve the CPU performance by reducing the amount of
available GPU bandwidth.
Unlike a CPU, a GPU is a bandwidth sensitive device; provided a GPU gets a sufficiently
high average bandwidth to memory, it is tolerant of periods of high latency (Jeong et al.,
2012; Wang, 2011). One caveat is that a GPU needs to finish rendering the frame before
it is due to be displayed on the screen; failure to do this results in poor user experience
as the frame rate suffers.
A GPU can operate in one of two states: bandwidth limited or compute limited. When
the GPU is bandwidth limited (Figure 6.3α) it is unable to render at its maximum rate as
it is unable to get enough bandwidth to memory. As the GPU starts to become compute
saturated the bandwidth it requests from the memory begins to level off (Figure 6.3β)
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as the GPU is not able to process it at the arrival rate. If the bandwidth available to the
GPU is increased slightly, then the GPU becomes permanently compute limited, and
renders the frame at the fastest possible rate (Figure 6.3γ).
When the GPU is bandwidth limited, the GPU spends a significant proportion of time
waiting for the data it requires to arrive from memory. Conversely, when the GPU is
compute limited the GPU is constantly processing the data. Although this results in
the fastest possible render time and the best possible user experience, this creates unnecessary contention. Supplying a compute limited GPU with extra memory bandwidth
has little to no effect on the experienced performance.
When the GPU is between the bandwidth and compute limited states, it is able to render
at an almost maximum frame rate. By varying the bandwidth available to the GPU in
this region, it is possible to efficiently trade off GPU bandwidth for performance, which
in turn affects the performance of the CPU.
As the GPU moves from being bandwidth limited to compute limited, we see diminishing returns as small quantities of additional bandwidth have little effect on the frame
rendering time as the GPU becomes more compute bound (a real example is shown in
Figure 6.4). It is therefore not beneficial to provide the GPU with too large bandwidths
as this does not result in efficient GPU operation, and simply increases costs as the
system becomes over dimensioned.
When the GPU is moving between the bandwidth and compute limited states, there is
a non linear trade off between maximum bandwidth usable by the GPU, and the GPU
frame rate. By limiting the available GPU bandwidth the bursty parts of the traffic
profile are smoothed out, reducing the performance slightly, but resulting in a more
constant, lower bandwidth traffic profile. This has less impact on the memory system,
and therefore the rest of the system.
The GPU model renders each frame as a set of tiles, which allows different GPU cores
to process sections of the final frame in parallel. The demand on the GPU varies with
each tile, and therefore the bandwidth to the GPU varies significantly. This introduces
a high degree of unpredictability into the GPU traffic, and makes it more complicated
to model as a synthetic traffic source. Sample traffic for a single core Taiji run is shown
in Figure 6.5.
A GPU requires a minimum amount of data in order to render the frame; this bandwidth
increases once a GPU has multiple cores and performs tile based rendering due to the
increased sharing and the limited caching available for an integrated GPU. Stevens
(2010) provides us with some typical bandwidths for a SoC with GPU, video decoder
and LCD controller which are running at a resolution of 1920x1080. In total, these
are said to require around 2.5 GB/s of bandwidth alone. Experiments show that the
real resource requirements are even higher still, as the GPU is able to consume over
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Figure 6.5: GPU bandwidth requirements over time for Taiji rendered on 1 core.
4 GB/s by itself when rendering some frames. Note that this concerns the average
memory bandwidth over one frame, rather than more fine-grained bursty behaviour,
during which the GPU requests yet more bandwidth from the memory system.
The GPU can handle a number of concurrent threads, which cause it to request significant bandwidth from the memory. Due to the high resource requirements the GPU
issues transactions in quick succession, resulting in the ITT shown in Figure 6.6. This
also demonstrates that the GPU has few dependencies between the transactions, which
is why it is latency tolerant.
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Figure 6.6: ITT for Pro frame with bins of 10ns

6.1.4

Choosing the number of active GPU cores

In this section, we observe the performance and energy characteristics of a GPU by
adjusting the number of available GPU cores. The simulated GPU is dual-ported, and
hence the number of GPU cores is varied from 2 through 16 in increments of 2, thereby
ensuring that the load on each port is equal. Please note that there is no other traffic
present in the system so these results apply specifically to the GPU in isolation. The
GPU should render the frame before the deadline imposed by the screen refresh rate is
reached. If the GPU fails to render the frame in time, then the frame will be skipped,
thereby resulting in a decreased overall frame rate and a decreased user experience. On
the other hand, if the GPU completes frame rendering significantly before the deadline,
then it can be power-gated, saving energy (Wang et al., 2011; Allen et al., 2009). Therefore, in order to determine the ideal GPU configuration it is important to understand
the relationship between the number of cores and the time taken to render different
GPU frames.
Figure 6.7 shows, for varying core counts, the time for which the GPU can be powered
off as it has completed rendering before the deadline. Please note that the frame times
have been obfuscated. The results shown assume a target frame rate of 60 FPS, which
is shown as a horizontal dashed line in order to demonstrate the maximum amount of
time the GPU can be powered off. Values above the x-axis indicate that GPU can be
powered off whilst values below the x-axis show GPU configurations where performance
is insufficient to achieve 60 FPS. It can be seen that Navi requires at least 8 cores to
render at 60 FPS, and that Taiji requires 6 as, otherwise, the frame takes longer to
render than the allowed time per frame.
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The run time has been used to calculate the energy consumption for the GPU for each
of the core configurations when rendering each of the two frames. These results, which
again assume a screen refresh rate of 60 Hz, are summarised in Figure 6.8, and are
presented in terms of GPU efficiency, i.e. the performance in frames per second per
Watt. These results demonstrate that it is important to minimise the number of active
GPU cores in order to keep energy usage low.
As the GPU generally requires a large amount of data to render a frame and is able to
process vast quantities in parallel, it has a large impact on the dynamic power consumption of the DRAM. However, once the GPU has reached its maximum allowed frame
rate, such as 60 Hz, it will request roughly the same amount of data (this can be seen in
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Figure 6.14). Therefore, whilst the dynamic DRAM power consumption increases, the
total energy consumed in the DRAM remains roughly constant per frame rendered.
Next, we use this insight to investigate how effectively the bandwidth of the GPU can
be traded for the performance of the CPU.

6.2

Performance Trade-offs: Trading GPU for CPU

When a GPU is rendering a frame it requests a significant amount of data from the main
memory of the system; the extra traffic increases the latencies to memory for all devices
in the system. However, CPUs are latency-sensitive devices whose performance degrades
with increasing latency, and therefore it is possible for CPU performance to suffer under
heavy graphics loads. This, in turn, can lower the performance of the GPU as the CPU
is unable to calculate the next frame to send to the GPU. To combat this, the CPU is
usually given a priority which is higher than the GPU in the memory system. The result
is that the CPU traffic is serviced before the traffic originating from the GPU. However,
this can result in the GPU not receiving its bandwidth requirements, and failing to
render the frame in time. The CPU traffic is less regular than that of the GPU, and
therefore prioritising it over the GPU traffic can result in lower memory efficiency, and
thus lower overall bandwidth to the memory.
To ensure that the GPU achieves a sufficiently high frame rate, the GPU must receive
a frame specific quantity of data at a sufficiently high rate, i.e. a minimum average
bandwidth. If the target time to render the frame is short, the average bandwidth
increases until the GPU is permanently compute bound. The amount of bandwidth
required is dependent on the frame being rendered; more complex frames usually require
more bandwidth. As each frame rendered has different bandwidth requirements, the
optimal operating point varies for each frame. Some frames require large amounts of
bandwidth to render, and are mostly bandwidth bound (for example Pro). Others spend
most of their time in a compute limited state, which is therefore limited by the rate at
which the GPU can process them (for example Navi).
The bandwidth required to render a frame is not known beforehand. At best one can
assume that the bandwidth required to calculate the next frame will be similar to the
previous frame rendered. This assumption holds provided that the scene rendered does
not significantly change. Some studies show that it is possible to determine the progress
through a frame by looking at the percentage of tiles that have been completed by the
GPU (Jeong et al. (2012)). While this does not give an indication of bandwidth, it does
give an indication of progress which can be used to derive the QoS priority for the GPU.
This could potentially be combined with the assumption that the frame bandwidth does
not change significantly to determine the approximate bandwidth required such that the
GPU renders the frame on time.
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All

Egypt 90%
Egypt 95%
Navi 90%
Navi 95%
Pro 90%
Pro 95%
Taiji 90%
Taiji 95%

1.0 GB/s
2.0 GB/s
3.0 GB/s
4.0 GB/s
Unlimited
3.2 GB/s
3.6 GB/s
2.0 GB/s
2.6 GB/s
4.5 GB/s
5.2 GB/s
2.2 GB/s
2.8 GB/s

Table 6.1: Bandwidth limits for each frame
In order to evaluate the relative performance of the CPU and GPU in different configurations we run a benchmark on the CPU at the same time as the GPU is rendering a
frame. As previously mentioned, the CPU is running Android, which is in turn executing
BBench. While running BBench on the CPU at the same time as running a benchmark
on a GPU is not a typical use case, each by itself is a representative workload.
The GPU model is complex as it simulates the full architecture of a GPU, including the
ALUs and threads. Therefore, the simulator performance drops significantly when the
GPU model is used, reducing the amount of time the simulation can feasibly simulate.
As a consequence, we limit each BBench run to a period of 50 ms, and set the GPU to
render a particular frame as rapidly as possible, i.e. there is no delay between successive
frames. Each frame is rendered in two different configurations: with and without a limit
on the maximum bandwidth it can consume.
In order to provide a reference for these results, BBench was run for the same period of
50 ms without the GPU producing any traffic. This gives baseline statistics for the CPU
latencies, as well as the IPC for the CPU when having no contention in the memory
system. The lower the IPC, the worse the performance of the CPU, thus providing
an easily comparable measure of performance and user experience. When running in
conjunction with the GPU, BBench was started from the same checkpoint in order to
ensure that the results were comparable.
The limits which have been chosen are summarised in Table 6.1. All frames have been
simulated with the limits shown in the ‘All’ category. Each frame has also been simulated
using frame-specific limits which aim to limit the frame rate to 90% or 95% of the
maximum frame rate achieved without bandwidth limitation. Each frame has been
simulated with the GPU running 4 cores as this is the configuration in which the GPU
generates the most bandwidth, and is representative of current mobile GPUs found in
consumer SoCs.
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Benchmark
Baseline (no GPU)
Egypt
Navi
Pro
Taiji

IPC
0.870
0.766
0.816
0.718
0.810
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Read Latency
58.4 ns
288.1 ns
170.2 ns
387.3 ns
182.7 ns

Table 6.2: BBench and GPU - No bandwidth limitation

Benchmark
Egypt 90%
Egypt 95%
Navi 90%
Navi 95%
Pro 90%
Pro 95%
Taiji 90%
Taiji 95%

IPC
0.824
0.810
0.857
0.846
0.758
0.753
0.835
0.836

Read Latency
Reduction
45.1%
32.0%
39.3%
35.1%
16.3%
7.8%
24.7%
26.9%

Table 6.3: BBench and GPU - Results with per-frame bandwidth limits

6.2.1

Measuring the effect of GPU traffic on memory latency

The results show that as the latency of the CPU increases, the IPC decreases (see
Table 6.2). When the GPU is run without limiting the bandwidth it can consume
significant resources, and therefore CPU latency increases are seen. The latency for the
Pro and Egypt frames, which each require very large amounts of bandwidth, increases
significantly (up to 6x the latency without the GPU), causing large penalties to the IPC.
Pro shows the highest IPC decrease of the frames tested as it requires large amounts of
both read and write bandwidth, and shows a decrease increase of 21%. Egypt causes
the second highest IPC decrease at 13%.
When the GPU bandwidth is limited such that it is only able to use 90% or 95% of
the bandwidth consumed when the GPU renders at its maximum frame rate, then the
latency of the CPU decreases, along with corresponding IPC increases. The results are
summarised in Table 6.3, and are shown graphically in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
With very low limits for the GPU such as the 1 GB/s limit, there is minimal impact on
the CPU performance and latency. However, this has an large impact on the performance
of the GPU as all frames use over 1 GB/s when rendering with 4 cores without a limit
on the GPU bandwidth. Therefore, this causes a significant frame rate decrease. Navi
has the least impact on the CPU performance overall as it is a fairly low-bandwidth
frame that is mostly compute limited.
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Figure 6.9: CPU IPC for chosen GPU bandwidth limits
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Figure 6.10: CPU read latency for chosen GPU bandwidth limits
When the bandwidth provided to the GPU for Egypt, Navi and Pro is increased, the
CPU latency is seen to increase, and performance decreases. However, the Taiji benchmark does not follow this trend. As the bandwidth to the GPU is increased, the CPU’s
performance is seen to increase. However, this can be attributed to the temporal nature
of the CPU and GPU as they can both exhibit bursty behaviour. If the GPU and CPU
request a large amount of bandwidth at the same time they will both lower each others
performance. Therefore, the increase in CPU performance indicates that the GPU is
rendering the frame more rapidly, thereby moving the bandwidth intensive phases to be
out of phase with those of the CPU. This demonstrates the importance of simulating
with real workloads.
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Figure 6.11: Read queue length as available GPU bandwidth changes
If we observe the DRAM statistics for the GPU frames, and compare the in-row hit rate
of the run without the GPU to any of the runs with GPU, it is immediately clear that
the addition of GPU traffic has a large impact on the DRAM performance as it drops
down to below 40%. The GPU uses a separate address range to the CPU and therefore
the accesses from one are in a different row to the accesses from the other. However,
when the amount of GPU traffic increases, the hit rate increases slightly again due to
the GPU accesses dominating the traffic to the memory controller.
When observing the DRAM controller’s average read queue utilisation, we can see that
it increases rapidly as the volume of GPU traffic increases (see Figure 6.11). Without
the GPU, the average read queue length is less than a single request. However, when the
GPU is rendering Pro, the average queue length increases to beyond 20 requests when
the GPU is unlimited. This is the main contributor to the latencies seen in Table 6.2.
Our results clearly show that the introduction of a GPU has a significant impact on
the latency seen by the CPU, and hence reduces the performance and user experience.
Through the addition of a bandwidth limiter, we are able to reduce the volume of traffic
injected by the GPU, and thus load on the memory system. This, in turn, reduces the
contention seen by the CPU, resulting in a lower latency, higher IPC and thus improved
performance and experience, provided that satisfactory GPU performance is maintained.
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Figure 6.12: CPI for BBench with varying GPU core count.

6.3

Picking the correct combination of CPU and GPU configurations

In this section, we investigate how the additional GPU traffic affects the performance
of the CPU. We then use this to determine what the ideal CPU frequency and GPU
core count should be in order to minimise the overall system power consumption, whilst
maintaining a sufficiently high QoE. Without the GPU rendering in the system, the most
energy-efficient operating point for the CPU is 800 MHz. The GPU frames Navi and Taiji
required 8 and 6 cores, respectively, in order to render at 60 Hz or more. In this section,
we change the frequency of the CPU in 200 MHz steps from 400 MHz to 1400 MHz, as
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well as running at the maximum frequency of 1700 MHz. Simultaneously, we run the
GPU in 6 and 8 core configurations for Taiji or the 8 and 10 core configurations for Navi.
This allows us to observe which configuration is best for the complete system. Please
note that the DRAM controller uses FR-FCFS scheduling, and no attempt is made to
prioritise the CPU traffic over the GPU traffic. All trade-offs are investigated statically
and no adjustments occur at run-time.
Figure 6.12 shows the change in CPI for the CPU as the load placed on the shared memory changes with the GPU core count. The results clearly demonstrate that the addition
of the GPU has significantly increased the latency to main memory, thus reducing the
performance of the CPU. It can also be seen that Navi requests more bandwidth from
the memory than Taiji, as it has a larger impact on the CPI of the CPU. If we compare
the CPI measured here to the CPI shown in Figure 4.5, we see that we should expect
roughly 4.2 seconds on average for a page to load and scroll for 8 core Navi, and 3.7
seconds for 6 core Taiji. For reference, using the CPI of the CPU-only run at 800 MHz
- which is 0.99 - we estimate the mean time for a web page to be approximately 3.1
seconds. When running at the maximum clock frequency of 1.7 GHz without a GPU
the average web page time is 2.4 seconds, and therefore reducing the CPU frequency to
800 MHz leads to a 30% increase in the average render time.
The increase in the CPI of the CPU manifests itself in an increased run time for the
benchmark. The overall impact on user-perceived CPU performance is shown in Figure 6.13. It is worth noting that the impact of additional GPU cores has little influence
on the run time for the CPU once the maximum frame rate has been reached. Therefore,
there are similar run times for 8 and 10 core configurations for Navi, and 6 and 8 core
configurations for Taiji.
The addition of a GPU has a significant impact on the overall memory bandwidth
consumed, and hence increases the power consumption of the memory. This is illustrated
in Figure 6.14. The memory power consumption is similar to the change seen in CPI, and
this is to be expected as the contention between the CPU and the GPU is in the shared
memory. However, the power consumption is averaged across the run time, and therefore
the overall energy usage increases significantly as the run time of the benchmark rises
due to resource contention.
Figure 6.15 shows the relationship between the slowdown of the benchmark (shown
relative to 1.7 GHz) and the energy consumed in the CPU. The frames rendered on the
GPU, the number of GPU cores, and the DVFS points of the CPU are changed. For
reference, the CPU-only runs from Figure 4.4 are shown using a fine dotted line at the
bottom of the diagram. First of all, it is apparent that for any scenario which includes
a GPU, the CPU energy usage increases as the overall run time for the benchmark
increases due to the intensified resource contention. The increased load has a secondary
effect on the CPU performance as the CPU spends a larger proportion of time waiting for
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Figure 6.13: Run time for BBench with varying GPU core count.
data from memory. Therefore, the higher the GPU-induced load on the shared memory,
the smoother the trade-off between run time and energy usage. There is also a tight
grouping between the 8 and 10 core GPU configurations for Navi, and the 6 and 8 core
configurations for Taiji, which is to be expected given the previous figures.
The addition of the GPU shifts the ideal point for certain GPU core configurations
and frames. Specifically, for Taiji in the 6 and 8 core configurations the most energyefficient CPU frequency (determined by minimising the energy-delay product) shifts from
800 MHz to 1 GHz, as does the 10 core configuration for Navi. The 8 core configuration
for Navi remains most efficient at 800 MHz. Therefore, as the load induced by the GPU
increases, the ideal operating point for the CPU increases. This motivates the need
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Figure 6.14: Dynamic DRAM power for BBench with varying GPU core count.
for dynamic run time adjustment of system configuration based on both QoS and QoE
measurements (see Figure 3.1). Run-time adjustment based on QoE requires measurable
metrics, such as the CPI of the CPU and the frame rate of the GPU. As previously
stated, the metrics of interest change as the applications running on the device change,
and therefore run time adjustment also is needed to keep track of the ever-changing
requirements and demands placed on the system. Finally, a set of knobs which can be
adjusted in order to tweak the system performance is required.
We compare standard Linux CPU governors to our results. The Performance (The
Linux Kernel Archives, 2014) governor will choose a CPU frequency near the top left
of Figure 6.15, whilst the Powersave governor (Pallipadi and Starikovskiy, 2006) will
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Figure 6.15: Relative slowdown vs. relative energy consumed by the CPU as
the load placed on the shared memory varies due to the GPU traffic. The points
on the lines show the different DVFS points for the CPU.
choose the bottom right. The OnDemand governor will try to use the lowest DVFS point
possible given the load on the CPU but does not take into account the user experience
when switching the frequency. QoE provides a user-centric measure of performance
which would allow a governor to choose an experience-optimised DVFS point.

6.4

GPU Governing

Following the evaluation of the CPU governor in Chapter 5, we evaluate the performance
of a GPU governor. We present our GPU governing algorithm in Figure 6.17. The
algorithm considers the QoE delivered by the GPU by utilising the QoE models presented
in Section 3.4.2. Every governing interval the governor calculates the frames per second
for the last governing interval, and uses this value to compute the delivered QoE. This
calculated QoE value is them compared to the target QoE. If the QoE is lower than
the target, then the number of GPU cores is increased and if the QoE is above target
then the number of active GPU cores is decreased. Should the QoE be close to the
target QoE, then no changes are made. When increasing or decreasing the number of
active cores, the governor predicts number of cores to reach the target QoE. Using these
predictions allows faster switching, as well as helping to ensure that the target QoE is
met.
To evaluate the GPU governor we run the GPU in isolation, i.e., with only a GPU and
associated memory system, and observe the QoE delivered by the GPU for a set of GPU
workloads. We present a system diagram in Figure 6.16. For each workload and core
combination we calculate the QoE using the equation presented in Section 3.4.2 based
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Figure 6.16: System diagram showing the GPU configuration, as well as the
memory system.
if GPU QoE higher than target then
if Predicted QoE sufficient then
Decrease number of active cores by N
end if
else
if GPU QoE lower than target then
Increase number of active cores by N
else
Do nothing
end if
end if
Figure 6.17: Algorithm for QoE-Aware GPU governing
on the frame time and assuming a target render time of 16.7 ms. In addition to the
frame time and QoE we calculate the energy consumed in the GPU as described in
Section 5.2.2.
The detailed execution-driven GPU model is slow, and therefore we utilise a tracedriven approach to validate the GPU governing algorithm. We capture memory traces
for the set of GPU workloads detailed in Section 6.1.1, for varying GPU core counts.
Specifically, we consider the number of GPU cores in increments of 4, ranging from
a minimum of four cores up to 16. We use the captured traces to create a GPU trace
player which responds to back-pressure from the memory system, and therefore will slow
the execution of the traces in response to memory system contention. The operation of
the GPU trace player has been verified against the GPU model itself, and the memory
traffic generated has been validated.
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Figure 6.18: Average GPU QoE and QoE-Energy ratio for varying GPU core
counts and the QoE-aware GPU governor
The average QoE across all GPU benchmarks is shown in Figure 6.18. When observing
the QoE, it is worth noting that not all frames can achieve the highest QoE with the
GPU configurations we test. This is due to the fact that the frames have been taken
from popular mobile graphics benchmark suites (Rightware, 2012; Futuremark, 2012;
Kishonti, 2015) and therefore are designed to place very high demand on the GPU. For
this reason not even the highest-end mobile GPUs are capable of delivering 60 FPS for
the mode demanding benchmarks, resulting in a decreased QoE on average.
The QoE delivered by the QoE-aware GPU governor is able to match the QoE delivered
when running with 16 cores. This is because the GPU governor tries to maximise the
QoE for the GPU, and will therefore try and operate at or above the GPU FPS target,
60 FPS. However, it is worth noting that the QoE-aware governor is able to match the
performance whilst consuming less energy. This is clearly visible when the QoE per
energy consumed is presented. The QoE/Energy results are calculated by dividing the
QoE by the energy on a frame by frame basis, then taking the mean. For the benchmarks
tested, the QoE-aware GPU governor provides the same QoE as running with 16 cores
constantly enabled, whilst reducing the energy consumption by 12% on average.

6.5

CPU and GPU Governing

We follow the CPU- and GPU-only evaluation with a set of experiments making use of
both the CPU and the GPU. These experiments serve to demonstrate that the two parts
of our QoE-aware governor can work in tandem to combine CPU and GPU governing. It
is especially important that the CPU governor is able to cope with the additional strain
placed on the system by the high-bandwidth GPU. Figure 6.19 shows the topology of
the system we use to evaluate the combined governing strategies.
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A GPU is a high bandwidth device, and therefore can introduce a large amount of contention in the memory system, as was shown in Section 6.1. This, in turn, increases the
L2 miss latency, and therefore increases the average latency from the CPU to the memory system. The result is that the IPC decreases as the CPU stalls more frequently, and
operates less efficiently. However, as this is visible in the IPC of the CPU, the governor
is able to detect the change and is able to adjust the CPU frequency accordingly. We
initially present results for a single-core system, and follow these with the corresponding
dual-core results.
A number of different GPU benchmarks are used as each frame places different demands
on the memory system. We present the results with our QoE-Aware governors in the system, and the results are normalised to the Performance governor energy consumption.
We compare our QoE-aware governor to the Performance governor and to the OnDemand governor. The Performance governor shows the worst-case scenario for the CPU.
In addition, we do not adjust the number of GPU cores and therefore always run with
16 cores enabled making the Performance governor the worst case scenario. However,
for the OnDemand governor, we run the GPU with our GPU-scaling algorithm which
adjusts the number of active cores based on performance. This ensures that the CPU
workload performance is run under the same conditions as for our QoE-aware governor,
and thus is comparable.

6.5.1

Single Core CPU

Figure 6.20 (A) shows the performance of BBench under different governors and Figure 6.20 (B) shows the average power consumed in the CPU, GPU and DRAM. The
GPU benchmarks used are listed in Table 6.4. As expected, the use of the QoE-aware
governor results in a QoE decrease relative to the Performance governor. However,
the mean increase of web page render time is just 9%, which is significantly less than
the decrease in energy consumption of 60%. On average, the QoE of the OnDemand
governor is reduced by 18% compared to the Performance governor. The QoE-aware
governor decreases by 6% and the OnDemand governor decreases by 9% relative to the
Performance governor.
When we introduce our QoE-aware CPU and GPU governors, we reduce the power
consumed in the CPU significantly — in some cases by as much as 70%. On average
we reduce the CPU energy consumption by 60% and the power consumption by 64%
compared to the Performance governor. The mean GPU power consumption is reduced
by 3% relative to the Performance governor for our QoE-aware governor, whilst the
GPU power consumption increases by almost 5% for the OnDemand governor. This
increase is due to the fact that workload takes longer to run, and therefore more frames
get executed. Finally, the DRAM power consumption is decreased by almost 17% for
the OnDemand governor whilst it is decreased by 6% for the QoE-aware governor. This
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Figure 6.19: System diagram showing the CPU and GPU configuration, as well
as the memory system.
GPU Benchmark Index
1-2
3-7
8-12
12

Benchmark Suite
Low-level compute benchmark, no suite
GFXBench (Kishonti, 2015)
3DMarkMobile (Futuremark, 2012)
Basemark ES (Rightware, 2012)

Table 6.4: GPU Benchmark suites used
is due to the fact that the QoE aware governor performs better than the OnDemand
governor and therefore will request the same amount of data from the DRAM over a
shorter period of time, resulting in increased power usage.

6.5.2

Dual Core CPU

In this section we present the results for a dual-core system. As was the case in Section 6.5.1, we present the results for BBench running alongside GPU traffic whilst running both the QoE-aware CPU and GPU governors. We compare the power consumption
and performance of the governors to the Performance and OnDemand governors.
The QoE is shown in Figure 6.21 (A). It is worth highlighting that the QoE aware governor is able to outperform the Performance governor whilst certain GPU benchmarks
are running. The cause of this is that the GPU traffic is less bursty when using the
QoE-aware GPU governor, and therefore this is less interaction with the CPU. Therefore, the CPU is not stalled waiting for data from main memory and is able to offer
higher, and more satisfying, performance. In general, the QoE-aware governor is able
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Figure 6.20: CPU, DRAM and GPU performance and power consumption for
a single-core system
to outperform the OnDemand governor. The average QoE delivered by the OnDemand
governor is 11% lower than when the Performance governor is used. As the QoE-aware
governor is able to reduce the impact the GPU traffic has on the CPU performance, it
is able to meet the level of QoE delivered by the Performance governor. Therefore, the
QoE-aware governor offers higher performance than traditional governors, whilst also
providing greater energy savings.
Figure 6.21 (B) shows the average power consumption for the CPU, GPU and DRAM for
a dual-core system. As was the case with the single-core results, both the OnDemand
and QoE-Aware governors are able to reduce the energy and power consumption of
the CPU dramatically. In the dual-core case, both the OnDemand and QoE-aware
governors perform similarly across the board for power reduction. The OnDemand
governor reduces the CPU power consumption by 59% relative to the Performance
governor, whilst our QoE-aware governor is able to reduce the power usage by 60%. In
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Figure 6.21: CPU, DRAM and GPU performance and power consumption for
a dual-core system
the case of the GPU, the OnDemand and QoE-aware governors both reduce the power
consumption by 33% relative to running with all 16 cores enabled continuously. However,
it is worth noting that both the OnDemand results and the QoE-aware governor results
use our GPU governor to control the number of active GPU cores. Therefore, these
can only be directly compared to the case where all 16 GPU cores were enabled for the
entire simulations, as is the case with the Performance governor results. Finally, the
OnDemand governor is able to reduce the DRAM power consumption by 10%, whilst
the QoE-aware governor reduces this by 6%.
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System Governing

In this section we build upon the IPC-based governor presented in Chapter 5, and
extend it so that it is able to act upon accesses to memory, as well as IPC. This gives
the governor additional knowledge, and ensures that the frequency is not raised when
it will not improve performance and that it is not lowered when the performance will
suffer. As was the case for the IPC-based governor, we only consider statistics which
can accessed in the hardware PMU counters as we wish to minimise the overhead of
measuring these system characteristics. There are a large number of different PMU
counters, and therefore it is difficult to determine which counters make the most sense
to measure. In this section, we first choose an additional PMU counter to monitor from
the DVFS governor based on regression analysis, and then demonstrate that we are able
to set a target for each performance counter measured in order to adjust the performance
of various workloads to meet the demand.

6.6.1

Selecting the PMU Counters

As we extend the IPC governor to consider an additional performance counter, we need
to determine which performance counter to choose. We choose the performance counter
that gives us the information we require to make the correct decisions by performing
a linear regression analysis to relate the gem5 statistics from the forking infrastructure
results presented in Section 5.1 to the decisions made by the Oracle governor. However,
as gem5 provides a large number of statistics, and there are many PMU counters found
in real devices, it is difficult to determine which PMU counter to monitor to make the
desired decision. A large number of PMU counters can contain the same or similar
information, which we need to filter out prior to running a least-squares regression
analysis.
To filter out the statistics which contain statistically similar information, we calculate
the Pearson correlation coefficient between each of the statistics. We then cluster the
statistics based on their correlation coefficients, which allows us to determine which
statistics contain the same information about the state of the system. This allows us to
determine which sets of statistics can be reduced to a single statistic prior to running
the regression analysis. We use the choices made by the 80% Oracle governor for the
frequency decisions correlated in this analysis. We present a post-clustering Pearson
correlation coefficient heatmap for The Chase in Figure 6.22. A high value, approaching
1 (shown in red) indicates a strong positive correlation between statistics, whilst a low
value approaching -1 (shown in blue) shows a strong negative correlation. Values around
0 (shown in green), indicate that there is no overall correlation between two statistics.
First of all, it is worth highlighting that all statistics demonstrate a strong self-correlation,
as is shown by the diagonal on the heatmap. Secondly, there are two main groups with
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Figure 6.22: Heatmap showing the Pearson correlation coefficient for statistics
captured for The Chase.
in the correlation. The first of these groups, shown in the bottom left, is related to CPU
statistics, which the second, shown in the top right, is comprised mainly of memory
system metrics. Additionally, there are some statistics which appear to have minimal
correlation with other statistics, which are shown between the two main clusters. Finally,
CPU Load demonstrates mild correlation with statistics such as CPU and an inverse
correlation with the memory system statistics.
We begin by considering the CPU statistics. For these it is apparent that a lot of the
statistics contain similar information when the operation of the system is considered.
For example, MIPS is strongly correlated with the number of committed instructions
and operations, as these are included in the calculation of the MIPS statistic. Similarly,
CPI and IPC are strongly and inversely correlated as one metric is the inverse of the
other. However, both are again correlated with MIPS as a higher IPC results in a higher
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instruction throughput for a given frequency. There are some metrics related closely to
the CPU which have a less significant correlation. These statistics are those for the L1
and L2 caches. For example, L2 Cache Hits are strongly correlated with the L1 D-Cache
Replacements as a hit in the L2 cache will result in the value being cached in the L1
cache, resulting in a L1 cache replacement. There is also a correlation between the
cache statistics and the other CPU metrics. This is expected as a higher level of CPU
performance in general requires more cache hits.
The memory system statistics are grouped together based on the accesses to main memory. For example, the overall read and write memory bandwidth is strongly correlated
with the number of bytes written to and read from memory. There is a strong correlation
between the bytes read from memory and the overall bandwidth, which indicates that
the majority of the memory bandwidth is due to reads, and that a smaller percentage is
due to writes. The number of bytes written to memory shows identical correlation to the
write bandwidth, as would be expected, which indicates that one of these can certainly
be removed. The average read bandwidth, the bytes read by the CPU data side and
the MPKI for the L2 cache all show similar characteristics. This shows that there is
a large number of misses caused by accesses emitted by the CPU data side which are
then serviced by the main memory. This again is a grouping of statistics which can be
reduced to a single statistic.
Finally, there are four statistics which show fairly weak correlation with the majority
of other metrics. These include the bytes read by the disk and LCD controllers, which
indicate that either these consume constant bandwidth, or have little activity. In the
case of the LCD controller it will read data from main memory for every displayed
frame. This is a periodic event which consumes a constant bandwidth on average. The
periodicity causes the metric to have poor correlation with the other metrics considered.
Once The Chase has loaded and is running, there are minimal accesses to the disk,
and therefore there is poor correlation for disk accesses. The number of floating point
instructions does not correlate well with the majority of statistics, but shows some weak
correlation with the CPU statistics. It appears that The Chase does not contain a large
number of floating point instructions on the CPU, and hence there is poor correlation.
Finally, we consider the number of memory barriers, which are used to ensure memory
access ordering. These show weak correlation with the CPU metrics, and a slightly
stronger correlation with the memory system characteristics.
Now that the statistics have been clustered, and the clusters identified, it is possible to
reduce the number of statistics prior to running a regression analysis. We filter down
the statistics from gem5 to the following subset of statistics, prior to performing the
regression analysis:
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L2 Cache Hits
Bytes Read by LCD Controller
Number of Memory Barriers
L2 Cache Misses Per Instruction
CPU Idle Cycles
L2 Cache Misses
Bytes Read from Memory

L1 D-Cache Writebacks
Bytes Read by Disk Controller
Number of Floating Point Instructions
L1 I-Cache Replacements
L2 Cache Miss Rate
Bytes Written to Memory
CPU Load

Using the above statistics we run a linear least squares regression analysis to determine
which of these statistics are the best predictors for the decisions made by the Oracle governor. We aim to determine which additional performance counter should be monitored
in order to improve the operation of the QoE-aware governor. Therefore, we wish to use
the performance counter in addition to the IPC already used as part of the governor.
Hence, we run the linear regression analysis assuming that the IPC metric has already
been selected. We try all combinations of metrics which fit the vector form:

y = βX + 
where y is the value we are trying to predict, β is a vector regression coefficient, X is
vector of metrics and  is an additional error term which is used as an offset. In our
case, we wish to predict the frequency which is chosen by the governor using the metrics
measured from the system. Hence, y represents the operating frequency of the CPU.
We expand the previous equation, and insert the IPC metric to obtain:

y = β0 IP C + β1 x1 + 
where β0 and β1 are the regression coefficients for the IPC and the metric being tested,
respectively. We do not allow a frequency of 0 to be selected by the governor, and use
500MHz as the lowest frequency. This requires that we run the regression analysis using
the  error term which can be used to offset from zero.
We run the regression analysis and present the results in Table 6.5. The table shows the
value of R2 which is a measure of model fitness. Specifically, a value of 0 indicates that
the model is not able to predict the value of y at all, whilst a value of 1 indicates that the
model is able to perfectly predict y. Hence, the value of R2 should be maximised. Please
note that we run the regression analysis with the IPC metric and with a constant offset,
but do not show these in the table. Instead, we only show the name of the secondary
statistic. It is worth noting that there is a very small spread in terms of the R2 value.
When running with just IPC, we see an R2 value of 0.7002, which indicates that these
additional metrics don’t add a lot more useful information. Nevertheless, it appears that
L2 cache statistics are the most suitable predictors for the decisions made by the Oracle
governor.
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R2
0.7349
0.7102
0.7082
0.7077
0.7055
0.7052
0.7051
0.7045
0.7043
0.7041
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Secondary Statistic
L2 Cache Hits
L2 Cache Misses
Bytes Read from Memory
L2 Cache Misses Per Instruction
L1 D-Cache Writebacks
L2 Cache Miss Rate
L1 I-Cache Replacements
CPU Load
Bytes Written to Memory
Number of Memory Barriers

Table 6.5: Overall R2 value for different secondary metrics resulting from linear
least squares regression analysis
From the results of the regression analysis and by consulting the ARM Cortex A15 data
sheet, we determine that the extra performance counter to measure is the number of
level 2 data cache read refills. This performance counter is incremented whenever the
L2 cache refills a cache line due to a read from main memory. Therefore, this statistic is
correlated with the number of reads to main memory, but excludes data which is already
present in the L2 cache. Hence, this statistic only measures reads from main memory
itself, which ensures that the CPU frequency is not decreased due to reads from the
low-latency L2 cache.

6.6.2

Advanced Governing Algorithm

In this section we take the IPC-based governor, and extend it to monitor the L2 read
refill performance counter in addition to the IPC. The addition of this performance
counter allows us to determine when the CPU is making a large number of memory
accesses, and hence we can reduce the frequency of the CPU when it becomes more
memory bound. This saves energy and should result in a minimal performance impact
when the correct thresholds have been chosen. We do not act upon the value of the
performance counter directly, and instead divide the value of the performance counter
by the number of cycles. This ensures that if the governing interval is change, the same
ratio can be used and hence the governor does not need to be reconfigured. We call this
term Memory Reads Per Cycle, or MRPC.
Figure 6.23 shows the CPU frequency governing algorithm which has been implemented
as part of the CPUFreq framework. The governor monitors three performance counters:
the number of cycles, the number of committed instructions and the number of read
refills for the L2 cache. These performance counters are used to calculate the number of
Instructions Per Cycle, IPC, and the number of Memory Reads Per Cycle, MRPC. For
each governing interval, the governor first reads the values of the performance counters,
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if CPU idle then
new freq = min freq;
else
if IPC greater than IPC Threshold + 0.125 then
delta freq = -100000;
else if IPC less than IPC Threshold - 0.25 then
delta freq = 300000;
else if IPC less than IPC Threshold - 0.125 then
delta freq = 200000;
else
delta freq = 100000;
end if
delta freq -= MRPC * MPRC weighting;
new freq = cur freq + delta freq
if new freq greater max freq then
new freq = max freq;
else if new freq less min freq then
new freq = min freq;
end if
end if
Figure 6.23: Algorithm for IPC- and MRPC-based QoE-Aware CPU governing.
Frequency is measured in kHz.
and calculates the aforementioned metrics. Then, the governor checks if the CPU was
idle or close to idle since the governor last ran, and in this case reduces the frequency to
the minimum level. The governor then compares the IPC during the last interval to the
interval target, and uses this to set a frequency delta. If the measured IPC is significantly
higher than the target, then the frequency delta is set to negative 0.1 GHz to reduce
the frequency. If the measured IPC is lower than the target, then the delta is set to
0.3 GHz, 0.2 GHz or 0.1 GHz based on the difference. Following the IPC measurement,
the governor measures MRPC. In this case, the frequency delta is reduced based on the
number of memory reads per cycle multiplied by a weighting. The higher MRPC, then
further the frequency delta is reduced. Finally, the CPU frequency is updated based on
the current frequency and the frequency delta.
As with the governing algorithm presented in Chapter 5, the IPC threshold should be
set based on the particular workload running. The addition of the MRPC measurement
allows the governor to detect when the workload in question is performing a large number
of memory accesses and therefore is becoming more memory bound. This causes the
governor to reduce the operating frequency of the CPU even if the IPC is sufficiently
high, and therefore the energy wastage is reduced for periods of high memory activity.
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Figure 6.24: Dhrystone total execution time as IPC and MRPC targets are
swept

6.6.3

Advanced System Governing Results

We evaluate the improved DVFS governor by performing a two-dimensional parameter
sweep, in which we adjust both the IPC and the MRPC targets. This allows us to
determine the ideal IPC and MRPC setting for each application, as well as understanding
the impact of each parameter on the other. We consider IPC thresholds of 0.125 to 1.0
in 0.125 steps, and MRPC weightings of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50, where each weighting is
multiplied by 4194304, or 222 . These values allow us to compare the performance of the
governor at a large range of frequencies. We begin by looking at the operation of both
Dhrystone and Memcpy, as these represent the two extremes for the CPU governor.
Following these results we present results for both The Chase and Transporter as these
are two system-level workloads which make use of both the CPU and GPU.

6.6.3.1

Dhrystone

The results for Dhrystone are presented in Figure 6.24, which shows how the run time
for the workload changes as both the IPC and the MRPC target are changed. First, it
is worth remembering that the IPC for Dhrystone is approximately 1.2, which is outside
of the range of IPC thresholds tested for this governor. We choose not to evaluate the
governor for IPC values greater than 1, as any application that is able to operate with
such a high IPC will be compute bound, and should hence be run at a high frequency.
However, our governing results demonstrate that the addition of the MRPC metric does
not affect the operation of the governor of a typical range of IPC values when applied to
a compute-bound workload. For all governor settings tested the results for Dhrystone
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Figure 6.25: Memcpy total execution time as IPC and MRPC targets are swept
match those presented in Section 5.4.3. Therefore, we conclude that whilst the addition
of the additional performance counter does not improve the operation of the governor
for a compute bound workload, the resulting workload performance does not decrease
either.

6.6.3.2

Memcpy

The results of the IPC and MRPC sweep for Memcpy are shown in Figure 6.25, and show
how the run time of the benchmark varies as the two governor parameters are swept.
The workload transfers a fixed amount of data, and therefore the transfer bandwidth is
inversely correlated with the run time of the benchmark, and is hence now shown. As
was the case for Dhrystone, this workload performs identically to the results presented in
Section 5.4.4. Initially, this result appears counter-intuitive as Memcpy preforms a large
number of reads from memory. However, as the workload is copying a large amount of
memory, it disables caching for the memory accesses to avoid trashing the data already
present in the cache. Therefore, the value of the MPRC metric always remains low and
the frequency is not reduced by the large number of memory accesses. However, the
IPC-based governing still reduces the frequency as was previously demonstrated.

6.6.3.3

The Chase

The Chase is a graphical workload which we use to analyse the operation of the improved
DVFS governor. As this workload has phases where it is reliant on the CPU, and phases
where the CPU is waiting for the GPU to render the next frame, we expect to see
that the governor operates differently to the earlier presented IPC-only governor. This
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Figure 6.26: The Chase Odroid FPS as IPC and MRPC targets are swept. The
MRPC weighting is shown in the legend.
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Figure 6.27: The Chase Odroid QoE as IPC and MRPC targets are swept. The
MRPC weighting is shown in the legend.
workload utilises both the CPU and GPU and hence performs a large number of accesses
to memory in order to pass the data between the two components. Therefore, we expect
the addition of MRPC monitoring to affect the performance of the workload. Figure 6.26
shows how the frame rate of the GPU varies as the parameters are swept for The Chase,
whilst Figure 6.27 shows the corresponding QoE. We also show the average frequency
used by the CPU when running the workload in Figure 6.28.
As we demonstrated when profiling The Chase in Section 5.4.1.3, the workload has an
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Figure 6.28: Average CPU frequency for The Chase as IPC and MRPC targets
are swept. The MRPC weighting is shown in the legend.
IPC of 0.3 at the highest operating frequency of 2GHz on the Odroid XU3 to approximately 0.4 when running at the lowest frequency of 1.2GHz. From our results it is
obvious that there is no change in the operation of the workload once the IPC target
is set above 0.4, which is as expected. Below this range, both the IPC and the MRPC
parameters have an effect on the operation of the governor. In general, the lower the
IPC target, the higher the performance of the workload as the governor chooses higher
operating frequencies, as can be observed in Figure 6.28. We also observe that higher
settings for the MRPC weighting cause the governor to reduce the frequency. There is
no discernible effect for lower MRPC weightings in the range of 1 to 10 as these are not
significant enough to cause the frequency to be reduced. For the weightings of 20 and
50, the performance of the workload is lower, as can be seen in the resulting FPS and
QoE, which is caused by the governor selecting a lower operating frequency on average.
As is expected, a higher MRPC weighting results in a lower operating frequency as the
governor is more likely to reduce the operating frequency when memory reads from the
L2 cache are detected. For The Chase, the addition of MRPC results in lower CPU energy consumption, but does result in a noticeable reduction in user experience relative
to the pure IPC-based DVFS governor.

6.6.3.4

RLBench

The RLBench application runs through a set of SQL transactions, each of which place a
different load on the CPU and on the memory system. We present the overall run time
for RLBench when the IPC and MRPC targets are swept in Figure 6.29. Additionally,
the average frequency is presented in Figure 6.30. As was the case for The Chase,
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Figure 6.29: Overall run time for RLBench as IPC and MRPC targets are swept.
The MRPC weighting is shown in the legend.
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Figure 6.30: Average CPU frequency for RLBench as IPC and MRPC targets
are swept. The MRPC weighting is shown in the legend.
the addition of MRPC results in the governor selecting a lower range of frequencies on
average, which results in a degradation in workload performance. However, for an IPC
target of 0.16 and an MRPC weighting of 50, the governor chooses an average frequency
of 1.58GHz, whilst the governor with an MRPC weighting of 1 chooses 1.98GHz on
average. This is a 20% reduction in operating frequency. For the same configuration
parameters, the workload run time only increases by 1.61 seconds, from 33.03 seconds
to 34.64, which is a sub-5% increase in run time. This demonstrates that whilst the low
IPC target causes the governor to favour high operating frequencies, the introduction of
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the MRPC measurement forces the governor to choose a reduced operating frequency
when there are a large number of accesses to main memory. The results for an IPC target
of 0.32 and an MRPC weighting of 50 demonstrate the same characteristic. Therefore,
these results demonstrate that the frequency of the CPU is automatically reduced when
the workload becomes significantly memory-bound.

6.7

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we combined the knowledge from the previous chapters with analysis of
GPU behaviour and workloads to allow us to optimise for complete system performance,
and user experience. We began by looking at the memory requirements for a set of GPU
workloads in terms of bandwidth and the service required from the memory system. We
established that a GPU is much more memory latency tolerant when compared to a
CPU due to the fact that a GPU will operate on many threads at once, and is still able
to complete work on one thread even if other threads are starved of data. Therefore, it
is possible to sacrifice a small amount of GPU bandwidth in order to ensure that the
CPU meets the latency targets required for efficient operation.
We moved on to look at how the GPU responds to both the available bandwidth, and
the number of active GPU cores. We demonstrated that a minor reduction in available
GPU bandwidth, relative to the maximum amount of bandwidth required by the workload when unconstrained, has a minimal effect on the GPU performance, and the GPU
remains compute bound. However, for larger memory bandwidth reductions, we demonstrated that the GPU becomes memory-bound, and the performance suffers significantly.
As the number of GPU cores increases, the amount of bandwidth required to sustain
the operation of the cores increases close to linearly with the number of cores. The same
applies to the performance of the workload. We demonstrated that the addition of GPU
traffic can significantly affect the performance of a CPU workload. However, by placing
a small limit on the amount of available GPU bandwidth we were able to reduce the
impact on the CPU workload significantly. The effect on the GPU rendering rate was
minimal.
Based on the GPU profiling, we created a GPU governor which adjusts the number
of active GPU cores at run time based on the performance of the workload, and the
delivered user experience. We demonstrated that we were able to reduce the energy
consumption of the GPU significantly whilst maintaining a sufficiently high GPU frame
rate and user experience. We then demonstrated the operation of the GPU governor
in conjunction with the IPC-based CPU governor presented in Chapter 5. This combination of governors aimed to reduce the energy of both the CPU and the GPU when
the level of user experience delivered by each was sufficiently high. We considered two
different systems for this analysis: a single-core CPU and a dual-core CPU, both with
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GPU. We demonstrated that we were able to reduce the energy consumption relative to
the Ondemand and Performance CPU governors, whilst offering a higher QoE than the
Ondemand governor, on average for a single-core system. For the dual-core system, we
were able to match the QoE delivered by the Performance governor, whilst consuming
less energy. We consumed a similar amount of energy to the Ondemand governor, whilst
delivering significantly higher performance.
We presented an extension to our IPC-based, QoE-aware governor, which also took into
account the interaction with the memory system. Specifically, our IPC based governor
only considered the operation of the CPU when making decisions, but did not take into
account the accesses to the memory system directly. We performed correlation analysis
to determine which system performance counters contained the same information, and
filtered down the set of performance counters accordingly. We then performed a linear
regression analysis using the reduced set of performance counters to determine which
performance counter was best able to predict the decisions made by the Oracle governor
for The Chase. This led us to monitor the number of L2 cache refills per cycle to
determine how memory bound a particular application was. This not only includes
accesses to main memory, but also includes the traffic to, for example, the GPU. Hence,
we are able to detect when the workload is dependent on different components in the
system, and is hence operating inefficiently. We ran this governor on real hardware,
and demonstrated that we were able to detect when workloads such as The Chase and
Transporter were not CPU bound, and reduce the CPU frequency accordingly.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
Mobile phones and tablets have become ubiquitous in today’s society. They are used to
communicate with others via text message and calls, but also to retrieve information,
take photos and videos, track the user’s location and as entertainment devices. The
mobile phone has evolved from a basic, bulky device whose primary function is to make
calls, to a fully fledged mobile computer which is expected to meet all demands of the
end user. Therefore, a modern mobile device contains significantly more hardware than
just a CPU and associated memory system, as was found in the original mobile phones.
A modern smartphone or tablet contains a number of different components which include
CPUs, GPUs, ISPs, memory controllers, storage devices as well as bespoke accelerators
for various common tasks. Each of these components is required to inter-operate in
order to provide the end user with the level of performance they desire. When one
or more of these components does not achieve the required level of performance, the
user experience is reduced, and the user becomes dissatisfied. Hence, it is vital that
all components operate together properly and that one component does not impact
the performance of another. A typical system will have QoS measures in place which
provide, for example, prioritisation mechanisms which ensure that less vital components
suffer first in the event that the system is unable to satisfy all of them. However, QoS
mechanisms only consider the low-level operation of the device, and in general do not
ensure a high level of performance or user experience.
Delivering a good user experience is imperative for a mobile device. Typically, developers
attempt to ensure that the delivered user experience is high by running many of the
components as fast as possible when the particular component is in use. However,
this is often not required, and a significantly lower level of performance is sufficient to
provide the level of experience demanded by the end user. Additionally, running as fast
as possible results in high power and energy consumption, which reduces the run time of
the battery powered devices. Therefore, each component should operate fast enough to
deliver the minimum level of performance required to deliver a high quality of experience,
147
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whilst running slow enough to minimise the energy consumption. Additionally, running
components at higher frequencies results in greater power dissipation, which, in turn,
causes the device to heat up. This can also result in decreased user experience when the
body temperature of the device reaches extremes.
Typically, modern smartphones and tablets will run Android, which is built on the
Linux kernel, Apple’s iOS or Microsoft’s Windows Phone operating systems. The ones
based on the Linux kernel make use of the CPUFreq framework, which adjusts the CPU
frequency based on demand in order to save power and energy, as well as keep the
device as cool as possible. The CPUFreq framework was originally designed for server
systems and for home computers, and was never directly intended for use in mobile
devices. Therefore, it optimises for saving energy when the system is idle, but can
perform sub-optimally when the system is under medium load. The most commonly
used CPUFreq governors monitor the CPU load to make decisions, and will increase the
CPU frequency when there is work to do, and will reduce it otherwise. This makes sense
for many home and server applications as the devices themselves are mains powered
and have adequate cooling. However, mobile devices must conserve as much energy as
possible, and therefore increasing the CPU frequency in response to work is often not
the most sensible choice.
In this work we have built upon the Linux CPUFreq framework and have extended
it to allow system optimisation based on the delivered user experience, as opposed to
simple metrics such as CPU load. As it is not possible to directly measure the quality of
experience delivered by a device we have presented user experience models which allow
the user experience to be estimated based on low-level metrics. Using such models, it
becomes possible to determine the level of experience being delivered to the end user,
and then adjust component-level performance in order to either increase or decrease the
level of experience delivered to the end user based on a user experience target.
We have presented models for two different types of user experience. This first is latencybased, whilst the second is throughput-based. Latency-sensitive user experience is when
the user must wait for a single action to complete. Such an action, such as loading
an application, should complete quickly in order to ensure that the end user does not
become dissatisfied when waiting for the action to complete. Studies have shown that
the end user is willing to tolerate a small delay, and often will not notice the delay
provided that it is sufficiently small. However, once the delay has become sufficiently
long, and the user becomes aware of the fact that they are waiting for the device, the
level of experience quickly reduces. Hence, it is vital that as many user-triggered events
complete sufficiently quickly as to not disrupt the experience of the end user.
Throughput-sensitive user experience refers to events which occur regularly and must
complete at a minimum rate to provide a high user experience. For example, when
playing a game on a mobile device, the GPU must render the frames. If the GPU
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takes too long to render a frame, then the frame rate drops and the user starts to
see stuttering, the displayed frames do not appear as continuous motion, and instead
appear as a sequence of discrete images. This results in a greatly reduced user experience.
For throughput-based user experience the rate must remain sufficiently high and both
continuously low rates and varying rates will impact the level of experience. Hence, the
device must ensure that the rate is always sufficiently high. Conversely, should the rate
be significantly higher than the level required for a good user experience, then the rate
should be reduced to save energy and reduce the generated heat.
Our user experience models link low-level measurable system metrics to the delivered
user experience. This allows the run-time estimation of user experience, and therefore
provides a hook which allows the system to be optimised for the user experience, as
opposed to performance or power. This requires multiple different components. First
of all, workloads themselves must be classified to determine how they contribute to the
user experience. Secondly, the user experience delivered by different system components
must be combined to determine the system-level user experience. Finally, system metrics
which can be related to the user experience must be chosen. This provide the facility to
measure the user experience delivered by the device at run time.
It is vital to understand the operation of the different system components when adjusting
their performance. Firstly, one must understand how the operation of the component
itself changes as, for example, the frequency is adjusted. This ensures that the performance of the component is not reduced too significantly when making frequency
adjustments, and thus avoids breaches of user experience guarantees, and also helps to
understand the impact that the adjustments will have. Secondly, as most components
in a SoC share the memory system, the traffic generated by one component affects the
performance of the other components due to the memory system interference. Some
components, such as the CPU require low memory latency to operate at high levels of
performance for many applications, whilst GPUs require a large amount of bandwidth
to memory, but are relatively latency tolerant. Therefore, a system-level understanding
of the component interactions is required to make the correct run time decisions.
In Chapter 4 we began by considering the traffic generated by the CPU and demonstrated
that the performance of typical CPU workload, BBench, is limited by the performance of
the memory system by artificially adjusting the memory latency in simulation. We also
show that the inter-transaction time is governed by the memory latency and performance
of the caches, as well as the workload in question. We then followed this by an analysis of
workload types. We demonstrated the performance of compute bound workloads scales
with the CPU frequency as these workloads have minimal reliance of the memory system
performance. Memory bound applications were shown to have close to no reliance on the
CPU frequency once the frequency was sufficiently high. For low frequencies, the ratio
of CPU cycle period to memory latency is small, and therefore the workload is frequency
dependent. However, beyond that the workload has a very limited response to the CPU
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frequency. We also considered different types of workloads which have a mixture of
compute-bound and memory-bound phases and showed these to have a limited response
to CPU frequency due to the memory bound phases.
Following the workload analysis, we analysed the DVFS scalability for a set of four
workloads. We used a simulation based approach which allowed us to decompose the
workload into intervals which could be directly compared. Each interval was run concurrently at four different frequencies, and a vast number of statistics were gathered
for each interval and frequency. These were used to determine the scaling potential of
the workload offline. Specifically, we calculated a Pareto frontier for each workload to
determine how well the different workloads respond to run time DVFS adjustment. We
also demonstrated that it is possible to achieve the same level of performance at many
different levels of energy consumption for all tested workloads. It is therefore imperative
that the DVFS governors make the correct decisions to ensure that the desired level of
performance is achieved with the minimum energy consumption possible.
We followed the workload analysis of Chapter 4 by comparing the performance of the
standard Ondemand and Conservative CPU governors to an oracle governor. The oracle
governor compared the instruction throughput of the lowest frequency to the instruction
throughput at the frequency above it. It then chose the frequency that was within a
specified reduction of the throughput at the lowest frequency. We demonstrated that
both the Ondemand and Conservative governors will choose the highest frequency the
majority of the time for the workloads tested. However, the oracle governor could be
configured to pick lower frequencies, and therefore saved energy, albeit at a reduction of
performance relative to the CPUFreq governors.
The presented oracle governors used the IPC to determine which frequency should be
chosen, and therefore we decide to create a CPU governor which uses IPC to adjust
the CPU frequency. However, unlike in the oracle governor tests, a real governor is not
able to measure the performance of the workload at multiple different frequencies and
then choose the best of those frequencies. Therefore, we opted to profile different workloads to determine the relationship between the IPC of the workload, and the resulting
performance and user experience. Using this knowledge we then demonstrated that an
IPC-based DVFS governor is able to make intelligent decisions regarding the CPU operating frequency. We profiled the workloads using the Odroid XU3 development board
running Android by performing a frequency sweep for each workload, and recording
the QoE, performance and IPC for the workload. These relationships then gave us the
required information to create a CPU DVFS governor which is able to optimise for user
experience.
We initially demonstrated the operation of our IPC-based governor using simulation,
this allows us to try many different combinations of IPC targets in parallel by running
many instances of the simulator, and hence explore a large part of the design space.
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Additionally, it gives significantly more observability than real hardware. We were able
to demonstrate that we were able to save energy relative to the standard CPUFreq
governors found in Android by choosing an appropriate IPC target for a particular
workload. Our approach proved successful in simulation for BBench, RLBench and
AndEBench, and was demonstrated to work for both single core and dual core systems.
Following the success of our governor in simulation, we proceeded to demonstrate the
operation of the governor on the Odroid XU3.
We demonstrated that a fully compute-bound workload such as Dhrystone does not
allow the performance to be adjusted significantly when using IPC to make decisions.
This is due to the workload having a constant IPC irrespective of frequency as it has
minimal reliance on the rest of the system. However, for other workloads we were able
to adjust the IPC target to get a variation in workload performance. We run Memcpy,
The Chase and Transporter using the IPC-based governor on the XU3. For each of these
workloads there was a range of IPC targets which allows the user experience delivered
by the workload to be traded for the energy consumption of the workload. Therefore, it
is possible to use the IPC and profiling information to adjust the level of user experience
of the workload at run time to meet demand.
Following the success of our governing strategies for the CPU, we moved on to consider
system-level user experience. One of the other major components in a typical mobile
device is the GPU which is responsible for rendering the frames to display before they
are passed off to the display controller. Typically, the CPU prepares a frame before
passing it off to the CPU via the memory system. The GPU then takes the prepared
data, and renders the final frame to be displayed and places this in memory for the
display controller to send to the screen. Therefore, any workload which involves the
display will place strain on the CPU, GPU and the memory system, resulting in a truly
system-level workload.
As with the CPU, we observed typical GPU traffic, and looked at how the GPU responds
to perturbations in the memory system, as well as looking at how the number of active
GPU cores affects the performance of the GPU. To look at these effects, we used an
in-house GPU model which was integrated into the gem5 simulator. Whilst this GPU
model did not interact with the CPU directly, and instead rendered frames from memory
dumps, this model allowed us to observe GPU traffic and the impact it has on the rest of
the system. We began by investigating how the bandwidth available to the GPU affects
the rendering performance of the device. We demonstrated that the GPU can have
compute- and memory-bound operation, as was the case for the CPU. When there is little
bandwidth available for the GPU, the GPU is memory bound and spends the majority
of the time waiting for data from memory, resulting in poor performance. However,
as the available bandwidth increases the GPU transitions from being memory-bound
to compute-bound. When the GPU is compute bound, providing it with additional
memory bandwidth does not improve the performance of the device. We demonstrated
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this behaviour with one through four GPU core configurations. The compute bound
performance was found to scale with the number of cores, whilst the memory-bound
region of operation increased with the number of cores. This is due to the fact that
more memory bandwidth is required to provide the data for the additional GPU cores.
We followed this analysis of GPU behaviour with a study of the ideal number of GPU
cores for a graphics workload. We observed that it does not always make sense to run the
GPU with the maximum number of cores, especially when user experience is concerned.
Once the frame rate becomes sufficiently high to satisfy the end user, further increased
performance does not result in increased user experience, and therefore all additional
performance results in wasted energy. We demonstrated that only 6 and 8 cores out of
16 in total were required for two GPU workloads to achieve the desired performance.
Next, we investigated the impact of GPU traffic on the performance of the CPU. First
of all, we measured the impact of GPU memory traffic on the memory latency as seen
by the CPU. The addition of the GPU traffic resulting in a significant increase in the
memory latency, in some cases being as much as a 6.6x increase. We then demonstrated
that placing a small limit on the memory bandwidth for the GPU resulted in a significant
memory read latency improvement. This small bandwidth limit reduces the burstiness
of the GPU traffic, and therefore reduces the peak impact on the memory controller.
This results in lower latency throughout the memory system, at the expense of a small
reduction in GPU performance. However, the reduction in memory performance is insignificant, especially when compared to the overall latency reduction. We demonstrated
that we were able to noticeably improve the IPC of the CPU due to the small reduction
in GPU bandwidth.
We then investigated how the CPU and GPU interoperate for a larger workload run.
Specifically, we observed the impact of GPU traffic for various core configurations of
CPU DVFS performance. We ran BBench at a range of frequencies, whilst simultaneously rendering frames on the GPU. As expected, the introduction of the GPU traffic
reduced the performance of the CPU, as could be seen in the IPC of the CPU. We
demonstrated that the introduction of the GPU traffic results in a significant decrease
in CPU performance, at the expense of noticeably greater CPU energy consumption.
As we now understood the impact that GPU traffic has on the CPU performance, as well
as the energy consumption, we created a simple GPU governor. This governor monitors
the frame rate of the GPU and determines if GPU cores should be switched on or off
in order to achieve the desired level of user experience. We demonstrated that we were
able to achieve a level of user experience which matches that of running at the highest
number of cores, whilst also reducing the energy consumption of the GPU significantly.
The QoE per Energy number obtained was higher than just running with the lowest
number of cores demonstrating that we were able to operate significantly better than
when running without the GPU governor in place.
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We then ran the GPU governor alongside the CPU governor presented in Chapter 5, and
demonstrated the ability to adjust both the CPU and the GPU performance at the same
time to achieve the desired level of user experience. For a single core system the QoEaware governor was able to reduce the energy consumption of both the CPU and GPU
relative to both the Performance and Ondemand governors, whilst delivering higher
GPU QoE than the Ondemand governor. For the dual core system configuration, the
QoE-Aware governor was able to match the performance of the Performance governor,
whilst matching the energy consumption of the Ondemand governor.
Finally, we extended the IPC based governor presented in Chapter 5 to also include
information about the memory system. We used the results from our oracle governing
study to determine which CPU PMU counters provided us with the required information,
and extended our IPC governor to include L2 cache read refills. When there are a large
number of reads from memory, this indicates that the CPU is more reliant on the memory
system, and is hence more memory-bound. In this case, the frequency of the CPU should
be reduced. Our improved governor compares the IPC of the workload to a target IPC,
and sets a frequency delta accordingly to either increase, decrease or leave the CPU
frequency as is. The governor then uses information about the memory accesses to
further reduce the CPU frequency in the event that there are a large number of memory
accesses. The improved CPU DVFS governor was able to successfully adjust the CPU
frequency in response to memory accesses, resulting in reduced energy consumption and
improved system efficiency.
Whilst we have focused on the ARM architecture throughout this work, our results are
architecture agnostic, and our methodologies and findings can be applied to a range of
systems, irrespective of the architecture. Our user experience models have been chosen
such that the can translate simple low-level metrics into user experience. Specifically,
we use time, which is the same across all systems. Our governors rely on PMU counters
to make decisions, and this is where the biggest hurdle lies if the methodologies are to
be applied to another system as different PMU counters must be chosen to replace those
we have used for the ARM architecture. However, the majority of modern systems will
include a comprehensive set of PMU counters, and therefore these can be exchanged for
the ones used herein.
In this thesis we have considered Quality-of-Experience-Aware system optimisation,
which is posed as an alternative to simply optimising for performance and power. This
type of optimisation allows for greater energy savings by understanding the context of
operation, and hence ensuring that the user’s expectations are met. We established and
defined a relationship between low-level performance and high-level user experience in
Chapter 3. Using this knowledge we developed QoE utility functions which translated
temporal performance measures into user experience. In order to optimise for user experience using these models, we first needed to understand the requirements of CPU and
GPU workloads, and hence performed detailed workload analysis in Chapters 4 and 6.
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Additionally, we conducted a detailed fine-grained DVFS analysis in Chapter 4. We proposed and demonstrated a QoE-Aware CPU governor in Chapter 5, and demonstrated
it using both simulation and real hardware. A QoE-aware GPU governor was presented
and analysed in Chapter 6. Finally, we combined the CPU and GPU QoE-aware governors in Chapter 6, and showed whole system energy savings whilst maintaining a
sufficiently high QoE. Overall, we have presented encouraging, architecture-agnostic results and methodologies which we hope will form a vital and significant first step towards
future QoE-aware system optimisation strategies.

7.1

Research Questions and Answers

As part of this research, we asked a set of questions which we aimed to answer throughout
the course of the work. We list both the questions, as well as the answers below.

1. Can a quantitative relationship between low-level metrics and user experience be
defined which permits realistic estimation of user experience at run time?
We have successfully established a relationship between the user experience delivered by a device or service and measurable low-level metrics. We presented QoE
utility functions in Chapter 3 which translated time delays and rate into QoE for
latency and throughput workloads, respectively. These QoE models are based on
relevant research from the literature. We have used these metrics as part of our
QoE-aware governors for both the CPU and the GPU presented in Chapters 5
and 6. These governors measured proxies for the user experience at run time, and
used this information to determine how the system must be adjusted in order to
maintain a sufficiently high level of user experience. Hence, we were able to use
low-level metrics to estimate the user experience at run-time, and used these to
optimise the system.
2. From a low-level perspective, which level of service - in terms of latency and bandwidth - do typical components such as CPUs and GPUs require from the shared
memory system?
We analysed the traffic generated by CPUs and GPUs in Chapters 4 and 6, respectively. We demonstrated that a CPU requires much less bandwidth from the
memory system relative to a GPU, but also that the CPU requires a low latency
service from the memory system, whilst the GPU is able to tolerate mild increases
in latency with minimal impact on the rendering performance. We investigated
how a GPU responds to mild bandwidth limitation, and demonstrated that there
is a minor decrease in GPU performance. However, at the same time, as there was
less pressure on the memory controller, the performance of the CPU increased.
This serves to demonstrated that whilst the CPU and GPU require significantly
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different levels of service from the memory system, they must be considered at the
same time in order to ensure that the resulting operation is that which is desired.
We also demonstrated that the introduction of large volumes of GPU traffic shift
the ideal operating point for a CPU as it must operate at higher frequencies to
achieve the same level of performance and user experience compared to when the
GPU is not present in the system.
3. How does CPU frequency affect performance and user experience for a spectrum
of workload scenarios, ranging from compute-bound to memory-bound?
In Chapter 4 we presented a detailed investigation of how the CPU frequency affects the operation of a range of workloads. These workloads ranged from computebound to memory-bound in order to explore both the extremes as well as providing
a realistic set of use cases. We demonstrated that compute-bound workloads scale
linearly with CPU frequency, whist memory-bound workloads show close to no
scaling as the frequency is increased. We also demonstrated that typical CPU
workloads lie in between these two extremes.
In the same chapter we also explored the shape of the DVFS Pareto frontier for four
workloads. Again, we included the extremes with one compute- and one memorybound workload, but also included a graphical workload and a web browser benchmark. We demonstrated that it is possible to make a wide range of different DVFS
decisions, with varying energy and performance trade offs. Therefore, it is vital to
choose the minimum energy point for a given performance level.
4. Across a range of typical graphics workloads, what effect does the scaling of GPU
core count and available memory bandwidth have in terms of performance and user
experience?
As with the CPU, we analysed the operation of the GPU in various configurations. Specifically, in Chapter 6, we adjusted the available GPU bandwidth to
determine how the GPU responds to receiving insufficient bandwidth from the
memory system. We demonstrated that the GPU, like the CPU, can be memorybound or compute-bound. When there is little bandwidth available to memory, or
a particularly memory intensive graphics workload is being run, then the GPU is
memory-bound. However, as the available memory is increased, the GPU will transition to becoming compute-bound, and further increases in memory bandwidth
will not increase the performance.
Secondly, in the same chapter, we investigated the effects of the number of GPU
cores on the performance of various workloads. When fewer GPU cores are active,
the GPU consumes less memory bandwidth as it is not able to process the information as quickly, and is therefore more often compute-bound. This has the side
effect of placing less strain on the shared memory system, and therefore there is
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less of an impact on the CPU performance. Additionally, when the energy consumption is taken into account, it is most optimal to use the fewest number of
GPU cores required to meet the frame rendering deadline.

5. Making various assumptions about user preferences - which we will term user experience models - how can CPUs, GPUs as well as complete systems be run-time
optimised in such a way that the end-user remains satisfied?
In this work we have created both CPU and GPU governors which act upon proxies
for user experience to ensure that the user experience meets the desired level. We
have presented these governors in Chapters 5 and 6, and have evaluated them
on both real hardware and in simulation. Our governors are based on the QoE
utility functions presented in Chapter 3. These governors operate at run time to
adjust the performance of either the CPU or the GPU to the desired level of user
experience, whilst choosing the lowest frequency or fewest number of active cores
required to do so. Therefore, these governors not only attempt to ensure that the
user experience is adequate, but also attempt to ensure that the minimum energy
is consumed whilst doing so.

7.2

Future Work

In this work we have presented user experience models, analysed the operation of CPUs
and GPUs, including their workloads, and have devised governing strategies which are
able to adjust overall system energy and performance. However, there remains a large
amount of work in this field, which we have been unable to address due to time constraints. This section provides a summary of closely related future work.

7.2.1

Long-Term User Experience Optimisation

In this work we have focused on short-term user experience, but have not considered
the impact of our decisions on long-term user satisfaction. Our work provides the initial
steps required to create a framework for user experience optimisation that can be applied
to a large range of mobile systems. Future work should consider the impact of decisions
on the long-term user experience, such as battery lifetime. For example, if the device
consumes too much energy ensuring that the user is satisfied in the short-term, then
the battery lifetime will be reduced, and that will lower the long-term user experience.
Therefore, there is a trade off between short-term and long-term user satisfaction, which
lies outside the scope of this work. This is, however, vital to consider when deploying
such a strategy to real systems.
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Include More System Components

In this work we have considered how to optimise mobile systems for user experience,
and have specifically focused on the CPU, GPU and memory system. However, there
are a vast number of other components to consider. For example, it is important to
consider Image Signal Processors (ISPs), which will process the data from the device
camera. These devices consume a vast amount of memory bandwidth, especially when
a user records a video. This places a large strain on the memory system, but also on the
CPU and GPU which will be used to show the end user what is being recorded and to
store the data itself to the device’s non-volatile memory. It is therefore important that
such a device gets sufficient bandwidth, and that this bandwidth requirement can be
satisfied without impacting the performance of the other in-system components. In the
event that the bandwidth requirements cannot be met, then the video or photo quality
suffers, resulting in a potentially useless recording. However, if the CPU or GPU become
starved due to the additional memory bandwidth, then the user is not able to interact
properly with the device, resulting in reduced user experience, or even the inability to
record what they intended to record.
Other system hardware to consider are components such as video and audio decoders. In
modern devices, one will often find both hardware video and audio decoders which can
take a large amount of the strain off the CPU. In the event that these are not performing
as well as required a decoded video can either suffer in quality, or can stop altogether,
whilst audio on the device may start to suffer. Again, this results in a significantly
reduced user experience. As was the case for the ISP, it is vital to understand both the
requirements of these components in terms of memory bandwidth, but also to determine
the impact these have on the other devices in the system. Finally, if one wishes to
adjust the operation of these at run time to save energy, one must understand the user
experience impact of these decisions.

7.2.3

Investigate a Larger Set of Workloads

Throughout this work we have considered a range of workloads, ranging from computeand memory-bound benchmarks to full-system graphics and web-browser workloads.
However, we have considered a limited subset of all workloads, and have only considered
those which can be easily automated. Other workloads, such as word processing or
spreadsheet entry have not been considered, although these are becoming more prevalent
in the tablet and mobile market as users move from traditional PCs and laptops to more
tablet-class devices. These devices are rapidly becoming the dominant interface used to
enter and retrieve information, and therefore it is important to evaluate the performance
of this class of application.
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Conduct a User Study

Throughout this work we have provided an extensive study of low-level device operation,
and have presented models which link the low-level performance of the device to the
delivered user experience. We have additionally demonstrated that the predicted user
experience is high for our approaches. However, we do not present user studies, in which
end users are asked to evaluate the subjective performance of the device.
We envision that a user strategy could be used to improve the work presented in this
dissertation in a variety of ways. Firstly, it could be used to verify the QoS models
presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 by obtaining user feedback for a variety of different
scenarios. These scenarios could include, for example, the loading time for an application, or delay between the user requesting an action and the action taking place. These
could be used to affirm that the latency-sensitive workload model is correct. Additionally, some rate based experiments, such as those focusing on GPU frame rates, could be
used to determine the accuracy of the throughput-sensitive workload model.
A user study could also be used to evaluate the performance of the different governing
strategies. As this work stands, the evaluation of the governing strategies focuses more
on the device, as opposed to the end user. A user study would allow real-life evaluation
of the different governing methodologies presented in this work.

7.2.5

Advanced QoE Governing with Control Theory

Adjusting the frequency of the CPU and monitoring the resulting performance to make
the next adjustment is a complex task. This is further compounded by the workload
itself which can change significantly between governing intervals. In the best case, a
governor can act upon the historic information gathered from previous governing cycles.
A typical governor observes metrics such as the CPU load to make decisions. More
often than not, the CPU load will be either high or low, and it is less common to see
intermediate CPU load levels. This ensures that the governor has a clear, well-defined
governing algorithm. However, in the case of a QoE-based governor, it has to make
decisions based on either the level of user experience, or the actual performance of the
workload. This is much less clear, and poses many issues.
A QoE governor measures the past user experience, and uses this information to adjust
system configuration to reach a target user experience for the current governing interval.
This can be represented in terms of a control theory feedback loop. In Figure 7.1 we
present the QoE-aware governing feedback loop. The governor is provided with an input
in the form of a target QoE, QoEtarget , which is compared to the measured QoE from
the last governing interval, QoEmeasured . This results in an error term, err, which can
be used to determine if the level of user experience is sufficient, or not. This error term
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Figure 7.1: Control theory based QoE governing
is then used by the DVFS Governor to determine the frequency, f req, which should
be applied to various parts of the System. Based on the capabilities of the system, the
Workload running and the operating frequencies of the system components, a level of
performance is reached. In order to provide a QoE for the last governing interval, this
performance in monitored and is converted to a representative QoE score by the QoE
Monitor. This allows the governor to compare the QoE from the last governing interval
to the target QoE.
We propose that the DVFS Governor is implemented as a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller. Such a controller uses the error term, err in our case, to determine
which frequency should be chosen for the next interval. This is done in three parallel
stages: proportional feedback, integral feedback and derivative feedback. The proportional feedback term applies a constant multiplier to the most recent error measurement.
The proportional feedback is the main correcting force in a PID controller. The integral
term tracks the total error, i.e., the sum of all measured errors, and multiplies this by
a constant to remove steady state error. Finally, the derivative term acts upon the rate
of change in the error, effectively comparing the most recent two errors to determine a
rate of change. This term acts as a predictor for changes in the system, as a large error
derivative indicates that the system has been perturbed significantly. Tuning a PID
controller requires very accurate setting of the component weightings to ensure that the
response of the controller is stable, and does not oscillate, whilst still reacting rapidly
enough to make quick adjustments.
Such a controller, when coupled with detailed QoE modelling would be able to automatically adjust the performance of system components such as the CPU and GPU based
on a QoE target. By adjusting the QoE target it would be possible to adjust the level of
QoE delivered by the device. Potential hardships lie in the tuning of the PID controller
configurations, and determining which aspects of a QoE measurement are contributing
to the overall system performance. For example, it is important to exclude the QoE of
the GPU if it is not involved in providing a high user experience.
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Hardware-Based QoE Optimisation

The approaches we have presented are all software implementations of QoE governing
algorithms, most of which rely on the CPUFreq framework used to the standard Linux
DVFS governors. However, aside from the ability to change governing strategy on the
fly, there is no reason that the governor cannot be implemented in hardware. By implementing the governor in hardware, there is no overhead for making the DVFS decisions
which improves performance, reduces energy consumption and helps to ensure that there
is a smooth user experience. Hardware-based QoE-aware governing also allows for the
governor to directly integrate with the PMU counters, and hence closely monitor for
system events. This would result in faster and more accurate governor responses to
changes in the system state.

7.2.6.1

Unifying QoE and QoS Control

By moving the QoE governor to hardware, it can also be more tightly coupled with
the QoS mechanisms present which ensure that no components become starved in the
memory system, for example. This tight coupling between QoE and QoS allows the
QoE governor to inform the QoS mechanisms regarding the relative importance and
requirements of the various system components. This in turn allows the QoS mechanisms
to provide specific parts of the system with a greater quota of the available bandwidth.
This also could provide the QoE governor with knowledge as to where bottlenecks in
the system lie, and hence determine if increasing the frequency of a specific component
will indeed result in improved QoE.

Appendix A

Forking Infrastructure
In this appendix we detail the implementation of the analysis framework based on forking the gem5 simulator. This framework has been used in Chapters 4 and 5 to give
insights into workload scalability, DVFS governing limits and how to design a performance counter based DVFS governor. This appendix provides more detailed information
about the forking framework than presented in the chapters themselves.
The gem5-based forking infrastructure is designed to allow a workload to be explored
with different system configurations whilst ensuring that the different runs remain synchronised. To this effect, a single primary gem5 simulation is executed, and it is only
this simulation that is forked. Each forked simulation is then allowed to execute for a
short period of time, prior to being terminated. The reasons for only forking a single
gem5 simulation are two-fold and are explored in the following two paragraphs.
First of all, if the child simulations, which are produced as a results of forking, are themselves forked, then the number of simulations rises exponentially, which is undesirable
for larger workload runs as the compute resources required also increase exponentially.
However, it is worth noting that this approach does potentially have advantages. Specifically, by forking the child simulations it allows decisions made by the simulated system
within those child instances to propagate further into the simulation. This allows a
much larger set of choices to be explored, but the child simulations would rapidly desynchronise from the original run.
Secondly, by only forking from a single gem5 simulation, it is ensured that all simulations
are synchronised to this primary simulation run, and hence can be directly compared.
For this to remain true, each child simulation must run for a significantly short period of
time as the decisions made by the software and operating system in each child simulation
can differ from the primary simulation. Hence, if the child simulations run for too long
an interval, they can significantly diverge, and they are no longer comparable.
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for each governing interval, i do
Fork the gem5 simulator N times
for each forked simulation do
Set the CPU frequency to f req[N ]
Run for one forking interval
Gather statistics for the forking interval
Terminate the child simulation
end for
end for
Figure A.1: Algorithm for the forking infrastructure

A.1

Comparing the Simulated Intervals

In this section we describe how each set of simulated intervals is compared using the
forking infrastructure. As was stated in the previous section, all forked instances of the
simulator are tied to a primary simulation, and only run for a short period of time. In our
runs with the forking infrastructure developed, we investigate the effect of changing the
CPU frequency. This has the effect that running for the same period of time at different
CPU frequencies results in differing amounts of work done in each child simulation.
Therefore, post-processing is required in order to obtain useful results.
First of all, we determine the number of instructions simulated in the highest-frequency
child. Therefore, if we have four simulated frequencies of 0.5 GHz through 2 GHz in
0.5 GHz steps, we first determine how many instructions were simulated in the 2 GHz
simulation. We then determine how many were executed in the other, slower simulation
runs, and calculate the ratio. This ratio is then used to scale the non-mean statistics for
the slower simulation runs. Note that we do not scale any mean statistics, as the mean
already takes into account the shorter run time.
The scaled statistics allow us to estimate the actual statistics if the same number of
instructions had been executed in all simulations. However, as we are interested in
performance we also need to scale the run time for each child simulation. Therefore, if a
simulation at the highest frequency ran for 1 ms, and a simulation at a lower frequency
executed half the number of instructions in the same period of time, we estimate the
run time for the slower simulation to be 2 ms.
We determine the energy consumption using a simple IPC-based energy model. For the
lower-frequency intervals we use the scaled statistics for energy calculation. The scaled
times are used for performance estimation. By using both of these results we are able to
estimate the resulting performance and energy consumption for any choices made by a
DVFS governor. Additionally, as we are able to choose the most appropriate frequency
which maximises or minimises a given metric, we are able to create an oracle governor
which operates on this data.
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Forking Algorithm

We present the forking algorithm used for our experiments in Figure A.1. This algorithm
is used to investigate the effect of adjusting the CPU frequency, and allows us to directly
compare these effects.

Appendix B

Source Code Listings
This appendix lists the source code for various scripts, kernel modifications and pseudo
code for algorithms used throughout the thesis.

B.1

DVFS Governors

This section includes the pseudo code for different DVFS governing algorithms used
throughout the thesis. It includes the algorithms used to mimic the operation of the
CPUFreq Ondemand and Conservative governors when used with the forking infrastructure. Additionally, this section includes the algorithms used for the Oracle governors
used to determine how much energy can be saved relative to the CPUFreq governors.

B.1.1

CPUFreq Governors

In this section, we provide the settings use for the Ondemand and Conservative CPUFreq
governors, when implemented offline for the DVFS case study. We also detail the algorithms implemented for the two governors.
The Ondemand and Conservative governors use thresholds to when the frequency should
be increased, decreased or left the same. These are used to implement hysteresis, and
hence avoid the governor switching CPU frequency in response to a small change in the
input. These thresholds are applied to the measured CPU load, as determined within the
kernel on a typical system, or as derived from the gem5 statistics in our implementation.
Both governors use an up-threshold which represents the CPU load required for the
governor to increase the frequency. We set the up threshold to 80% for both governors.
Therefore, the CPU must be at least at 80% load for the frequency to be increased. It is
worth re-emphasising that the Ondemand governor will switch to the highest operating
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frequency when this threshold is reached, whilst the Conservative governor will slowly
increase the frequency one step at a time. Therefore, the conservative governor is less
responsive to increases in CPU load.
The Ondemand and Conservative governors also use a down threshold, which is used
when decreasing the operating frequency. In the case of the Ondemand governor, we
use a threshold of 80%, whilst we use 20% for the Conservative governor. The CPU
load must drop below this threshold for the frequency to be decreased. The lower down
threshold for the Conservative governor means that it is more likely to remain at a higher
frequency whilst there is load on the CPU, and hence will offer more stable performance
at the expense of higher energy consumption once the frequency has been increased.

B.1.1.1

Ondemand

In this section, we present the algorithm used for the offline implementation of the
Ondemand governor. The governor acts upon historic data to determine which frequency
should be chosen for the next governing interval. The algorithm is shown in Figure B.1.
f requencies ← set of available frequencies; imax in total
next f req ← f requencies[0]
i←0
for each governing interval do
if CPU load > up threshold then
i ← imax
else if CPU load < down threshold and i > 0 then
i ← i−1
end if
next f req ← f requencies[i]
end for
Figure B.1: Algorithm for the Ondemand DVFS governor

B.1.1.2

Conservative

In this section, we present the algorithm used for the offline implementation of the
Conservative governor. As was the case for the Ondemand governor, this governor acts
upon historic data to determine which frequency should be chosen for the next governing
interval. The algorithm is shown in Figure B.2.

B.2

Kernel

In this section, we include the key snippets of code required to implement the IPC-based
CPU DVFS governor, as well as the more advanced IPC- and MRPC-based governor
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f requencies ← set of available frequencies; imax in total
next f req ← f requencies[0]
i←0
for each governing interval do
if CPU load > up threshold and i < imax then
i ← i+1
else if CPU load < down threshold and i > 0 then
i ← i−1
end if
next f req ← f requencies[i]
end for
Figure B.2: Algorithm for the Conservative DVFS governor
used in later experiments. Please note that we do not include the entire source for
brevity, and hence the code listing here serve to illustrate the operation of the governor,
rather than providing a fully-functional implementation.

B.2.1

IPC-based DVFS Governor

s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( i n t , c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d ) = 0 ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u n s i g n e d , i p c t h r e s h o l d ) ;
// These a r e used t o measure t h e number o f c y c l e s and number o f i n s t r u c t i o n s
// a c r o s s a l l c o r e s i n t h e domain .
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , m e a s u r e d c y c l e s ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , m e a s u r e d i n s t s ) ;
// We want t o keep t r a c k o f t h e time t h a t t h e c o u n t e r s were r u n n i n g . Only do s o
// f o r t h e i n s t r u c t i o n c o u n t e r f o r now .
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d ) ;
// Performance c o u n t e r s p e c i f i c t h i n g s :
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( s t r u c t p e r f e v e n t ∗ , c y c l e e v ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( s t r u c t p e r f e v e n t ∗ , i n s t e v ) ;
static struct perf event attr cycle hw attr = {
. type
= PERF TYPE HARDWARE,
// . c o n f i g
= 0 x11 ,
. config
= PERF COUNT HW CPU CYCLES,
. size
= sizeof ( struct perf event attr ) ,
. pinned
= 1,
. disabled
= 1,
};
static struct perf event attr inst hw attr = {
. type
= PERF TYPE HARDWARE,
// . c o n f i g
= 0 x08 ,
. config
= PERF COUNT HW INSTRUCTIONS,
. size
= sizeof ( struct perf event attr ) ,
. pinned
= 1,
. disabled
= 1,
};
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void enable pmu counters ( )
{
v o l a t i l e unsigned i n t v ;
READ REG(PMCR, v ) ;
v |= 0 x01 ;
WRITE REG(PMCR, v ) ;
}
/∗ Enable t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s f o r each CPU i n c l u d e d i n t h e c u r r e n t p o l i c y ∗/
v o i d g o v e n a b l e ( i n t cpu )
{
s t r u c t s b c p u d b s i n f o s ∗ d b s i n f o = &p e r c p u ( s b c p u d b s i n f o , cpu ) ;
s t r u c t c p u f r e q p o l i c y ∗ p o l i c y = d b s i n f o −>cdbs . c u r p o l i c y ;
s t r u c t cpumask cpu mask ;
f o r e a c h c p u ( cpu , &cpu mask ) {
p r i n t k ( ”CPU: %d\n” , cpu ) ;
p r i n t k ( ” E n a b l i n g t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s \n” ) ;
// Enable t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s
e n a b l e p m u c y c l e s ( cpu ) ;
e n a b l e p m u i n s t ( cpu ) ;
p r i n t k ( ” S e t t i n g i n i t i a l i p c t a r g e t \n” ) ;
p e r c p u ( i p c t h r e s h o l d , cpu ) = 4 0 ;
// R e s e t t h e c o u n t e r s
p r i n t k ( ” R e s e t t i n g i n t e r n a l c o u n t e r s \n” ) ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d c y c l e s , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d i n s t s , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d , cpu ) = 1 ;
}
}
/∗
∗ Every s a m p l i n g r a t e , we l o o k a t t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s t o d e t e r m i n e
∗ what t h e n e x t f r e q u e n c y s h o u l d be .
∗/
s t a t i c v o i d s b c h e c k c p u ( i n t cpu , u n s i g n e d i n t l o a d )
{
s t r u c t s b c p u d b s i n f o s ∗ d b s i n f o = &p e r c p u ( s b c p u d b s i n f o , cpu ) ;
s t r u c t c p u f r e q p o l i c y ∗ p o l i c y = d b s i n f o −>cdbs . c u r p o l i c y ;
u64 c y c l e s , i n s t ;
u64 e n a b l e d = 0 , r u n n i n g = 0 ;
struct perf event ∗ cycle event , ∗ inst event ;
i n t cpu new ;
u64 o v e r a l l c y c l e s = 0 , o v e r a l l i n s t s = 0 ;
long long int freq next ;
unsigned i n t c u r f r e q ;
int error , delta ;
u64 t i m e e n a b l e d ;
long long int ipc ;
u64 o v e r a l l t i m e = 0 ;
u n s i g n e d num cores = 0 ;
s t r u c t cpumask cpu mask ;
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i f ( p e r c p u ( c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d , cpu ) == 0 ) {
p r i n t k ( ” E n a b l i n g PMU c o u n t e r s ! \ n” ) ;
g o v e n a b l e ( cpu ) ;
return ;
}
i f ( have governor per policy ()) {
cpumask copy(&cpu mask , p o l i c y −>cpus ) ;
}
else {
cpumask copy(&cpu mask , c p u o n l i n e m a s k ) ;
}
f o r e a c h c p u ( cpu new , &cpu mask ) {
num cores += 1 ;
c y c l e e v e n t = p e r c p u ( c y c l e e v , cpu new ) ;
c y c l e s = p e r f e v e n t r e a d v a l u e ( c y c l e e v e n t , &e n a b l e d , &r u n n i n g ) ;
enabled = 0 ;
running = 0 ;
i n s t e v e n t = p e r c p u ( i n s t e v , cpu new ) ;
i n s t = p e r f e v e n t r e a d v a l u e ( i n s t e v e n t , &e n a b l e d , &r u n n i n g ) ;
// Get t h e time t h a t we have been c o u n t i n g f o r and update t h e r e f e r e n c e .
t i m e e n a b l e d = e n a b l e d − p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu new ) ;
o v e r a l l t i m e += t i m e e n a b l e d ;
p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu new ) = e n a b l e d ;
o v e r a l l c y c l e s += c y c l e s ;
o v e r a l l i n s t s += i n s t ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d c y c l e s , cpu new ) += c y c l e s ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d i n s t s , cpu new ) += i n s t ;
// We need t o r e s e t t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s :
l o c a l 6 4 s e t (& c y c l e e v e n t −>count , 0 ) ;
l o c a l 6 4 s e t (& i n s t e v e n t −>count , 0 ) ;
}
// C a l c u l a t e t h e IPC
ipc = o v e r a l l i n s t s ;
i f ( o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 7 != 0 ) {
d o d i v ( i p c , o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 7 ) ; // IPC ∗ 128
} else {
ipc = 0;
}
// Get t h e c u r r e n t f r e q u e n c y
c u r f r e q = p o l i c y −>c u r ;
// Look up t h e c u r r e n t IPC t h r e s h o l d f o r t h e CPU we a r e r u n n i n g on
i p c t h r e s h o l d = p e r c p u ( i p c t h r e s h o l d , cpu ) ;
i f ( ipc < ipc threshold ) {
// D e c r e a s e t h e f r e q u e n c y
d e l t a = −100000;
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} else {
// I n c r e a s e t h e f r e q u e n c y
delta = 100000;
}
freq next = cur
i f ( freq next <
freq next =
} else i f ( freq
freq next =
}

freq + delta ;
p o l i c y −>min ) {
p o l i c y −>min ;
n e x t > p o l i c y −>max) {
p o l i c y −>max ;

i f ( f r e q n e x t <= c u r f r e q ) {
// S w i t c h i n g down .
c p u f r e q d r i v e r t a r g e t ( p o l i c y , f r e q n e x t , CPUFREQ RELATION L ) ;
} else {
// S w i t c h i n g up .
c p u f r e q d r i v e r t a r g e t ( p o l i c y , f r e q n e x t , CPUFREQ RELATION H ) ;
}
}

B.2.2

IPC- and MRPC-based DVFS Governor

s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( i n t , c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d ) = 0 ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u n s i g n e d , i p c t h r e s h o l d ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u n s i g n e d , mrpc mult ) ;
// These a r e used t o measure t h e number o f c y c l e s and number o f i n s t r u c t i o n s
// a c r o s s a l l c o r e s i n t h e domain .
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , m e a s u r e d c y c l e s ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , m e a s u r e d i n s t s ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , m e a s u r e d l 2 r e f i l l ) ;
// We want t o keep t r a c k o f t h e time t h a t t h e c o u n t e r s were r u n n i n g . Only do s o
// f o r t h e i n s t r u c t i o n c o u n t e r f o r now .
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( u64 , i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d ) ;
// Performance c o u n t e r s p e c i f i c t h i n g s :
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( s t r u c t p e r f e v e n t ∗ , c y c l e e v ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( s t r u c t p e r f e v e n t ∗ , l 2 r e f i l l e v ) ;
s t a t i c DEFINE PER CPU( s t r u c t p e r f e v e n t ∗ , i n s t e v ) ;
static struct perf event attr cycle hw attr = {
. type
= PERF TYPE HARDWARE,
// . c o n f i g
= 0 x11 ,
. config
= PERF COUNT HW CPU CYCLES,
. size
= sizeof ( struct perf event attr ) ,
. pinned
= 1,
. disabled
= 1,
};
static struct perf event attr inst hw attr = {
. type
= PERF TYPE HARDWARE,
// . c o n f i g
= 0 x08 ,
. config
= PERF COUNT HW INSTRUCTIONS,
. size
= sizeof ( struct perf event attr ) ,
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. pinned
. disabled
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= 1,
= 1,

};
static struct perf event attr l2refill hw attr = {
. type
= PERF TYPE RAW,
// . c o n f i g
= 0 x52 ,
. config
= ARMV7 A15 PERFCTR L2 CACHE REFILL READ ,
. size
= sizeof ( struct perf event attr ) ,
. pinned
= 1,
. disabled
= 1,
};
void enable pmu counters ( )
{
v o l a t i l e unsigned i n t v ;
READ REG(PMCR, v ) ;
v |= 0 x01 ;
WRITE REG(PMCR, v ) ;
}
/∗ Enable t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s f o r each CPU i n c l u d e d i n t h e c u r r e n t p o l i c y ∗/
v o i d g o v e n a b l e ( i n t cpu )
{
s t r u c t s b c p u d b s i n f o s ∗ d b s i n f o = &p e r c p u ( s b c p u d b s i n f o , cpu ) ;
s t r u c t c p u f r e q p o l i c y ∗ p o l i c y = d b s i n f o −>cdbs . c u r p o l i c y ;
s t r u c t cpumask cpu mask ;
f o r e a c h c p u ( cpu , &cpu mask ) {
p r i n t k ( ”CPU: %d\n” , cpu ) ;
p r i n t k ( ” E n a b l i n g t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s \n” ) ;
// Enable t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s
e n a b l e p m u c y c l e s ( cpu ) ;
e n a b l e p m u i n s t ( cpu ) ;
e n a b l e p m u l 2 r e f i l l ( cpu ) ;
p r i n t k ( ” S e t t i n g i n i t i a l i p c t a r g e t \n” ) ;
p e r c p u ( i p c t h r e s h o l d , cpu ) = 4 0 ;
p r i n t k ( ” S e t t i n g i n i t i a l MRPC m u l t i p l i e r \n” ) ;
p e r c p u ( i p c t h r e s h o l d , cpu ) = 5 ;
// R e s e t t h e c o u n t e r s
p r i n t k ( ” R e s e t t i n g i n t e r n a l c o u n t e r s \n” ) ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d c y c l e s , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d i n s t s , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d l 2 r e f i l l , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu ) = 0 ;
p e r c p u ( c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d , cpu ) = 1 ;
}
}
/∗
∗ Every s a m p l i n g r a t e , we l o o k a t t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s t o d e t e r m i n e
∗ what t h e n e x t f r e q u e n c y s h o u l d be .
∗/
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s t a t i c v o i d s b c h e c k c p u ( i n t cpu , u n s i g n e d i n t l o a d )
{
s t r u c t s b c p u d b s i n f o s ∗ d b s i n f o = &p e r c p u ( s b c p u d b s i n f o , cpu ) ;
s t r u c t c p u f r e q p o l i c y ∗ p o l i c y = d b s i n f o −>cdbs . c u r p o l i c y ;
u64 c y c l e s , i n s t ;
u64 e n a b l e d = 0 , r u n n i n g = 0 ;
struct perf event ∗ cycle event , ∗ inst event , ∗ l 2 r e f i l l e v e n t ;
i n t cpu new ;
u64 o v e r a l l c y c l e s = 0 , o v e r a l l i n s t s = 0 , o v e r a l l l 2 r e f i l l s = 0 ; ;
long long int freq next ;
unsigned i n t c u r f r e q ;
int error , delta ;
u64 t i m e e n a b l e d ;
long long int ipc ;
u64 o v e r a l l t i m e = 0 ;
u n s i g n e d num cores = 0 ;
s t r u c t cpumask cpu mask ;
i f ( p e r c p u ( c o u n t e r s e n a b l e d , cpu ) == 0 ) {
p r i n t k ( ” E n a b l i n g PMU c o u n t e r s ! \ n” ) ;
g o v e n a b l e ( cpu ) ;
return ;
}
i f ( have governor per policy ()) {
cpumask copy(&cpu mask , p o l i c y −>cpus ) ;
}
else {
cpumask copy(&cpu mask , c p u o n l i n e m a s k ) ;
}
f o r e a c h c p u ( cpu new , &cpu mask ) {
num cores += 1 ;
c y c l e e v e n t = p e r c p u ( c y c l e e v , cpu new ) ;
c y c l e s = p e r f e v e n t r e a d v a l u e ( c y c l e e v e n t , &e n a b l e d , &r u n n i n g ) ;
enabled = 0 ;
running = 0 ;
i n s t e v e n t = p e r c p u ( i n s t e v , cpu new ) ;
i n s t = p e r f e v e n t r e a d v a l u e ( i n s t e v e n t , &e n a b l e d , &r u n n i n g ) ;
enabled = 0 ;
running = 0 ;
l 2 r e f i l l e v e n t = p e r c p u ( l 2 r e f i l l e v , cpu new ) ;
l 2 r e f i l l = p e r f e v e n t r e a d v a l u e ( l 2 r e f i l l e v e n t , &e n a b l e d , &r u n n i n g ) ;
// Get t h e time t h a t we have been c o u n t i n g f o r and update t h e r e f e r e n c e .
t i m e e n a b l e d = e n a b l e d − p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu new ) ;
o v e r a l l t i m e += t i m e e n a b l e d ;
p e r c p u ( i n s t s o l d t i m e e n a b l e d , cpu new ) = e n a b l e d ;
o v e r a l l c y c l e s += c y c l e s ;
o v e r a l l i n s t s += i n s t ;
o v e r a l l l 2 r e f i l l s += l 2 r e f i l l ;
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p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d c y c l e s , cpu new ) += c y c l e s ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d i n s t s , cpu new ) += i n s t ;
p e r c p u ( m e a s u r e d l 2 r e f i l l , cpu new ) += l 2 r e f i l l ;
// We need t o r e s e t t h e p e r f o r m a n c e c o u n t e r s :
l o c a l 6 4 s e t (& c y c l e e v e n t −>count , 0 ) ;
l o c a l 6 4 s e t (& i n s t e v e n t −>count , 0 ) ;
l o c a l 6 4 s e t (& l 2 r e f i l l e v e n t −>count , 0 ) ;
}
// C a l c u l a t e t h e IPC
ipc = o v e r a l l i n s t s ;
i f ( o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 7 != 0 ) {
d o d i v ( i p c , o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 7 ) ; // IPC ∗ 128
} else {
ipc = 0;
}
// C a l c u l a t e t h e MRPC
mrpc = o v e r a l l l 2 r e f i l l s ;
i f ( o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 12 != 0 ) {
d o d i v ( mrpc , o v e r a l l c y c l e s >> 1 2 ) ; // MPC ∗ 4096
} else {
mrpc = 0 ;
}
// Get t h e c u r r e n t f r e q u e n c y
c u r f r e q = p o l i c y −>c u r ;
// Look up t h e c u r r e n t IPC t h r e s h o l d f o r t h e CPU we a r e r u n n i n g on
i p c t h r e s h o l d = p e r c p u ( i p c t h r e s h o l d , cpu ) ;
// Compare IPC t o IPC t a r g e t , and s e t d e l t a . Switch more r a p i d l y
// f o r l a r g e r d e l t a .
i f ( ipc < ipc threshold ) {
d e l t a = −100005;
} e l s e i f ( ipc > ( ipc threshold + 32)) {
delta = 300005;
} e l s e i f ( ipc > ( ipc threshold + 16)) {
delta = 200005;
} else {
delta = 100005;
}
// Deal with memory a c c e s s e s
d e l t a −= mpc ∗ 1000 ∗ p e r c p u ( mpc mult , cpu ) ;
freq next = cur
i f ( freq next <
freq next =
} else i f ( freq
freq next =
}

freq + delta ;
p o l i c y −>min ) {
p o l i c y −>min ;
n e x t > p o l i c y −>max) {
p o l i c y −>max ;

i f ( f r e q n e x t <= c u r f r e q ) {
// S w i t c h i n g down .
c p u f r e q d r i v e r t a r g e t ( p o l i c y , f r e q n e x t , CPUFREQ RELATION L ) ;
} else {
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// S w i t c h i n g up .
c p u f r e q d r i v e r t a r g e t ( p o l i c y , f r e q n e x t , CPUFREQ RELATION H ) ;
}

}
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